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Pardons Asked for Charles F, Brown
and Charles E. Prescott.
[Special to the Press.]
Augusta, July 19.—At the meeting of the
Governor- and Council today, a petition, signed by the Selectmen of Norof the Municipal Court, was
presented, asking that Charles G. Brown of
Norway be pardoned. He was convicted
and sentenced to the State prison for two

Judge

years, at the last February term of the Oxfor County Court for forgery. It is alleged
in the petition that the forgery was an en-
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dorsement upon a check for the amount of
Si-; that said endorsement was written by
said Brown when in a state of
intoxication,
and under circumstances which showed no
criminal intent except that produced by the
frenzy of intoxication. The length of his
sentence was regarded by the petitioners as
disproportion ate to the crime.
Another petition of some two hundred
names was received, asking that a pardon be
granted Charles E. Prescott, who murdered
one Williams and carted his body about the
streets of Portland.
He is under a life sentence in the Stale prison, and it was represented that he was lying sick with consumption, with no hope of recovery; that he
must die within a very short time, “and it
would be humane to allow him to die with
his mother and sister, who live at Bar Mills,
in the town of Buxton.”
He was an inoffensive fellow, the petition savs, of no great
degree of intelligence, and there is doubt
whether or not his greatest part in the crime
was burying the body of Williams; and
Williams being of a quarrelsome disposition
was a party in a quarrel in a house of ill
fame, and was killed by someone other than
Prescott.”
This is his story, and may be
true.

The Governor and council have decided to
make their annual eastern trip, visiting the
Passamaquoddy Indians, etc., departing one

week from next Monday. On their departure
they go direct to Thomaston, where they
will be Tuesday, taking the steamer east on

Wednesday,
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fore tbe Council and continued to press the
petition for the pardon of his brother, Elmer
D. Morrill, in the State prison under a life

seutence, for performiugia criminal operation, the patient, Miss Matilda Cook of Lewton, dying. At the previous hearing, it was
not denied that Morrill committed the crime,
but a pardon was asked on account of his
youth and inexperience, and on the ground
that the sentence was much in excess of
what should have been given for the offence.
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Tonight, the brother from Wisconsin proceeded on the theory that Elmer did not perform the operation at all. but that Diston,
the
was
girl’s
the
lover,
one.
Private letters from the convict to
his
brother were read in which he denied that
he ever had any instruments or had anything
to do with the operation but was
simply
called at a late day to try and save the girl’s
life. Dr. Scott Hill, of Augusta, was called
in as an expert who testified that Miss
Cooke could not have died of blood poisoning which was the cause of her death, three
days after the instruments were used. It
was proved that the young doctor’s first visit
was not over three days previous to her decease.
A portion of the testimony given at
the trial by Dr. Garcelon, who performed the
autopsy, was introduced. The Council voted to commute Morrill’s sentence to five
years, the vote standing four in favor to
three opposed.
It was voted to adjourn to August 14th
which falls on muster week.

Congress Street.
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CAUCUSSES.

North Ynrmomh.
The Republicans of the town of North Yarmouth are requested to meet at the Town House,
on Saturday, August 4th, at 3 o’clock p. m., for
the purpose of electing two delegates lo attend
we county convention wpe uoiueuai loiuauu,
Per order Town Committee.
August 8th.
Falmouth.
to
Kepublicans of Falmouth arc requested
meet at at the Town House in said town, on Saturday, July 21st. at 4 o'clock p. in., to choose delegates to attend theJCouiity Convention, hidden at
Portland, August 8tli, to nominate County officers.
Per order of Committee.

Old Orchard.
[Special

WEATHER.

Washivuton, July 20.
The Indications for New England are
rain and slightly cooler weather, followed
Friday night by fair weather and stationary
temperature and westerly winds.

PORTLAND, Me., July 19, 1888.
ISAM | 8PM
Barometer.; 30.127,30.023
02.
Thermometer. 58.
Dew Point. 58.
60.

Humidity.

100.
8
12

Wind.

Velocity.

I9e4
|8
6

Weather. Foggy ICloudy
Mean daily bar.. .30.075 Maximum ther....04.2
Minimum ther.55.3
Mean daily ther.,.60.0
Mean daily d’wpt..59.0
Max. vel. wind... 12S
Total preclp.14
Mean daily hum.. 96.0

and lived at Old Orchard with his mother.
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Fog and Rain at Bar Harbor,
Habbob, July 19.—There was a
thick fog today.
No yachts arrived. The
Bab
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K. P. Jonks. Observer.

with Gen. Butler

on

board

will remain several days longer, then sail
eastward. A yacht race is planned to take
place during the stay of the Eastern Yacht
Club.
i ne urn orcnara

meetings.

19.—Rain put a
quietus on the out door meetings at the
But the tabernable
camp ground today.
was well filled at each serRice.
Rev. E.
Davis, of Reading, Hass., led the G o’clock
prayer meeting. A Bible reading and family prayer was held at 9 nine o’clock. The
principal speaker of the forenoon was
Evangelist Parker of New York, who
preached on the “Higher Christian Life and
Entire Sanctification.’’
The afternoon meetings began with children’s service conducted by Miss Carter of
Boston. At its close several went forward
Oi.d
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U. S. A., who is connected with the bureau
of ethnology at the Smithsonian Institute is
in town.
He will visit various historic
places of interest in Eastern Maine, including the Indian hieroglyphic rocks of Machi-

®

«

3,;

gdj

Looking Over the Antiquities.
Machias, July 19.—Col. Garrick Mallory,

yacht America,

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.

«»<* 01

the Tress.]

Old Ohchabd, July 19.—Fred W. Perkims
Saco, while attempting to alight from the
9.30 train tonight from Old Orchard at the
Camp Ground station, was thrown under
the car and terribly mangled.
Ilis head
was cut and arm stove up.
He was found
l)r,
by Station Agent Sumner Fessenden.
A. W. Dinsmoreof Old Orchard, and Dr. C.
R. Crandall of Portland, attended him but
were unable to render help.
They moved
the body to the watting room of the Camp
Ground station and summoned F. C. Bradbury of Saco. Perkins was well kuown here
as a ball player.
He was a painter by trade

LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

Observations taApn at the
at all stations.

to

of

Windham,
The Republicans of Windham are requested to
meet at the Town House, in said Windham, on
SATUHDAV, the 28th day of July, 1888, at 4
o’clock in tlie afternoon, to select delegates to attend theiCounty Convention at Portland, on Wednesday,the 8tli day of August, 1888, at 10 o’clock
in the forenoon.
Per order of Town Committee.
Windham, July 19,1888,
THE

THE TRAIN.

Terrible Fate of Fred W. Perkins at

The

Falmouth, July 14,1888.

Property

Today.

Augusta, July 19.—At a meeting of the
Governor and Council the nominations made
a week ago were all confirmed.
Gen. George
L. Beal, Commissioner of the Treasury filed
his bond for two hundred thousand dollars
with Edmund B. Mallett, Jr., of Freeport,
W. H. Whitcomb, of Norway, Henry M.
Bearce, of Norway, John Marshall Brown,
of Portland, and Edward Moore, of Dsering,
as sureties.
Councillors Lord and Wood
were appointed by the Governor to transfer
the State funds and property in the treasury
office under section G5, chapter 2, of the Revised Statutes, and under the same section
Secretary of State Smith telegraphed Hon.
S. A. Holbrook, of Freeport, and Gen. R. B|
Shepherd, of Skowhegan, two of ex-Treasurer Burleigh’s sureties, that the transfer
would be made tomorrow.
MANGLED BY

Orchard, July

f jr prayers.

Mrs. Van Cott spoke at 2 o’clock on the
“Power and Influence of Christian Women.’’

The twilight meeting and evening preaching service were in the hand of Rev. E. Davis. At the latter service he preached on
“Sin and Cleansing Blood.”
Kludge's Heavy Liabilities.
Boston, July 19.—The liabilities of Benj.
C. Mudge, the contractor at Skowhegan,
Me.. Boston and Lynn, who failed last week,
are said to be $300,000.
Fourteen

Years’

Imprisonment.

Pittsfield, Mass.. July 19.—in the Supe-

Court today, Patrick E. Morrisey of
North Adams was sentenced to the State
prison for fourteen years, with three days
solitary confinement, for manslaughter, in
rior

killing Sylvanus Morgan of Blackinton, May

25th.

A Maine Captain Discourses on Free

Ships.
Senator Gorman’s Feud
land.

COVERNOR AND COUNCIL.

way and

SPARKS FROM THE WASHINGTON WIRE.

with Cleve-

MAINE, FRIDAY

new and untried hands, an equally serious defection is threatened in the State
of Gov. Hill.
The efforts of
the
friends
by
the administration to defeat Hill’s renomination lias developed into a pitched battle
between tha two forces. It has gone so far
that no compromise is deemed possible, for
Mr. Cleveland has unquestionably set out to
annihilate his old lieutenant. His programme
is being carried out with remarkable secre-

keeping of

cy, but he has

apparently begun

MORNING,

PREPARED FOR SATURDAY'S VOTING.
The Mills Bill Finally Rigged for the

Expectant Democracy.
Springer’s Tropical Eloquence
Very Flourishing.

Mr.

to cross the

Governor’s lines at frequent intervals.

Is

Hill

to

be

Disciplined
York?

New

in

Washington, July 19.—Captain Sawyer
of Bath, Me., who is in tewn, lias some original and solid views upon the subject of our
merchant marine. He said: “If you once
remove the protection which now guards our
little bit of shipping we will be badly situated. Nova Scotians would then build our
ships: would do it for half tile money they
would cost in the States, and after putting
them under the American flag and scraping
in all

the

that could

money

possibly

Fuller's Case to Come Up Tomorrow.
The Senate, in seciet session today, spent

three bours considering the nomination of
Samuel J. Bigelow to be district attorney for
New Jersey. Messrs. Edmunds, Evarts and
others opposed the confirmation vigorously,
and it was rejected by a large majority.
The Fuller case comes up tomorrow, as unfinished business of the secret session.
The Senate at 5.30 adjourned.
The Pension List.

The following Maine pensions have been
grauted:
ORIGINAL. INVALID.

Edward F. Allen, deceased, Columbia Falls.

be

reached, would retire to Nova Scotia and
live luxuriously on the proceeds.
We are
crowded right out of the market and especially bv the Nova Scotians.
They come
down into Maine and Massachusetts and undercut everybody. Like Swedes and Norwegians they can live for months on the
smell of au oiled rag, and when they get
ready to go home they generally migrate in
tiie spring and take away about as much
money as they have received. A white man
can’t compete with that labor.
We are au
interestingly patriotic nation, but in 99 cases
out of a hundred our patriotism can be entirely obscured by a dollar. There are a great
many competent masters out of employment
right now, and if you could only make the

RESTORATION.

Joseph D. Sawyer, East Hampden.
INCREASE.

Allen B. Williams, Watervtlle.
Edwin Keating, Warren.
Jeremiah Frost, Cooper.
Friend T. Reynolds, Sidney.
REISSUE AND INCREASE.

William Morang, Portland.
SPECIAL ACT.

Cordelia, widow of Nahum Emery, Hampden.
THE BURLINGTON MEN.

Manly

decessary inquiries

you would find out that
every idle man is an American, and he is
idle because some cheap foreigner has underbid him, and Is in command of an American

vessel.”

The Senate’s Task.
of the

Republicans in the House
have been finding a little fault the last few
days because of the plan of the Republican
Some

senators to make nearly a full schedule revision of the tariff. Repeating this to a man
prominent about the upper house, he said;
“I do not see how it could have been helped.
It was almost absolutely necessary.
The
paragraphs of this tariff bill are so closely
connected with one another that it was impossible to disturb one without the other.
Ali are agreed that the tax should be taken
from industrial alcohol. To accomplish this
it is also at once necessary to disturb the
whole chemical schedule—and then there
you are again—for the chemical schedule, in
its relation to manufacture, has a wide imThe coloring matter is a great
portance.
element in every maker's calculations. This
is enough to show the meaning of what I

say.”
The Senate tariff

sub-committee has finished its hearing, and will have the substitute for the House tariff bill finished and
ready to submit to the full finance committee

Saturday.

Everybody’s Friend.
Senator Blair is the friend of every

man or

who comes to Washington for the
purpose of riding a hobby or having the government give its powerful assistance to some

woman

private object.

The man who wants an increased pension or the passage of an old and
rusty claim, always goes to Blair and never
receives the cold shoulder. The New Hampshire Senator keeps his heart ever responsive to appeals for charity, justice and mercy. Senator Butler, in debate a few days
ago, told Mr. Blair that because of his faculof fathering every wild scheme that
ty
showed its head in Washington he was a
demagogue. Senator Palmer, who is associated on committees with Mr. Blair, says that
in all his actions he is prompted by the most

generous and kindly feelings, and that for
this reason, if no other, he cannot be called
a demagogue, but is rather a man whose
judgment is somewhat blinded by his generosity and good nature. Be this as it may,
Mr. Blair never tires of bringing new schemes
into Congress.
His latest protege is 1J. H.
Craig of New York, who wants Congress to
adopt his alleged inventions, by which telecan
be
made
and
graphy
cheap
rapid. Mr. Blair has secured the passage of a resolution giving Mr. Craig the
privilege ef using one of the corridors in the
gallery floor of the Senate wing for the exhibition of the inventions, which nobody claims
to be new, but which ilr. Blair
apparently
has just learned are of great utility anil
much in demand by the people.
In support
of his resolutions Senator Blair said that
messages now costing from 20 cents to Si
can be sent by the Craig system for from 10
to 30 cents, and that 2000 words can be
transmitted in the time now required to send
400 words. The real object of having this socalled improved telegraph system placed on
exhibition in the capitol is to show the government how necessary it is that they should
«n.i...l
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hands of private individuals,
people would fail to get
the benefit of it.
To Mr. Craig, Senator
Blair also publicly, in the Senate chamber,
gives the credit of having founded the Associated Press system.
All of Mr. Craig's
inventions are owned entirely by himself.
Senator Kdmunds also spoke a good word for
the invention, and aided in the passage of
the resolution.
Old telegraphers laugh at
the assertion of Mr. Blair that Mr. Craig is
the inventor of the system of rapid telegraph, which has been owned by telegraph
companies for many years, but which has
been completely superseded by rjuadruplex
into the
passing
where the

system.

Gorman and Cleveland.

There is a great deal of comment in Democratic circles on the attitude of Gorman to
the administration and the National Committee. The following are said to be the
facts. One who knows thelinside history of
the organization of the Democratic National
Committee said that a few days before the
election of Chairman Barnum, Mr. Cleveland stated to the Maryland Senator in the
White House that he proposed to put Mr.
Scott at the head of the committee. Senator
Gorman thereupon declared to the President
that he did not have the power to do it, and
added; in rather plain language that he
would fight Mr. Scott’s candidacy in open
committee. Senator Gorman also stated" to
the President that he was not with him in
his crusade for free trade, and would accept
no position of responsibility in the campaign.
Despite Gorman’s emphatic protest, the administration continued its efiorts to put the

Pennsylvania

boss at the head of the committee, but the fifteen proxies which Gorman
voted settled the contest in his favor,
and Barnum
was
chosed for another
four years.
This
was
all that Gorman was fighting for,
and he at once
served notice on Mr. Cleveland that he

would have to organize the executive committee himself.
This meant, practically,
that the administration was to be loaded
down with the entire management of the
campaign and the selection of managers
would have to be determined at the White
House. In the face of this ultimatium and
of his own defeat Mr. Cleveland sent for
Gorman and endeavored to press upon him
the chairmanship of the executive committee. He met with a distinct and positive refusal. Nevertheless the overtures were continued through several days, finally culminating in the White House conference! last
Sunday mentioned in today’s press.
The
selection of “Col.” Brice was the outcome of
this feathering.
This squabble over the organization indicates plainly that the protectionist wing of
the Democracy (have no confidence in the
result of the election and ^are getting their
followers into line to come out on top when
the Cleveland policy is buried under in November.
Cleveland’s defeat would thus
make ltandall and Gorman the biggest men
in the party, inasmuch as they have placed
themselves on record as opposed to every
step that has been taken.
Randall and the Mills Bill.

It is Mr. Randall’s wish, if he must be absent, to be paired with some friend of the
luuis Liu wuv is

i>icsnu<,

uui

ims

lias

not

yet been arranged. Of course, it would be
easy enough for him to secure a pair with
another absentee, but lie wishes to make his
vote against the bill as emphatic as possible
by having it negative the vote of some one
who is present. Mr. liandall is intensely
anxious to be in the House when the final
vote is taken, and if his physicians and his
family will al(ow it he will be carried to the
Capitol when that time comes. It is extremely improbable, however, that his physical condition will permit this. “If this
were the last vote I ever cast,” said Mr.
liandall to a friend of his last night, “It
would be given against the Mills bill.”
Mr. liandall is slowly gaining strength and
it is thought that lie may soon be able to sit
up in an easy chair.

Corman's Policy.
while here attending the executive committee meeting is
in line with the action he is stated to have
He voted for
taken with the President.
every proposition which Mr. Scott put formotion
of
no
and
ward
linade
consequence
himself. This left the President’s representatives in incomplete control, and they are
not likely to be disturbed.
Senator Gorman’s course

The Aminlstratlon and Cov. Hill.

The attitude of the administration toward
Gov. Hill of New York is another su eject
which excites apprehension among DemoWhile the lukewarmness of such
crats.
shrewd political manipulators as Gorman,
Barnuin and others of the old line Democrats puts the free trade campaign in the

Statement of the Members of

the Crievance Committee.

Chicago, July 19.—The following resolution was adopted by the grievance committee
of the various railway systems in session here
today:
While we do not withdraw a word of our denunciation of the use of dynamite, we do not want
the public to suppose^tliat we are condemning the
men under accusation
The exposures of (he past
few days show that many of the men under arrest
were detectives acting under the direction o[ the
infamous Pinkerton gang. It is easy to see how
such vllliaus could manufacture evidence against
innocent men and put up Jobs that would make
unsuspecting men say and do things winch could
afterwards be tortured Into the appearance of
criminality. The whole business looks at this
nine iikc a policy aaopieu to injure ana
disgrace
the workingmen who are on a strike. We assure
the public that we have no sympathy whatever
with lawlessness, but we appeal to all fair minded
citizens to withhold judgment against the men under accusation until they have been fairly tried in
a court which knows the law and rules of evidence
and which will administer them impartially.

A nfember of one of the grievance committees said today that very little was done yesterday except to receive testimony which has
been gathered relative to the dynamite conspiracy. “The testimony is not all in,” said
W. II. Husky, chairman of the Chicago and
Alton committee today, “hut we have enough
to show that Bowles. Broderick, Wilson and
Smith are all Pinkerton men. Pinkerton
has had men in our organization for years
and they are getting in their work. We have
also learned that not an ounce of dyna
mite has been exploded on Burlington tracks.
One result of the meeting will be a full and
free investigation of the alleged dynamite
If any of our members are
conspiracy.
guilty they will be turned over to the authorities. We shall protect the integrity of
our organization from enemies without and
from foes within.”
Much curiosity was expressed in Chicago
today as to what the defence in the Burlington dynamite case would be. At the opening
of the court Lawyer Donohue, for
the
Brotherhood, asked District Attorney Ewing
if the prosecution rested the case.
Ewing
nodded his head affirmatively.
“Then we rest our case,” said Donahue,
“and are prepared to discuss the proofs.”
Ewing declined to make any argument,
saying, “We simply ask that the defendants
be held on the evidence.”
The Times will say tomorrow that it lias
been practically determined in case the present efforts at settlement of the strike fail, to
renew the boycott on the road when the
time of the transportation of the great corn
crop of the West arrives.
After an earnest address by each of the
two lawyers for the defence, Commissioner
Hayne held all the prisoners for the grand
jury at bail of $5,000 apiece.
The other
prisoners, Broderick, Baucrisen and Coding,
were not allowed liberty on bail as all three
were re-arrested before morning on State
warrants on charge of bringing dynamite
into the State contrary to law.

CHEBOWA CONFESSES.
Hronek’s Bombs of Broken Class and
Dynamite Described.

Chicago, July 17.—Frank Chebowa, who
with John Hronek and Frank Chepak
schemed to murder Judge Cary, Judge Grinned and Inspector Bonfield, lias made a full
and complete confession. Last night Inspector Bonfield, accompanied by two of his Bohemian secret service operatives clad in
workingmen’s suits, visited the prisoner.
Through an interpreter Chebowa went into
the whole story from the first meeting with
Hronek and Chepak. The confession was
that Hronek had unfolded his plans for revenge and had told of a bomb which he
(Hronek) had invented. It was small, no
larger than a base ball, and was to he loaded
with dynamite and bits of broken glass.
It
was

denied hv Chehnwn that

fa

murder the Judges and Inspector, that Is,
he heard of no such definite scheme.
They
were talked of as were Captain
Schack, and
he understood he was to pay more attention
to the Captain than to anyone else.
There
was no concerted plan of action, but it was
agreed that when all preparations were made
lie and two others were to be informed by
llronek just what they were to do in the way
of avenging the death of the martyr. About
July 1st he was visited by Hronek, who

him two bombs of the broken glass
and two sticks of dynamite, from
which he was to make bombs of gas
pipe.
The other two men were also supplied with
bombs and dynamite. He had the stuff in
his house for about a week and then got so
afraid that it would be discovered that he
made away with it by throwing it down a

brought
variety,

closet.

Thi3 was the substance of the confession.
It is much more in detail and covers about
thirty closely printed pages. Chebowa has
agreed to give his testimony in open court
where it will corroborate other evidence secured by the Inspector. Two other men are
still at large, but may be arrested at any
tune.
THE LAKE SHORE.

Surveys of a: Line of Railroad Long
Desired in New Hampshire.

Concokd, N. H., July 19.—New Hampshire for the last 15 years has been agitated
on the question of building of the Lake
Shore railroad—a proposed line from Alton
to Laconia—a distance of 18 miles. It is conceded on all sides that the needs of lielknap
county and northern portions of the State
require this road, but up to the present time
opposition lines have prevented its construction. In 1875 the Boston A Maine corporation asked the Legislature for a charter for
this road, proposing to extend their system
from Alton to Laconia, nut, after a bitter
fight, the request was refused.
It is now
admitted that it was unwise legislation.
From that time on, every legislature has
been called upon to act on this queslion, either directly or indirectly.
After much controversy the last Legislr
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road to build the road, and they gave bonds
to construct during the present year.
Engineer Frank Merrill, of
Concord, completed
the survey some weeks ago.
On Monday
and Tuesday of this week the railroad commissioners, accompanied by State Attorney
Barnard and influential citizens interested,
went over the line adjusting land damages.
The new road will be of great advantage to
Belknap county, especially, and northern
part of the State as well, affording close connections with the towns and cities in the
State. The entire coal supply of Northern
New Hampshire is shipped to Portsmouth
by water, thence by rail. With the Lake
Shore road completed, 40 miles will be
saved.
The people of Laconia and Lake Village
are delighted that the road is now assured.
The Ancestor of Seven Hundred Peo-

ple Living In His 106 Year.
Montreal, July 16.~Charles Iioy, for a
long time a resident of one of the parishes in
the Lower St. Lawrence, completed on the
15th of last January, his looth year.
The
old gentleman is still the possessor of good
health, although his wife, Marie Favreau,
died 15 years ago, aged 84.
They had 14
children, the first dying at an early age but
the second, named Jean Baptiste, is hale and
hearty at 78 years. The last named is also

father of 16 children, and among his brothand sisters, Charles had 12 children,
Michael 14, Auguste 14, Francois 13, Pierre
15, Kose nine, and Joseph five. This extraordinary family counts in five generations,
no less than 700 souls.
The elder Roy fought
in the wars of 1812 and 1837.

ers

Messrs. Reed and

Oingley Show up
Democratic Hypocrisy.

JULY

PRESS.

1 p. in. fire caught in a building occupied by
J. Ring in till southern part ot the village.
The wind was blowing a gale from the
south, and in a few minutes tne flames had
The
caught in several buildings adjoining.
Woodstock steam fire engine was taken over
by the town fire biigade, who succeeded in
saving the steam saw mill, the only building
saved in this part of the village.
About
twelve dwellings, the school house aud several barns ana outhouses were destroyed.
The loss is estimated at from fifteen to
twenty thousand dollars, and the insurance
at about six thousand. Many of the families burned out lost their household furniture.
_

In the Senate

Washington, July 19.
to-day a large number ol

were taken from the calendar and
passed, and the Senate proceeded to the consideration of executive business.
The House went into committee of the
whole on the tariff bill, the pending amendment being that offered by Mr. Mills, restoring the present rate of duty on tobacco. The
amendment was agreed to without division.
The present rate of duty was restored on
pipe bowls and all smokers’ articles not otherwise provided for.
The next paragraph was that imposing a
duty of 30 per cent «<J valorem on bonnets,
hats and hoods, composed of hair, whalebone or any vegetable material.
Mr. Elbach moved to increase the duty to
50 per cent, stating that he did so in the interest and at the request of the hatters of
his district.
It was lost. He then offered
an amendment, fixing the rate of duty on
pearl buttons at 4 cents per line per gross
English measurement. It was rejected.
Mr. Springer of Illinois, called Mr. Dockery of Missoustto the chair, and addressed
the committee in regard to the bill.
He
stated that 23 days and eight evening sessions had been consumed in general debate,
and 151 speeches had been made.
The debate under the five minute rule had consumed
up to today 28 days or 120 hours. The debate

bills

would be remembered as the most remarkable ever occurred in parliamentary history.
It had awakened a lively interest throughout the civilized world, and henceforth, go-

long

as

our

government should
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and ICO per cent on rice.
Mr. Guilinger of New Hampshire ridiculed
as illogical the position taken by the advocates of free wool that placing wool on the
free list would not cheapen raw wool, but
make woolen clothes cheaper. The stand
taken by his colleague (McKinney) in favor
of free wool, would insure an additional Republican representative from New Hampshire in the next Congress, and he doubted
not that other sections of the country would
give enough gains to make the next Congress
in harmony with the administration of President Harrison. [Applause from the Republican side.J
Mr. Butterworth, of Ohio, said the bill
would pass the house against the protest of
every Republican representative, with one or
two exceptions. No industry affected by the
measure had
been accorded a hearing.
Neither had any working man ner interest

affected.
Mr. Reed contrasted the appearance of the
Democrats at the beginning of the tariff debate with that they presented today, and accused them of taking back water on free
trade because they had begun to hear from
the people,because of the fact that the people
were in favor of the American doctrine of
protection. (Applause on the Republican
side.J And from now until election the great
effort of the gentlemen on the other side
would be to explain away the declarations
they so boldly made, and show that Cleveland himself was a thorough protectionist.
[Applause and laughter on the Repub liean

side.]

Mr. Springer said the gentleman from
Maine showed his usual peculiarity of sneering at and scolding the Democratic side.
That gentleman reminded him of I’ooh Bah,
who was born with a sneer and kept that expression to the day of his death.
The minority of the committee on ways and means
had come into the House with a nourish of
trumpets, and declared that if they could not
amend the Mills bill they would offer a substitute. Where, oh where, was that substitute. [Laughter.] The Democrats were not
afraid to go to the country on the issue
presented. On Saturday next the roll would be
called, and that roll call would be heard
around the whole world. In November next
the popular voice would be heard in the triumphant re-election of Grover Cleveland.
[Applause on the Democratic side.]
This closed the consideration of the bill in
committee of the whole, and upon motion of
Mr. Mills it was reported to the House with
a favorable recommendation amid hearty
applause from the Democrats.
Further consideration was postponed until 11.30 Satur-

day morning.
The House then took a recess until 8.C0
o’clock.
This evening the House passed the bill
providing that the army be paid monthly
whenever the Secretary of War shall so direct. The previous question was ordered on
bills retiring Gen. William F.
(Baldy) Smith
with the rank of colonel, Gen. A. J. Smith
with the rank of colonel, Gen. W. W. Averill
with the rank of captain, and providing aid
to State homes for the support of disabled
soldiers and sailors, but no linal action was
The Ilonso at 12.50 adjourned.
Fusion

Expected

In

Michigan.

Detroit, July 19.—'The Democratic State
convention met today at noon. A telegram
from the Greenbackers in convention at
Grand
mittee

liapids asked a conference, and a comcomposed of members from each Con-

named. A recess was
gressional district
then taken. A fusion is expected on the
State ticket and electors.
was

The conference committee reported an
agreement with the committee at Grand ltapids for a division of the ticket, the Greenbackers taking the atterney generalship, the
auditorship, cominissionership of the land
office, and three electors. After a brief dis-

cordially adopted.
report
Wellington It. Burt, of Saginaw, was nominated for governor by acclamation, and the
ticket was completed as follows:

cussion the

was

Lieutenant Governor—William 11. Marau.
Secretary of State—Thomas 1). Hawley.
State Treaserer—John U. Norton.
Superintendent of Public Instruction—Stuart
MeKcbbon.
Stale Board of Education—Chas E. King.
The Greenbackers at Grand Kapids completed a ticket by nominating T. A. Ellis for
attorney general; Bartley Greene for auditor
general; General C. S. Fowler for commissioner of the State land office, and three

electors,

_

Crafton, N. B., Nearly Wiped
Woodstock, N. B., July 19.—The
of Grafton, across the river opposite
stock, was nearly wiped out today.
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Railroads, Bridges and Houses Torn

3000 CALLERS.
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Day
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Harrison at His

with Ceneral

Home.

Indianapolis, July 19.—General Harrireceived about 3000 visitors today, 800
coming from Illinois and the rest from Inson

Inestimable Havoe

diana.

(A Lead Pencil’s Bad Work.

Providence, R. I., July 19.—In Hopklnton, last evening, the little daughter of Geo.
Larkin, fell with a lead pencil in her mouth.
The pencil was driven through her palate
bone and protruded slightly at the right side
of the base of the occipital bone.
The patient was etherized and a piece of pencil two
and a quarter inches long removed. The patient was living this morning, and hopes of
recovery are entertained.
A. Smith Held for

Manslaughter.

Lowell, Mass., July 19.—Albert
Smith, who was arrested yesterday on a
charge of manslaughter for killing Martin
O’Connor at the Rifle Range July 4th, was
arraigned in the police court today and held
A.
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charge of an air gun during target practice,
which was under the supervision of Smith.
Ceneral Sheridan.

Nonquitt, Mass., July 19.—8 p. m.—Last
night was comfortably passed by General
Sheridan. During the day there has been
no change worthy of note.
He enjoys very
much being propped up in bed, the change
of position resting him greatly, liis respiration and pulse continue favorable.
CENERAL NEWS.

Yesterday

was Ohio day at the Marietta
Senator Sherman and ConGrosvenor
were orators.
gressman
Will Houston, who shot and killed a negro
woman last May, was
hanged at Winston,
N. C., yesterday afternoon in the presence of
several thousand people.
Judge Bradlev of the Supreme Court, arrived at Waterbury,
VL, yesterday, and
went to the Mount Mansfield House at

Centennial.

Stowe.
The wife of President William Bliss of
the Boston A Albany railroad, was stricken
with apoplexy yesterday afternoon at Pittsfield, Mass. She cannot recover.
William Pray and Miss Margaret Hooley,
servants of Rev. E. A. Lawrence, of Newton,
Mass., were drowned in Crystal Lake last
evening by the upsetting of a boat.
George H. Stayner and Henry S. Ives, the
fugitive New York financiers, are at the
Clifton House, Niagara Falls.
They keep
their rooms and decline to see anyone.
Fire Wednesday destroyed two grain elevators at the Chicago, St. Louis A Pittsburg
depot in Kentiand, Indiana, and 18 freight
cars.
Loss about $30,000.
Saco Republicans will raise their big flag
next Monday evening. A brass band will
furnish music and prominent speakers from
abroad will address the gathering.
The preliminary examination of John
Keenan, James Gunshannon and James

Condon for the murder of John Gunshannon
last Monday morning, was concluded last
night at Bennington, Vt. AH were held for
trial at the county court.
Frank Chebowa, the Chicago Anarchist,
who with John Kroneck and Frank Chapek,
schemed to murder Judge Gary, Judge Grinnell and Inspector Bonneld, has made a full
and complete confession.
Dr. George R. Williams of Boston Highlands, was arrested yesterday morning on
charge of having performed a criminal operation on Mrs. Josephine S. Alden, a married woman residing in Malden.
Judge Jackson decided in the United States
Court Wednesday at Parkersburg, West Virginia, the case of the American Bell Telephone Company against the Enner Telephone Company, granting a perpetual injunction on the latter.

Ten days ago a stage was robbed by one
man on the Tongue river road, about 85
miles south of Miles City, Montana. The
robber escaped with a mail sack and two
pouches of money. Sheriff Irvine sent two
deputies, who returned Wednesday evening,
with the robber in custody, whom they
caught 40 miles from the scene of the robbery. The robber answers the description
of a Wyoming horse thief, for whom a re-

ward is offered.
At QpflAnln. Iowa. Wprfnporiav
an
onaina
on the narrow guage road which runs from
that place, and a Burlington engine, stood
at right angles.
The narrow guage engineer scratched his hand which is said to signify that a “scab” is about.
The Burlington engineer drew a revolver and fired at the
other, hut missed him. The ball struck and
broke a mirror in a house near by.
The
narrow gauge engineer then placed his enacross
the
gine
Burlington track and secured
his assailant’s arrest.
The Diphtheria

Insane

at the

Wrought’ Among

the Crops.

Hos

pltal.
Diphtheria first appeared in the Insane
Asylum at Augusta about a week ago, In the
case of Mr. Merrill, one of the attendants,
who lias since recovered.
Since then there
have been several cases, and one of the inmates affected has died, not however from
diphtheria, but In an epileptic fit. A patient
who came from Weston, Aroostook county,
a few days since, has the worst case at present. lie refuses to take medicine or submit
to treatment.
Two new diphtheretic patients were reported Tuesday, and one yesterday. These are the only cases now in the
hospital. They are all in the same ward on
the male side. Every precaution against the
spread of the disease has already been taken.
Every person coming from the infected
ward is obliged to enter an hermetically
sealed room and be fumigated.
Into a pan
of chlorate of lime, sulphuric acid is poured
and the fumes arising are allowed to penetrate every portion of the clothing of the
person to be disinfected.
The trustees make the following report:
The trustees of the hospital were called together
the 17th Instant by the superintendent In consequence of an outbreak of diphtheria.
They have
Investigated the matter very thoroughly, and
have also called in the services of Dr. Young, secthe State lioird of Health, and Dr. R. S.
i, Local Health Officer of Augusta, and find
no unsanitary conditions whatever existing In or
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Widespread

Wheeling, W. Va., July 19.—A terrific
9torm occurred this evening, flooding

rain
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thoroughfares, rendering them impassably
The bridge of the Baltimore A Ohio, spanning the Wheeling river, gave way, precipitating twenty to thirty persons into the
river. Eight were rescued, but it is feared
that from ten to twenty persons perished.
At Caldwell’s Run, at the lower end of the
city, four dwellings were swept away by the
flood, and eleven persons perished. A young
man named Hulan, his wife, four children of
Thomas Hawley, three members of the
family of John Stenzell, a dairyman,and two
visitors at Stenzell’s house, are amoug those
believed to be drowned.
[later, j
Late particalars of the flood show that its
results are simply appalling. At 9.30 the
Baltimore A Ohio’s wooden bridge at Main
street was swept away with from 200 to 300
people on it, of whom NO are known to have
been saved. The river rose three feet in fifty
minutes. On the National road trains, coal
chutes and houses are all pone. The Wheeling A Elm Grove Railroad is swept away iot
miles. The roads are covered six feet with
water.
Over the river the ruin even
is worse.
The storm lasted less than an
hour, flooding the streets and housetops.
The Western Union office had a foot of
water on the floor, J. W. Hunter’s spice
mills two feet and other buildings as much.
On the upper end of Goff street, high on the
hill, tlie water was over the tops of the
stoves, and when it receeded it left a sediment on them.
Wagons in the valley of
Wheeling creek were buried beneath mud
and debris. The Chaplain street and Goff
street bridges are both gone.
Wood street
is impassable. Nine persons living in Caldwell's Run are drowned, and six houses
there are gone also. The Pittsburg. Wheeling and Kentucky division of the Pittsburg,
Cincinnati A St. Louis road is badly washed
at places and at others covered [a foot deep.
The Ohio river trestle at the creek is gone.
The sewers have burst in several places and
the roads washed so as to be impassable. A
substantial bridge on the suburban Elm
Grove Motor line at Leatherwood is washed
away. The loss in the city will reach 850,GOO, and the damage to the crops in the
country is inestimable. The ruin wrought
uy
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only

be ascertained definitely when
means of communication are restored. Every
hour or so new fatalities are reported.
A

can

named Keltz was washed away by
Run and he and his horse were
drowned.
Four lives
were lost at Elm
Grove.
man

Hogg’s
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CEN. HARRISON AT HOME.
What the Pastor of the

byterlan Church
Says of Him.

of

First

Pres*

Indianapolis

by

those who have been intimately associated with him in religious and social rela-

tions.
When he came to Indianapolis as a young
lawYer at the age of twenty two he was already a professing Christian. He had united with the Presbyterian church of Oxford,
Ohio, duriDg bis student life at Miami UniMrs. Harrison and he brought
versity.
their church letters with them and identified
themselves Immediately with the First Presbyterian Church of this city.
During the
thirty-four years since that time they have
been among its most consistent, efficient and
honored members.
The Rev. Drs. J. H. Nixon, of Wilmington, R. D. Harper, of Philadelphia, J. P.

Kumler,
Pittsburg,
Denver, each of them

Myron Reed, of
has been in succession
the pastor of the First church, could, I doubt
not, give Interesting reminiscences of the
help they received from this elder and his
wife. Mr. Harrison when but twenty-four
years of age was elected to the office of the
deacon, and four years later, in January
and

1801, under Dr. Nixon’s pastorate, was made
an elder,the ordination service as the church
records reads being “performed by the laying on of the hands of the session.”
For some time before the war Mr. Harrison was superintendent of the Sunday-school,

Bof

about tbe wards or hospital buildings or grounds,
but believe from careful investigation that the
disease was brought to the hospital by parties
from outside.
The trustees have
quarantined the institution, having isolated all affected patients, put in Immediate operation disinfectants, etc., In which the superintendent, physicians and full board concur, heartily approved
We hope speedily to
also by Dr. R. J. Martin.
crush out the disease, and shall spare no pains or
expense to do so. Arrangements are made whereU) lucre wm uc ureoeut an me mue uum me U1Sease disappears two or more of the men bers of
tlie board of trustees to render assistance and
give directions in this importaut matter.

United States Senator, the teacher of the
congregational Bible-class for men. So suc-

thoroughly

Old Orchard.
Horatio Alger, Jr., the story writer, is at
He contemplates a trip to the
Hotel Fiske.
Adrioudacks, but will return to Old Orchard
the last ol August.
C. A. White, the well known musical composer, is among the late arrivals at Hotel
Fiske.
Rev. D. W. Lelacheur is at the camp

ground.

The South Portland tent is up and full of
occupants.
Mr. Walter M. S. Lowell, ol South Portland, is leading the singing at Van Cotts’s
meeting, being assisted by C. E. Everett
Bean, cornetist, and Miss Hattie Parsons,
organist, both of South Portland. The meet-

ings

are

among

the most

interesting

ever

held at Old Orchard.
Mr. Arthur Wooley,formerly with Bennett
& Moulton's Opera Company, now principal
baratone soloist at the uayety Museum,
Providence, is a guest ol Miss Mildred
Haiues on Union avenue.
Miss Haines is
leading contralto with Bennett A Moulton.
Mrs. E. S. Osgood, ol Portland, is spending a lew weeks at Abbott Cottage.
There will be a base ball game Saturday
between the Old Orchards and Biddefords.
As an actual fact, though the weather is
not scorching by any means, the hotels are
fully abreast ol last year, while the Bay
View, Fiske and Aldlne, at least, are far
ahead.

The renowned Bishop William

Taylor,who

village
WoodAbout

hour,

urday.
The horse

cars now

now

and are crowded every

run

trip.

every

hail

for

cessful was be in this work that he drew to
the class a large number of young men active in business and professional life. I
meet among the officers and members of the
churches of different denominations in the
city not a few who speak with enthusiasm of
the instruction and the inspiration to a true
life they received while members of that
class. One of its former members said to me
yesterday :|“Oengral Harrison always had a
clear conception of the truth in his head and
he had that truth also on his heart.”
Amidst the press of professional engagements he somehow so managed as to be rarely absent, and during one of the political
campaigns, when he was speaking six days
in the week, insisted that nis appointments
should be so arranged that he could get back
to Indianapolis Saturday evening, and thus
be enabled to meet his class Sunday morning. The faithfulness to duty thus exhibited
has ever been a marked characteristic of the
man.

This faithfulness shows itself, also, in the
regularity of his attendance upon the Sunday
and mid-week services at his church, and in
the loyal and thorough way he meet the rethat rest
sponsibilities
upon him as an officer,
lie takes hold of Ills duties with both hands
earnestly. “Our responsibility to God” is a
phrase I have heard him use a number of
times in hts prayers, and in such a tone as to
make it clear that it is one of
the great
truths that shape his thinking and conduct
I sat in his office on Monday last with a
few gentlemen while the bulletins were being brought in one after another, announcing the ballots five minutes after they were
cast in the Chicago Convention. The calmest person In that little group was the one
most interested in the result.
When, at the
beginning of the seventh ballot, the word
solid for Harrison,” a
‘9»Ufotnla
friend sitting
next to the General turned to

to him and said
that
excitedly;
selt'es it, you are
going to receive the nomination; how do you feel?” He answered in
h|s'Hl"‘t, deliberate way: “Well! if it does
settle f*, I feel more concerned than I did
the other day when l
thought I was beaten.”
those who hear General Harrison, when
called upon to lead in prayer in the Thursday evening service in his church, cannot but
notice the simplicity and chasteness o ex-

^General,

moral

purpose,

any one. This was especially striking in
him. It came, I think, from the fact that he

something

more

than

He was a

a man who sought
spiritually minded

A certain reserve characterizes his manner
united with :a natural dignity of bearing
which gives some the impression that he is
cold and unsympathetic. But those who are
brought into more intimate relations with
him find him to be the very opposite.
In conversation he listens
intently, shows
a keen sence of humor, and tells a
witty,
clean, pat story in a manner that “brings
down the house." Generous in his benevolences, he has always taken a hearty interest
in the various charitable organizations of the
city, and his popularity among the RomaD
Catholics, Hebrews and Protestants alike attest to the breadth and genuineness of his
sympathies.
In religious and charitable activeties he has
an earnest helper in Mrs. Harrison.
For a

number of years she was the teacher of the
infant class in the Sunday school. She takes
a leading part in the
missionary and social
work of the ladies of the church, and is prominent in the management of the Indianapolis
Orphan Asylum and other public benevolences.
Those who would Ilka to read what I sen
ihk independent calls "a sneech of remarkable power” will find in ueneral Harrison’s ‘‘Danville Address,” printed in the
Indianapolis Journal of November 28th, 1887
his views of the evils of the liquor traffic and
his ringing denunciations of any alliance between the Republican Party and the Liquor

League. General Harrison is emphatically
an Anti-Saloon Republican.
In regard to
the form In which the issue has joined here
in Indiana his trumpet has given no uncertain sound. He has declared strongly for
local option and increased restriction to the
extent to which public sentiment can secure

THREE CENTS.

EMPEROR WILLIAM MEETS THE CZAR.
An Impressiv* Array of War thipa
and Soldiers.
Evictions Continued Among Unhappy Irish Tenants.
Notes

of

Interest from
Foreign
Courts and Peoples.

Cboxstadt, July 19.-AU.30 p. m., the
German yacht Hohenzollern, with Emperor
William on board, entered the roads amid a
volley of salutes from the war ships and
forts. The Hobezollern was received by the
Russian yacht Dierava on board which was
theICzar. The fleet assembled to meet Emperor William consists of forty war ships,
and among them are the Ironclads Mtnln,
carrying the flag of Admiral Popoff, and the
Dulte of Edinburg carrying the flag of Admiral Tcblkatchoff, and frigates carrying
Grand Admiral Svetlana and Admiral Lazareff. A number of corvettes and gunboats
complete the fleet.
The Imperial yachts approached
er

each othdouble line of Russian and GerThe
weather was fine and the scene imposing,
fhe German imperial
went abearil the
party
Russian yacht Alexandria, which thence
proceeded to Petershof palace.
The Czarina, in|a handsome pavilion erected on the quay of tbe military harbor, cordially greeted Emperor William. The latter
Inspected the guard of honor, the band In
the mean time playing the Prussian national
anthem. The party then proceed to the palace.
The Czar, Emperor William, Prince
Henry and the Czarewitch rode In a kind of
wagonette. The Czarina and other members
of fhe imperial family followed in onen carme route was lined by troops.
riages.
Evictions Still Going On.
Dublin, July 19.—The work of evicting
tenants on the Vandeleur estates in County
Clare went on today.
Three tenants were
evicted peacefully. James Madigan of Carnacalla, had strongly barricaded his residence. He poured cold water on the evlctors

between

who

a

ships bedecked with bunting.

man war

used

sledge hammers,

crow-bars and

Madigan was arrested, with two relative* who assisted him. Several members of
Parliament and a number of American and
English visitors witnessed the scene.
axes.

Tho White Paaha Again.

London, July

19.—A despatch to the
Times says parties of Fakruri pilgrims,
journeying to Mecca, arrived at Suaklm on
Tuesday. They declared that while passing
through Darfour they heard that a large
force of foreigners and others, not native* of
the Soudan, headed bv an English pasha,
were in the marshes of 'Bahr-el-Gazell. The
Darfour tribes were fiiendly, and were arranging with the strangers for an attack upon the Mahdi.

Regulating the Chlneae.
Sydney, New South Wales, July 19.—The
new act regarding Chinese immigration has
received the royal assent.
It prohibits the
further natualization of the Chinese, pro-

and maintain them.
I will presume to draw aside the veil that
conceals the home life of General Harrison
and his family; yet I feel free to say that It
vides that all Chinese leaving the colony, exIs a Christian American home, of the noblest
cept those naturalized, shall on returning be
type, where the affection that binds its mem- subject to the act. Chinese immigrants must
bers Is purified and strengthened by fa*ttr-4u not exceed the average of one to every 200
God, and where from the family altar tbar- ions burden of the vessels in which they arwas erected more than a third of a
rive. A poll tax is fixed at £100.
The pencentury
ago. there goes up each day the utterance of
altyfftt evasion Is £90. No Chinaman Is althanksgiving ahd confession and prayer to lowed to'BPgage In mining without authority
the
The act does
from the minister of mines.
Heavenly Father.
Indianapolis, Ind., June 30th, 1888.
not effect Chinese who have become British

THE WAR SHIP CHARLESTON.
The First of the New Cruisers About
to be Launched.
This week will be a memorable in naval
circles at Washington as the first of the new
cruisers laid down by the present Navy Department is about to take to the water.
Two of Secretary Whitney’s vessels, It is
true, have already been
launched, but
neither is classed as a cruiser. The Yorktown, built at Cramp’s yard, is a gunboat of
only 1,700 tons displacement, or not much
more than the Dolphin’s, while the Vesuvius,
ol 800 tons, is a dynamite torpedo craft designed for harbor defence. But the Charleston, to be launched fromithe yard of the
Union Iron Works, San Francisco.l the middle of this week, is a full cruiser of 3,730
tons, having double the horse power of the
Yorktown, costing twice as much to build,
carrying all the armament of the Yorktown,
and in addition to it guns five times as heavy
and vastly more powerful. The launch of
the Charleston, therefore, will be an event
of unusual importance, independently of the
peculiar interest attached to it as a product
of government shipbuilding on the Pacific.
The Charleston is a twin-screw cruiser, of
steel

[Rev. M. L. Halses in New York Independent.)
To the Editor of The Independent:
Tour request of Information concerning
General Harrison is before me.
I suppose
your desire is to learn especially what he has
been in his relations to the church of which
he is a member, and how he is regarded heie

of

high

a

man.

Momning.

v,v iiui

views, inspired by

ruled by a conscience both strong and informed, he has led a life In this city conspicuous for probity and ltslstainless integrity.
One who was his law partner for several
years said of him: “He had as high a sense
of honor as any one I ever knew, and the
keenest sense of justice I think I ever saw in

to do justly.

An llonr that Leaves

ma\j

There is about General Harrison an utter
He disabsence of pretence or affection.
cards any attempt to make a show of himself
and would be the last person to
speak or act
for mere effect. Open and straightforward
in both
language and actions, he lacks that
quality of a politician which makes one exat
pert
“pulling wires” and “laying pipes.”
Against the urgency of certain friends he
stedfastlv persisted in his refusal to take any
steps which would place him in the position
of a seeker after the nomination to the office
of President, and received that nomination—
as X know from unquestioned
authority—
absolutely unpledged. The only promise he
made was that if elected he would conduct
the administration on Republican principles.
He impresses one as being a man of balanced mind and clear convictions who would
give any truth brought before him a fair
chance, but who would allow nothing to
swerve him from the path of duty.
With
him a promise is sacred; with him yes means
no.
Ho
is
not
a
means
and
no
man
deyes
sirious of dictating to others nor will he allow himself to be dictated to.
Decided in his convictions, broad in his

was

—

and after his return from the army was

penetrated into the heart ol Afriea In carrying out his gigantic missionary scheme, will
be at Old Orchard one week from next Sat-

Out.

Man

fiovernment

§oods.

down, would soon enable our farmers to produce all the wToolen g»ods consumed in the
country. He then proceeded in a general
way to denounce the Mills bill as slaughtertering every farming interest in the North,
while leaving a duty of 68 per cent on sugar

Appalling Work of a West Virginia
Waterspout.

Vessels.

Ottawa, July 19.—Fifty duplicates of
licenses issued to American vessels under
the fisheries treaty have been issued. These
will be recognized by the Newfoundland
also. The licenses will remain
n effect one year.

pression, the humility of spirit and the deep
sense of reverence that characterize his utterances. I venture to allude to this because
the real disposition of
man.s heart often
comes to his clearest betrayal in his prayers.

Away.

endure,

would be known as the great tariff debate of
1888. He then proceeded to argue in support
of tlie free wool feature of the bill. He said
the high tariff on wool restricted the wool
Since the imgrowers to the home market.
position of the high protective tariff of 1867
weie uau ueeu many seasons or uepression,
hard times and disaster in the wool and
woolen industries. Why not try a new departure as proposed? Put all wools on the
free list and reduce the duty on woolen
The probable effect would be to reuce greatly the price of woolen goods.while
the quality of goods would be much imThis would create a larger deproved.
mand and would cause an advance in the
prices of raw wools for manufacturing purposes. This increased demand and consequent increase in the price of wool would
soon restore the prices
prevailing under protection without increasing the cost of woolen goods.
This statement was confirmed
by the truth of history.
The reduction
of the tariff on wool or it* abolition had
more frequently resulted in increasing the
price of raw wool than in reducing it. Free
wool would bring increased health and comfort to every house in the land, cheap and
abundant woolen clothing to our working
men during the rigors of the northern
winter,
would cover the floor of the poor man’s house
with a woolen carpet; would furnish his
children with suitable apparel for school and
church; would cover the beds of the people
with all wool blankets in the winter time and
furnish the working man, his wife, daughters
and sons with more solid enjoyments than
any other act of legislation that could be devised.
It would stimulate manufactures,
create a demand for labor, machinery and
fuel in every branch of
industry, would give
a healthful impetus and new life to all
trades,
professions and employment. There would
be no falling off in the production of wool in
this country. No hands now
employed could
possibly be thrown out of employment. It
would result in benefit to all, injury to none.
Pass the bill and a new era of industrial
prosperity would dawn. Factories weuld
spring up in the States of the Southwest and
the Territories. Those already in existence
would run on full time and increase their
plant from year to year. In after years,
when the full measure of its countless blessings should nave been realized, the generations then living and those which mightcome
after, would rise up and invoke the blessing
of Providence upon those who originated
it,
and upon those who gave to it the force and
power of law. [Applause.J
Mr. Dingley of Maine argued that where
imported articles came into competition
with articles produced in the country the
consumer did not pay tax.
He ridiculed Mr.
Springer’s arguments, declared the tariff on
wool and woolens stimulated the manufacture of woolen goods, and held the home
market for our producers.
The temporary
effect of putting wool on the free list might
be to depreciate the price of woolen goods
to the extent of the reduction of the duty,
but when the home manufactures were destroyed, then the price wonld again rise and
ultimately the consumer would have to pay
more than at present.
Protection had de-

ONE HUNDRED DROWNED.

VIVENDI.

Licenses Taken Out by

Fifty

PRICE
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20, 1888.

throughout, having

a

length

between

perpendiculars of 300 feet, a beam of 40, a
draught forward of 17} feet, and a draught
aft of 19}. She is double-bottomed under engines and boilers. She has also a curved or
turtle-back steel deck from two to three
inches thick running from stem to stern, and
■
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above load-water line at the crown and then
sloping at its edges to four feet below the
water. Coal bunkers are so arranged as to
furnish further protection.
The compound engines are in two separate
compartments, ana actuate three-bladed
The indicated horse power
twin screws.
under forced draught is 7,400, and she is
expected to make a maximum of fully 18
knots an hour. At 10 knots an hour her
coal will last for 8,000 miles, and at 8 knots
for 11,000. She has no sail power, however,
except storm sails, but has two military
masts. Her regular coal rapacity is 450 tons,
but she can carry 800, with an increase then
of lj feet in nor draught. Uer hold is
divided into many water-tight compartments
by bulkheads, furnishing rooms for stores,
ammunition, chains, and so on.
The main battery consists of two highpower, breech-loading, 10-inch steel rifles,
mounted on central pivots, besides six 0-inch
rifled breech-loaders on central pivot carriages and spar-deck sponsons in broadside.
Steel screens, two inches thick, protect the
10-lnch guns, with their hydraulic revolving
and loading gear; and there is the same
thickness of steel on the conning tower.
The ammunition hoists, which lead directly
from the shell rooms to the loading towers at
the breech of the 10 inch guns, are covered
with three inches of steel. The 10-inch guns
can be tired fore and aft at point blank, and
their hydraulic power is the same as that
which works the steering gear. Were there
nothing else to give interest to the Charleston, she would attract great attention from
the fact that she is to carry guns far larger
than the largest placed upon any other of the
unarmored cruisers, even those which are of
a much
larger displacement. Her 10-lnch
guns are in fact the same as those which
will be carried on the heavy double-turret
monitors now under completion. They will
weigh 2G tons each, and throw a projectile
weighing 500 pounds with a charge of 250
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subjects.

Foreign Notes.

The Pope stated yesterday thaMtf did not
intend to leave Home this summer.
pressed regret that his last note to the Irish
in regard to the political situation
clergy
should have been misinterpreted.
The work of the bailiffs engaged In making evictions at Kilrush. County Clare, is
obstructed by the population, who have cut
all the bridges between Kilrush and Kilkee,
and taken other measures to delay the proThe chapel bells are
gress of the evictions.
tolled to warn people of the approach of the
officers.
The plan of campaign has been
adopted by the tenants on the Murnby estates at Tralee, County Kerry.
Fire on the Spanish steamer Asturiano,
from New York, In Rouen, France, yesterday, caused a tremendous explosion la the
cargo of 9,843 barrels of petroleum. Eight
of the crew were killed.
The tercentenary of the destruction of the
Spanish Armada was observed at Plymouth,
England, yesterday, with appropriate ceremonies.
Thousands were in attendance.
The foundation stone of the memorial was

laid.

me British ship star of Greece, Capt.
narrower, from London, has been wrecked
in Aldlnger Bay, Australia, and twenty persons were drowned.
The shooting contest for the Elcho Shield
at Wimbledon, Kng.. yesterday, resulted In
favor of the Irish team.
The scores were:
Ireland, 1,662 points; England, 1,642; Scotland, 1,568.
The Italian Chamber of Deputies, yesterday, by a vote of 269 to 97, adopted the communal reform bill, which gives to two million citizens the right to vote in local elec-

tions.

The Commons have finished the new
clause of the local government bill and the
bill has passed the second reading. All the
Parnellites but Blggar left the house io a
body with many radicals as a protest against
the exclusion of debate.
Despatches from the continent report the
today of storms with heavy rain
prevalence
falls which destroyed crops in!Spaln. Many
coasting vessels are lost. A heavy cyclone
in Home did heavy damage to wires and other
property.
BASE BALL.
The National

AT WASHINGTON.

Innings.1 23456789
Washingtons.1 OOOO 01 00—2

Bostuus.0 00000000—0
Base hits—Washingtons, 3! Bostons, 3. Errors
—Washingtons, 8; Bostons, 7. Batteries—O’Day
and Mack, Clarkson and Tate.
AT rBlLADELPBIA.

Innings...,....1

23466789
2 4-7
New Yorks.1 oooooooo-l
Base hits—Phlladelphlas, 13; New Yorks. 7.
Errors—Phlladelphlas, 4; New Yorks, 10. Batteries— Bufilnton and Clements, Welch and Ewing.

Phlladelphlas.0 000001

AT DETROIT.

Innings.1 2346 6 789
Chlcagos.201000100— 4
Detrotts.0 00000003—3
Base hits-Chlcagos, 9; Detrotts, 7.
Errors—
Chlcagos. 4; Detrotts, 8. Batteries—Uetzeln and
Bennett, Van Haltren and Farrell.
AT INDIANAPOI.IS.

Innings.1 23466789
Plttsburgs.-.2 0300000 x— 6
Indianapolis.2 00001 000-8
Base hits-Pittsburgs, »; Indianapolis. 9. Er-

secondary battery of

Batteries—

rors—Plttsburgs. 4; Indianapolis, 4.
oiaiey

axiu

sxiucr, iioyie

ami

myers.

The Standing.
The following Is the standing of the clubs
la the National League:

of over 2,008 feet per second.

The

League.

The following games in the National League
were played yesterday :

Won.

Per
Lost. Played. Cent.
24
U7
.641
66
24
.636
66
27
.680

the Charleston
consist of rapid-lire Hotchkiss guns and
Gatlings, and she will also have a supply of
automobile torpedoes, to be launched from
tubes mounted in water above broadside.
The Charleston is built upon the lines of
the famous Japanese warship Nanlwa Kan,
constructed by Armstrong & Co.,
with
machinery by the Hawthornes. The Nanlwa

Chicago!.

built by the same firm for Chili, and is said
to have made, on her trial, nearly 19 knots.
Accordingly, Secretary Whitney bought her
plans, and these, with slight modifications,
were made the basis of the advertisement
for Cruiser No. 3, as the Charleston was
then called, which fell to the Union vVorks
of San Francisco in the bidding. Her keel
was laid last year, and the contract price for
hull and engines was $1,017,500. She should
have been completed on the 28th of June,
according to her contract, but like all the
other vessels, was delayed for reasons which
have been frequently explained, the contractors urging that they could not, under
the government tests of steel, reeelve it fast
enough for their purpose. It is a point, at
all events, in favor of the builders of the
Charleston that she is the first of the iirge
new vessels to be launched.
From the
record of the Nanlwa Kan, whose lines and
motive power have been carefully followed,
it is believed that the new vessel will be a

The New England League games yesterday resulted as follows:

Kan

fine

was an

improvement

on

the Esmeralda,

Philadelphia!.

43
42
3»
33

Indianapolis.
Plttsburgs.
Washingtons.

23
22

Detroit!.
New Yorks.
Bostons.

New

men,

non-citizens, rode

at Ardinto the camp of Collector
and
more, Indian Territory Wednesday,
demanded
the
presenting their Winchesters
immediate release of all cattle held by him
As these men outnumbered the
for taxes
militia under Me List almost two to one nothin,, wag ieft but to submit and the cattle
Governor Guy was telewere given up.
uraoed It is expected that he will take Imall these rebellious
have
to
mediate steps
non-citizens removed at once.

JfrList

The Dyer Cottage at Wlckford, R. I., occupied by E. B. Ayrner of East Warren. N. J.,
was entered between 10.30 last night and 3
A lot of
a. m., and thoroughly ransacked.
family silver, an ornamental clock, two bottles of champagne, a flask of whiskey and a
number of valuable papers and stock securities were taken. The value of this various
plunder to the owner Is believed to approximate $15,000.

64
60
65

.616

61
66

.377
.333

.507
.364

England League.

AT LYNN.

Lynns, 6; Manchester!, 4. Base hits—
Lynns, 10; Manchester!, 7. Errors—Lynns.

Batteries—Black and
7; Manchester!, 7.
Terrien, Ellis and Mahouey.
The Standing.
The following is the standing of the New

England League:
Lynns.
Lowells.

Worcesters.
Salems.

Manchester!.

Won.
*4
30
28

29
25

Lost.
23

23
23
29
32

_

Played.
67
53
61
68
67

Per
Cent.
.586
.666
.649
.6(10
.438

Other Cannes.
At
(

success.

Fifty-eight armed

31
34
40
38
44

36
26

6; Cincinnati*

Cleveland- -Clevelands, <»;

AJ Philadelphia—

At
t

Cincinnati—Loulsvilles,

Brooklyn!. 3.

Baltimore!, 4; Athletics,

At St. Louis (first game)—St. Louis, 8;
Kansas Cttys, 2.
At St. Louis,
>; St.

Louis,

L

(secondgame)-KansasCitys,

Referring to the report that the New York
ocomotive engineers and firemen have taken
he Initiative In a movement
leading toward
in amalgamation of the
various leading layer organisations of the
United
iciilarly of railroad I employee, A. J. You a
eadmg member of the Brotherhood of Loconotivei Engineers, said
yesterday: "I have
yoen in favor of such a
step for years. A
:ert;dn element In the Brotherhood has
but that taction Is iu a minorityopat
;he present time.
It is reported on good authority that Mc•old hU cable to day Oould for $11,-

States“p»r-
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THE EPiESS.
FRIDAY MORNING, JULY 20.
W«* do not read

anonymous letters and commu
n(cations. The name and address of the writer
all
cases
m
are
indispensable, not necessarily for
publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot uudertuke to return* or
preserve
communications that are not used.

IFOR

PRESIDENT,

BENJAMIN HARRISON,
OF

INDIANA.

viceIpresident,
LEVI P. MORTON,

for

OF

FOR

NEW

YORK.

COVERNOR,

EDWIN C.BURLEIGH.
For Representatives to
Congress,
«rat District— THOMAS B. BRED.
Second lHstrict—NELSON DINOLKY, Jr.
Third Dietrict-SmH L. MILL1RKN.
Fourth District—CHARLES A. BOUTELLE.

REPUBLICAN COUNTY CONVENTION.
The Republicans of Cumberland County are
hereby requested to send delegates to a County
Convention to be held at

RECEPTION

HALL,

Ciiy Building, ■•orilund,
—

ON

—

Wednesday, the 8th ot August, 1888,
at

lO o'clock in tkc Forenoon

nominate candidates for the following offices:
Four Senators. County Attorney, Sheriff. Judge of
Probate, Register of Probate, County Treasurer,
one County Commissioner; and also to choose a
County Committee for two years aud do any other
business which may properly come before the
convention.
The basis for representation wM be one delegate for each city and town and one additional
for each 76 Republican votes cast for Governor
at the last State election, and one delegate tor a
fraction of 40 votes. The delegates have been
apportioned upon the foregoing basis as follows;

to

Baldwin.3 Naples.3
Brldgton.6 New Gloucester.4
Brunswick.8 North Yarmouth.2
Cape Elizabeth.« OtlsOeld.3
Gaseo.2 Portland.43
Cumberland.4 Pownal.2

Jfeerlng.8 Raymond.2

Falmouth.3 Scarborough.3
Freeport.6 Sebago.2

Gorham.0 Standlsh.4
Gray.3 Westbrook.8
Harpswell.3 Windham.5
Harrison.3 Yarmouth.4

Total.146

Portland, Portland Is the terminus of the
road, the only large place along its line.
So then as surety that the Maine Central will not discriminate against Portland
the lessor has the guarantee of the lessee’s
promise and the guarantee of the lessee’s
But it is urged that if the
own self-interest.
Maine Central should ever consolidate with
the Boston & Maine the Ogdensburg under
this lease would pass into the hands of a
corporation popularly supposed to be hostile
to Portland’s Interests. Now whether or not
the Boston & Maine does harbor such evil designs against Portland as it gets credit for it
At the present
is not necessary to discuss.
time the Boston &Maine holds all the western
connections of the Ogdensburg. That road
can neveribe more at;the mercy of the Boston
& Maine than it is to-day.
The Ogdensburg road will be in no worse predicament
therefore as regards the Boston & Maine
when it is leased to the Maine Central and
that in turn is consolidated with the Boston
* Maine, If that should ever come, than it is
now and is likely to continue to be as
long
as it retains its present status.
Indeed it
will be in a better position, for then it will
be practically the Boston & Maine’s property and there will exist the motive of selfinterest to develop it and that can be done
by the Boston & Maine no more successfully
by a policy inimical to Portland, than by the
Maine Central.
Doubtless it is a fact,
largely due to the prejudice which exists
against the Boston <k Maine, that the owners of the Portland * Ogdensburg—that is
the citizens of Portland—would prefer that
the provision of the lease which in case of
consolidation on the part of the Maine Central road with some other road passes the
lease of the Ogdensburg to that other
road
be stricken
out.
But does this
provision so seriously jeopardize the fulfillment of the terms on which the
Maine Central leases the road as to
justify from the standpoint of self-interest
the rejection ot this lease? In asking for
the omission of this clause the Ogdensburg
would practically be asking that for 999
years the Maine Central submit entirely to
its dictation in a matter perhaps vitally affecting Its own interests. It Is not to be expected that the Ogdensburg will ever get
such a concession as that from any corporation or individual.
Is th« money rental secure ? The lessee
promises to pay it, and failure to do
so is ground of forfeiture.
The guarantee of this promise is the ability and
good faith of the Maine Central corporation.
That it is a prosperous corporation to-day,
amply able to pay all liabilities it assumes,
is not to be doubted. That its prosperity
continue

wm

there Is

every reason

to be-

lieve. Of its good faith there is no question.
Indeed it is under the strongest kind of a
bond to keep faith with the people of Maine
—and the lessors in this case are some forty
thousand of that people—for It is from
them it draws all its rights and privileges.
But it is urged if this lease should be turned
over to another corporation by a consolidation the Maine Central might be relieved
from its obligation to pay the rental. Any
such danger, if any exists, could be effectually guarded against in the enabling act of
the Maine Legislature, which must be passed
before any consolidation is possible. But
the fact that the Maine Central covenants
for Its successors or assigns would seem to be
ample guarantee for the payment of rent in
case of consolidation.

The County Committee will be In session at the
hall at 9 o’clock in the forenoon on the day of the
Objection is made to the terms of the
convention to receive the credentials of delegates
and attend to such other business as may be necmprtg8ge>-JKhich the lease allows the
"Maine Central to put
road.
essary.
upon the
ISAAC \Y. DYKB, Cki
are devoted
If, however, the
ACUCMTCS B. BBOWW, Seer

Portland, July 9,1888.
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resolves

Ogdensburg

itself into two

questions:
First, Are the terms of the offer such as it
is wise for the owners of the Portland &
Ogdensburg to accept ?
Second, Are sufficient guarantees afforded
that these terms will be fulfilled?
Consideration of the first question involves
a consideration of the returns the property
proposed to be leased is at present making
to its owners, and the prospect for the future, provided it remains as now,—and a continuance of its present management is the
only alternative, so far as has yet appeared,
to its operation by the Maine Central. In
dollars and cents the owners are at present
getting no returns whatever on their investment, but indirectly the road is supposed to
be of some benefit to them. That Is to saythe road is an advantage to the business men
of Portland, and in this way yields some returns to its owners. Now the Maine Central proposes to take this road, pay to its
owners $50,000 a year in cash for its use, and
at the same time guarantee that by no act of
theirs shall the indirect advantages which
accrue to the business men of Portland from
it be lost. This is the Maine Central’s offer.
It means that the city shall get annually for
990 years $50,000 a year for property that it
is now getting nothing for. Can the city do

better than this? If there is a reasonable
prospect that it can, then it should reject
this offer. But is tbere any such reasonable prospect? There of course is a possibility
that something may turn up to enable this
road to yield better returns than it has been
giving under its present management; and
there is a possibility that somebody may
make a better offer for it than the Maine
Central has done; but can anybody give any
reason for believing that either of these
things will happen ? The road ever since it
was built has been practically under Its
present management. The receiver who
manages it to-day is the same gentleman
who managed it as president. There is no
reason to doubt that he has made all out of
the road that was possible under the circumstances. But he has not succeeded in light*
ening its load of debt, nor has he been able
to iacrease the returns of the road so as to
give any ground for hope even that without
a radical change of its relations it will ever
be able to take care of itself and return anything to its owners. Indeed the latest reports
of the receiver indicate that it is growing
Instead of better. 1 here is nothing,
in the history of tiie past of this
road to encourage anything but the most
melancholy anticipations for the future if it
worse

therefore,

Is allowed to continue to exist under present
conditions.
Now is thero any prospect that anybody
will make a better offer for it than the
Maine Central has made? It has been widely known for a long time that the owners
would be glad to dispose of it. The road has
been

practically

in

the market for years.

Has anybody made an offer for it but the
Maine Central? If so it has never been
made public. After the first offer of the
Maine Central was rejected
its owners
waited in vain for offers from somebody else.

The Canadian Pacific cannot make an offer
for it If it would. Its charter forbids it to
lease or purchase lines in the United States.
So tar as can be seen, therefore, the alternative of the rejection of the present offer of the
Maine Central is the continuance of the road
under its present conditions and management
with a gradual accumulation of debt and a
consequent dwindling of the city's interest
Is it not wiser to accept tha Maine Central’s
offer than to accept this alternative? In the
light of our experience in the past the answer
would seem to be obvious.
The second question to consider is, Are the
guarantees that the terms shall be fulfilled
sufficient. Now the gurantees that the owners get for the fulfilment of the terms are
not all contained in the lease. Some of the
strongest of them come from the character,
the situation and the self interest of the
lessee. There is a guarantee in the lease
that in operating the Ogdensburg the Maine
Central shall not discriminate against Portland. There is some doubt about the sufficiency of that guarantee. Judge Symonds
gives it one construction and Mr. Drummond
another. Mr. Drummond says however that
the Maine Central doubtless intended what
Judge Symonds thinks the city should ask,
and if this be so there can be no objection to

altering the language so as to preclude the
possibility of misconstruction. But to our
mind the Maine Central is under a stronger
bond not to discriminate against Portland
than any written agreement on that point
it under, namely self-interest.
can put
The Maine Central leases the the Portland
& Ogdensburg railroad for the purpose of
making money out of it. It expects to make
it earn the rental it agrees to pay for it and
something more. It would be utterly impossible, it seems to us, to make it do that
should be adopted inimical to
if

a'policy

proceeds

to

the

specified in the lease
-•payment of the first mortgage bonds,
the
receiver’s certificates
payment of
and
new construction,
it is difficult to
see tow the city could suffer even| if the
road were thrown back upon its hands with
obligation to take care of the bonds under
this mortgage. Of course the lessors would
prefer that no new mortgage should be
purposes

placed upon the road. They
the Maine Central

would prefer that
should take the money

needed for the payment of existing encumbrances and for the extension of the road out
of its own

treasury,

so

if the road came back

to them it would be clear. But they can hardly expect to find a lessee so obliging as that.
If the lessee agrees to deliver to the lessor
in case of forfeiture the property in as good
condition as regards encumbrances as he took
it it is all the lessor can reasonably ask for.
This the Maine Central apparently agrees
to do.
___

The Argus lias said, and now insists, that a war
tariff in time of peace is robbery.
The Press
wishes to know how, if so thinking, the Argus
can support the Mills
bill.—Argus.
No, esteemed comteraporary, this is not
what the Press wishes to know. What the
Press wishes to know is this.
A few days
ago you pronounced the protection system
robbery. Now if the Mills bill is not intended as a step in the direction of free
trade but is nothing more than a modification of the present administration of the

protective system, how can you, believing
as you say you do,that protection is
robbery,
support it?
CURRENT
OUB

COMMENT.

FOREIGN CARRYING

TRADE.

[Xewiston Journal.]
Now gentlemen, I am not prepared

to say that
the decline of our commerce was due to the tariff; but 1 believe the tariff was the prime cause
which prevented its restoration, and that in this
alone it did for the State of Maine more injury
than all the good its advocates can show.—Hon.
W. L. Putnam at Portland.
The context shows that the Democratic
candidate for Governor meaat our foreign
carrying trade, and not our foreign “commerce” when he spoke of its decline in his
Portland speech.
Foreign commerce is
measured by exports and imports, and was
never so large per inhabitant and never increased so rapidly as it has since the war.
Our foreign carrying is the business of transporting our foreign commerce, and this is
what Mr. Putnam intended to speak of as

having declined.
There was

very good reason why Mr.
Putnam should not charge the decline of our
foreign carrying trade to the chauge from a
revenue to a protective tariff, and that is because the decline commenced in 1855, when
the revenue tariff was in force, and was as
rapid in the six years before tiie war, under
the tariff policy, as at any time since the
war.
In 1855 seventy-five per cent of our exports were carried in American vessels; in
1861 only 69* per cent, but in 1855 there were
507 vessels built for our foreign trade; in
1869 there were 309; and in 1857 only 117. In
the four years of the civil war the decline of
our foreign carrying trade was 58 per cent.
But Mr. Putnam is prepared to say “that our
protective tariff was the prime cause which
prevented the restoration of our foreign
a

carrying trade.”
it is evident that Mr. Putnam wasn’t so
well prepared on the question as he would
have been if he bad candidly studied it, for
lie goes on to explain that he means to assert that the duties imposed on shipbuilding
■notuvinla
tlm
nvaoan*
Tl«», 1.1,
A
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much higher than they were under the
Democratic tariff of 1846; that they have
the building up of our shipping
prevented
in the foreign trade, which, as he implies
would have occurred if the tariff of 184G had
continued in force.
Now if Mr. Putnam will take a little time
to better “prepare” himself before he makes
his next tariff speech, he will find that the
present tariff (enacted originally in 1872, immediately after the Lynch report,) is as favorable for shipbuilding for the foreign
trade as was the tariff of 1846, for notwithstanding the duty on iron in general is 10 per
cent more under the present tariff than under that of 1846. yet under the present tariff
all lumber, timber, hemp, manilla, iron and
steel rods, bars, spikes, nails, bolts copper
and composition metals and wire rope for
the construction, equipment and repair, and
all supplies ot American vessels for the foreign trade, are admitted free of duty, while
under the tariff of 1846, all these articles

are so

bore

a

duty.

Mure than that.

Notwithstanding it is
generally conceded that even if the
and
bars
needed for tho conangles
plates,
now

struction of iron vessels for the foreign
trade should be added to the articles now
allowed to be imported free of duty, (which
cover everything usea in the construction of
wooden vessels), it would aid very little, yet
in order to get whatever advantage might
come from tills, Mr. Dingloy of Maine has
for three Congresses introduced into a Democratic House, a bill to add these remaining
articles to the articles to be admitted free of
duty when used in constructing American
vessels for the foreign trade, but a Democratic committee on ways and means have
refused to report it.
The remedy that a Democratic House has
favored for a revival of our shipping in the
foreign trade lias been the importation and
administration of foreign-built vessels to
American registry free of
duty. Is Mr.
.““‘‘Prepared to say” that he approves
of this Democratic
remedy ? We should be
to hear from him on that
p
point.
While Mr. 1 utnam is
condensing protection
we suggest that m connection
with the shipping question he considers the fact that our
shipping in the coastw ise trade, whicli has
been absolutely protected by our
navigation
laws against foreign competition, has
prosnotwithstanding
the
great competipered,
tion of railways, until today it has three
times the tonnage of that of Great Britain
and five times that of any other country’
while oar shipping in the foreign trade!
which has been placod at the mercy of

free’,

open foreign competition with foreigu vessels, in tlm transportation of our commerce
since 1850, has declined.
Protection has
saved our coastwise
shipping, free trade has
destroyed our shipping in the foreigu trade.
fate that lias befallen our shipforeign trade a thoughtful citizen
Sain much light as to what would be the
late of our other industries if left
to free,
open competition with foreign industries
carried on with labor
60
receiving per cent
less wages than our labor receives.
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IN FOREICN LANDS.

Germany

and

the Cerman PeopleCerman Re-

If one would have respect and love for the
German people oue must see them in their
homes In their fatherland. They are to-day
a glorious people, and next to the libertyloving sons of America I honor them. I

thought them cold and phlegmatic, but
recently having occasion to travel in Gerhad

many I saw much of the people, and not
only learned to esteem them, but to have
faith in their dignity as a great nation. They

self-respecting, pure-hearted

and 1

yal.

Greater in body and mind than the French,
more sterling in heart, deeper in principle,
and almost as sympathetic. They are affectionate and true in their domestic relations.
Gayer and not as cold as the Swiss, and
refined than the English, they lack
only the taste of the French and Americans.
They are in sympathy with the Americans,
and when they hear English or German
spoken with an American accent they become immediately interested, though
the
English of the English people is distasteful
to them. I can never forget how pleasant
they made our recent journey through the
most interesting part of the country, from
the frontier of Switzerland through Strasbourg, Frankfort, Magdeburg to Berlin, and
coming back, down the Rhine to Cologne, as
more

far as Dusseldorf. It was an embarrass ties
richesse, and I wished so often that such an
effusion of beauty, such a refulgence of splendor might have been more long drawn out,
and have spread over years instead of days,
making beautiful bright spots through a lifetime, instead of filling to repletion the space
of some very short weeks. It was like the
cramming process which doctors prescribe
for the starved body to build up worn tissues
for years of future service. It was like making rich embroidered heavy silks and velvets
of shorter measure out of material enough for
yards and yards of silken filmy tissue, more
pleasing to the eye and Quite as ;satisfactory.
We started on a cool May morning to join
a party of hundreds of Alsatian pleasureseekers at Strasbourg for Berlin. The route
was on the trail of the war march of the Germans, past the battle grounds, near Weissenberg, of Geisborg, Froschweiler, Elsasshausen and Worth. This section is studded
with monuments to the braverv of the German troops, under their gallant leader, the
Crown Prince, afterward their beloved and
suffering Emperor. The French have also
been permitted to erect some monuments in
the vicinity to the brave, though futile defense of their territory. We also passed
through Worms, the scene of a part of Luther’s religious warfare. We had an opportunity for a brief inspection of the monument to him there, which I think is, on the
whole, the most elaborate I have ever seen
Its execution took nine years. It Is composed of a centre pedestal, surrounded by
seven smaller ones.
On the centre pedestal
is one of bronze adorned with reliefs from
Luther’s life, and medallion portraits of his
contemporaries, who took pgrt in the Reformation. On this stands Luther’s statue in
bronze, twice the size of life. In his left
hand he holds._a Bible, on which his right
hand is fieuriy placed, while his face, radiant U'if
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Huss, Sayonarola, Wycliffe and
Peter Waldus, precursors of the Reformacorners are

tion. On the side pedestals are Philip the
Generous of Hessen, and Frederick the Wise
of Saxony; at tire back Melancthon and
Beuchlin, and between these, on lower ped-

estals, allegorical figures, Magdeburg mourning, Augsburg making confession, Speyer
protesting; and between these figures are
the arms of the twenty-four German towns
who first embraced the Reformation. All
these monuments and pedestals are built on
one very large raised square
platform, and
present altogether a distinguished appearance.
The old Cathedral in the next square
is of the 12th century, and is one of the finest
examples of Romanesque architecture in
Germany. It is very interesting to know
that the space in front of this Cathedral was
the scene of the quarrel between Brunhilde
and Chriemnilde for precedence, related
in the

adventures of the Niebelungenlied—
quite similar in spirit to those quarrels for
precedence carried on, sometimes, by our
Cabinet and society ladies in Washington,
but of course conducted in a slightly different manner.
All along we found classic ground.
Leaving at Mayence the Rhine, “that glorious
river,” for a separate chapter on our homeward journey, we halted at sunset in the fertile Walterau district, in the pretty city of
Hanau, at the conltuence of the Kinzig and
the Main. The station here is large and
commodious, with a pleasant little park attached, in which is a fountain and well of
pure water. The several hundred passengers alighted and availed themselves of the
time and opportunity to promenade, as well
as to refresh themselves at the well and
fountain, after a good dinner, before an all
night’s journey, while some strayed away
to the city to seek the old home of William
and Jacob Grimm, the noted philologists.
The house is marked with an inscription on
a small marble tablet, like those over the
door of Goethe’s dwelling >n Strasbourg, and
Weimar and Heine s birthplace in Ilusseldorf. The new part of the town was founded by Protestant exiles, who were denied an
asylum at Frankfort.
Some of our friends had felt solicitous
about our accommodations on an excursion
train with so great a number of passengers,
but it was not a mixed
company, and the
railroad officials had furnished ample accommodations for all. We had a car by ourselves during the day, and at night a splendid chance to sleep, never being disturbed
about our tickets or with people entering the
car nor by conductors and porters passing
through; so we realized nothing except, at
half waking intervals, glimpses of beautiful
scenery, faintly visible by the pale light of
the moon.
How early it was In those, so
early dawning days, when we awoke I do
not know, but it was in a bower of violets,
forget-me-nots, lilacs and blossoms of everv
kind, fragrant as a breath from “Araby.*’
It was the station of Nordhausen, a railroad
centre—but we only halted for a few moments and and then after about another
hour I should think, we stopped at half past
four for breakfast and a toilet at the large
station of Sangerhausen, where we had a
lively scene for about a half an hour. Quadrupled lines of tables filled up the space
loaded with plates piled with rolls and
scores of pots of coffee.
There were ample
improvised toilet accommodations and the
cool morning hour with the good hot coffee
restored all to strength and vigor. At ten
we were to arrive in Berlin.
Magdeburg
was not far ahead, and in a few moments
we passed the little
nestling village of Mansfeldt where Luther lived so long and went to
school. We could hardly see space
enough
m it for the two thousand inhabitants said
to compose it. It has a high castle above
the town restored from a ruin of the count of
Mansfeldt, an old but extinct family of Germauj
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and engaged in mining here. “J L 1530” is
above the door. The same school which
Luther attended still exists. Scarcely was
Mansfcldt out of sight when we saw Eisleben at a little distance, the place where
Luther was born. It is of about the
same size
as
Mansfieldt. There is a
bronze statue of Luther here unveiled
in 1883 on the four hundredth anniversary of ins birth, the church opposite contains the pulpit from which he preached and
before it. is the house to which he came
back to die, marked by a tablet. Another
church here contains the font in which
Luther was baptised, also fragments of his
cloak and leather skull cap. This section of
Germany is full of reminiscences of Luther’s
life and works, many of which are passed on
our homeward route.
At Wittenberg, one of
cradles of the Reformation may be seen near
the Station, the oak which marks the spot
where Luther burned the “Papal Bull” and
in a court near by his house in which are
various belongings of his, also his statue
near

south side of the town which contains The
Grand Ducal Vault, in which are also the
graves of Goethe and Schiller and monuments to many other eminent persons.
At about !• o’clock we found ourselves at
Magdeburg, but we only had time to look at
ifu nioaei

Relics of the Croat
former- Berlin-

are

Duke Charles Augustus who reigned
here at this time, always kept about him a
was in
galaxy of intellectual men. Weimar
those days also visited by many other celebrated men of letters. Goethe and Schiller
are happily united in one monument lien*
and there is also a Herder and a Wieland
There is a cemetery on the
monument.

by bearing the inscription, “Ist’s Gottes
so wird bestehn: si’s Menschen Werk,
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tiie former wooden doors having been
burned at the time of a bombardment In
17f>0.
There is a statue of Melanchthon
here also. The Thuringiau Forest is a very
interesting region, where is situated Eisenach and its surroundings, which are very
picturesque. In the Luther Platz here, is
the house in which Luther is said to have
lived with the famous “Cotta” family, the
house in which Bach the musical composer
was born is also here in the Frauen Platz'
Preller the painter and Fritz Reuter the Low
German Poet were also born here, but the
most interesting of all is the Warttburg
Castle, built high up above Eisenach in the
12th century and restored to much of its
former magnificence in the middle of this
century. This castle was the scene of the
contests of the Mediaeval German poets.
X he Songersaal contains a mural
painting
representing the Sangerkrieg or the contest
between the rival minstrels of Germany. It
was in this castle that Luther found an
asylum for ten months in the guise of a
nobleman having beon intercepted on his
way from Worms by his friend Frederick
the Wise and ostensibly taken prisoner.
He was known here as “Junker
Georg
During this time he worked assiduously at
his translation of the Bible. The room in
which he wrote lias undergone little change
and still contains many articles left there by
him. On the wait can be seen the spot
where he threw his inkstand at the Devil.
A year or two after this, he married Katherine Van Aura, a nun who had escaped from
a convent. At Erfurt where he became a
monk can be seen his cell only, all other
traces of him here having beon destroyed by
fire not many ysars ago. But the place most
fertile in classical reminiscences is Weimar.
Goethe and Schiller both died at W limar
and Herder and Welland lived here in these

A Summer Medicine

the Crown Prince who would so soon be the
Emperor. The sound of {the cavalry going
out to Liehterfelde for drill waked us before
six in the morning. The Crown Prince usuThey told us at
ally accompanied them.
half past eleven we could see him on his return on Unter den Linden and so we decided
to take this in on the way to tile palaces. We
found a dense crowd on the corner of Frederichs Strasse and Unten den Linden where
we waited for some time until a [Sergeant de
Vllle, who was busily engaged in keeping
the crowd in order, told us that the Crown
Prince would not appear again that day. We
waited no longer but continued on our course
to the palaces, the first sign of which is the
large statue of Frederick the Great, on horseback in the street midway between Emperor
William’s palace and the Acadamy building.
On the other side of the street are the University buildings, formerly the palace of
Prince Ilenry, brother of Frederick II.
In
front of this are the statues of William and
Alexander von Humboldt, who lived here.
Adjoining Emperoi William’s palace is the
Royal library, while adjacent is the Opera
house, back of which is the Church of St.
liedwig, built in imitation of the Pantheon
of Rome: this is the church where the Catholic members assembled a day or two ago
for divine service before the opening of the
Reichstag under the new Emperor. Next to
the opera house is the Crown Prince’s palace
with au arch over Obervall Strasse connecting
it with the “so called palace of the Princesses.” On the other side from these are the
arsenal and royal guard house.
This whole
nest of palaces and royal buildings are within less than five minutes walk, and form,
probably, the most royal square the world

affords.
The only palace
on:

nuvai

now

aiareui

open to the

tvomgs

public is
across

ocmoss

Schloss Brucke, and thislthe present Emperor
William 11 is said to be about to occupy. It

has never been used as a royal residence since
William IV died. Frederick the Great, at
times lived here with almost his entire Court
It is a cold unsympathetic place aud only lit
for kings to live iu. It is the oldest of the
large palaces here the original castle having
been erected by Elector Frederick 11 in 1451
the various extensions aud wings having
been added from century to century. It now
contains six hundred rooms, a large number
of which we saw, for we seemed to traverse
miles and miles of apartments, up an incline
plane instead of stairs, and down the longest
possible flights of stairs. There are extensive
picture galleries and rooms with crowns and
thrones, and yet there is nothing of vital interest, the splendor is too general and the association too mixed, though it was around
this palace especially that the “White Lady”
used to hover, a spectre whose appearance
always portended the death of some member
of the ltoyal House of Hohenzollern. If she
still presents herself on such a mission, her
visits must have been very frequent during
the last few months. She is supposed to be
the Ghostof the Countess Orlamundo who
murdered her children in order to marry some
old Burgrave,
an ancestor
of the Electors of Brandenburg, the last of whom was
the Great Elector. There is a very elegant
chapel in this palace near the top, built
by William IV. with marble linings and
pavings of different colors and frescoes in
gold, and its large dome is filled with stained
glass windows which fill the chaeel with
their mellow light. We went to the National
Art Gallery from the Royal Palace past the
rather insignificant Cathedral, through the
Lustgarten. This I think is the most beautiful part of Berlin next to the Thiergarten
and Konigs Platz which are far more lovely.
Berlin is not, I believe considered an art

centre, but there are some interesting pictures in the National Art Gallery as well as
in the old museum, though not many by the
old masters. The frescoing on the cornices
of the walls are a series of paintings, repre-

senting scenes

from the

Niebelungen
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[jCOOKING
oYflrQEflRANGE.
RiON
Furnished with Plain LEGS or with CABINET
BASE, LOW HOT CLOSET,- ELEVATED HOT
CLOSET, ELEVATED SHELF, END TANK,
WATER FRONT, or BRASS COIL; also, oar
WICKET OVEN DOOR, and patent PEDAL
ATTACHMENT, making the most complete
cookiig apparatus yet produced. Made by
skilfUl mechanics from the best materials.
EVERY RANGE WARRANTED.
Sold by leading STOVE DEALERS. If not
fbr sale in your vicinity, send your address for
information to the manulhcturers,

WOOD, BISHOP & GO,
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BRANo

Baker

Co.. 88 N. 3d St., the oldin Philadelphia, estab-

COMPANY,

headquarters

Out of town orders carefully
packed and promptly shipped, freight prepaid. We keep only the highest grades of
goods obtainable,and guarantee satisfaction
both in quality and price.
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under the laws of Maine?

ABE you aware that this Company has paid
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policy-holders or their representatives more
than TWENTY-THREE MILLION DOLLARS?
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has to-day
than SIX
IT
LARS IN ASSETS, and
DRED

more
MILLION DOLover THREE HUN
THOUSAND DOLLAK8 IN SURPLUS*
calculated by the most conservative standards
known to the law.

Days Its losses promptly. Its policies after
IT three
years are free from all limitations as to
Residence, Travel. Suicide and Occupation.
Military aud Naval Service excepted.

liberal plans. Its affairs are carefully
managed by Its Board of Directors and Offlwhose
cers,
integrity and ability are unquestioned.
has

provisions of the Maine Non-Portelture Law apply only to the policies issued by
THE
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aud under it
wise

In

our

extended insurance is
provided for in case of lapse after the payment of
three or more annual premiums In cash.

MAINE LAW CONVERTIBLE
POLICY of the UNION MUTUAL contains
every desirable feature in a PERFECT LIFE INSURANCE POLICY.
It you will send your address to the Home Office, or to any of Its agents, we shall be glad to furI nlsli full Information In regard to the Company
audits plans.
NEW
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tive management.

DIKE CTO KM.

Hon. Josiah H. Drummond, Portland, Maine,
John E. DkWitt, Portland, Maine.
Henry C. Hutchins, Boston, Mass.
Hon. Percival Bonney, Portland. Me.
Hon. Marquis F. Kino, Portland, Me
Thomas A. Foster, M. D., Portland, Me.
Hon. Fred. E. Richards, Rockport, Me.
Oeokob L. Demu-is, Boston, Mass.
Kdwahd A. Noyes, Portland, Me.
Hon. Frederick Robie, Gorham, Me.
Frank E. Allen, Portland, Me.
James Ybakeance, New York, N. Y.
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The STAMDA itlTCLOTHISG C».
offering for gentlemen some elegant All Wool
Homespun Suits In all sizes; Just the thing for V«.
cation U«e.
Regular price *12.00 and *15.00;
price to close *8.00 and *10.00.
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255 Middle St., Portland.
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carry large line of Improved Overalls and Work
ing Jackets for workingmen in all kinds of business, especially for Railroad Men.
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j. B. BROWN & SONS,
218 Middle Street, Portland,
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Securities!

STERLING EXCHANGE
drawn and Letters of Credit issued,
available in all the principal
cities In Europe.
d«c28nudtf

paid at our offlee on presentation, and (or which
will allow a premium and accrued interest. We
would also Invite the attention of holders of

we

State of Maine 6s, due 1889,
the Importance
which can now be
months hence they
all. We think it is
to

to

ran]

of availing of the premium
realized upon them, as a few
will command no premium at
also Important to convert the

now nave

Bonds,

bat little over Thbkk Vicars
to run)

In order to obtain the present high premium
which must gradually and surely become lesa as
they approach maturity. We are oderlng some
excellent securities which we can recommend to
holders of above bonds, or In exchange for any
other securities soon to mature, and we shall be
happy to communicate or confer with them regarding such exchange.

SWAN & BARRETT,
186 Middle Street, Portland, Me.
lylg_dtf

First National Bank

large and Stylish line of

Building.

City, County and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.

$20,000
Androscoggin A Kennebec R. R.

«g.

Dne 1923.

87.000

Our Coods

are

Flannel

of the Best

Make,

Blouses.

BBEAKFABT
“By a thorough knowledge of the natural lawe
which govern the operation of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of the fine
properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has
our breakfast tables with a delicately
avored beverage which may save us many heavy
doctors’ bills. It is by the judicious use of such
articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually
built up until stroug enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies
are floating around us ready to attack wherever
there is a weak point. We may escape many a
fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with
pure blood and a properly nourished frame.”
Civil Service (lazetle.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
ouly In half pound tins by Grocers, labelled thus:
JA9IES EPPS* Ac €•., HOMtKOPATHIC
TuASJtwly CHEMISTS, l.omlou, Eaglaad.

HAINES,RICHARDSON
—
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IN

& CO*

FRED R. FARRINGTON,
The Clothier and

TTxi<a.er

Furnisher,

FalmoutH

Hotel,

208 MIDOLE STREET, PORTLAND, ME.
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BEST ROOF

—

In the World la the Moutrosa Patent

Metal

full assortment of sizes and lengths of timber
and plank in stock at our yard on Brown a Wharf.
southSpecial attention given to sawiug orders at
ern nulls.
A

Shingles.

tend for Circular, and Pr1o.-U.ta FrM.

E. VAN

Office 322 Commercial St.,

P®BTIiAin)| MLB*

825.000

Portland Water Co. 40 year Mold

Jan23

NOORDEN & CO.,

Harrison Ave., Boston, Maas.
XuAFCin

7s.

4s.

Cvapew aad Registered.

85.000

Portland Water Co.

SOUTHERN PINE LUMBER.
o29eodtf

Maine Central R. R. Consols
wad Reg tale red.

and Prices Low.

EPPS’S COCOA.

Portland,Jo Srovided

The STtNDARIICLOTHISli CO.

Eitluagt

•

Maine Central R. R. 5s.

LKATEVDL' COMFOBTINC.

St„

Cor. Middle rod

are

CHILDREN’S CLOTHINB.

City Agency, Portland.

Children’s

Send for circular.

Woodbury & Moulton

87,000

C

Pupils thoroughly Instructed in shorthand and
type-writing. Day and evening sessions.

out.
We therefore advise the holders of
these Bonds to sell or exchange them for
other securities.
We have on hand a
desirable list of City, County, Railroad
and Water Bonds, suitable for Trnst
Funds, and would be pleased to have the
holders of the above mentioned Bonds
communicate with ns.

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS
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SINKINSON

for

only

TRUST COMPANY

Superintendent of Agencies, Eastern Ocpartmen

JAMES

We beg to call yonr attention to the
fact that the above mentioned United
States Bonds at the present price yield

PORTLAND

in prices from

15, 818, 820, 823, 825, 830.
all Bargains.
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OFFICEHM.

JOHN E. DeWITT, President
ARTHUR L. BATES, Secretary,
J. FRANK LAND, Ass’t Secretary.
THOMAS A. FOSTER, M. D.. Medical Director
HON. JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND. Counsel.
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a
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Trustee for investment and management of real
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you realize that this old and sterling
DO
pany is HOME INSTITUTION.chartered
In 1848
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(3 1-4) interest, and that as they approach maturity the price will decline
nntil the whole premium will be wiped

for
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OF PORTLAND, ME!

With Low End Hearth
and Lartre Ash Pan.
Fitted for Coal or 24 inch Wood.

DIRECTORS:

F. O. French, N. Y.
H. W. Cannon, N. Y.
K. J. Cross, N. Y.
John B. Ford, N. Y.
H. L. Hlgglnson, Boston. T. J. Coolldge, Jr.,Boston
Belmont, Jr., N. Y.
Augustus
K. D. Randolph, N. Y.
James O. Sheldon, N. Y.
C. F. Livermore, N.Y.
A. 8. Rosenbaum, N. Y.
C. C. Baldwin, N. Y.
Wm. Dowd. N. y!
Chas. F. Tag, N. Y.
Samuel R. Shipley. PbUa.
Henry Field, Chicago. K. T. Wilson, N. Y.
John I.Waterhury, N. Y.
Francis Ormond French, President.
John I. Water bury, V Ice-President.
Authorized to accept and execute Truete of every

Two and One-quarter Per Cent

OF THB

LIFE INSURANCE

novlleodtf

Examine my stock, and you will find
the best line, and the largest assortment
of Salmon and Trout Files to be found
In the State. Special bargains in line
Lancewood, Bamboo and Greenheart Fly,
and Trolling ltods and all kinds of Fishing Tackle. Agent for the “New Mail,”
and American “Ideal” Bicycles, none
better made. Also, the “Ivel” safety
wheel. Agent for I)u Pout’s Powder
Mills, and Atlas Powder. Wholesale
and retail. G. L. BAILEY, 203 Middle
Street, Guns and Sporting Goods.
eodtf
tuylO

COMPANY*

10 WALL STREET, NEW YORK.
CAPITAL.$ 1,000.000

30c each.
40c each.

-

PICNIC SUPPLIES

Union Mutual

on

TO THE HOLDERS OF

IMPORTED SARBIMES—-P. & C. RRRND,

si

Portland Mrhool of (stenography.
or

Moonlight Hail anil Band Concert
Steamer Merryeoneag,

of all kinds.

Exchange 8t., Portland, Me.

All orders by mall
ended to.

STREET.

UNEQUALLED.

(. t-

’■lilNTEBS’ EXCHANGE,

FINE JOB PRINTING A

Jiydtd_
J. COLE’S

Special Salefor a Few Days Longer I
Small boxes
Large boxes

Are You Familiar litk th Plans

43,„.

will be furnished, consisting of
dancing, base hall, foot ball, tenpins, etc. Music
will be furnished by Pcarsou’s Orchestra. The
steamer will carry parties desiring a sail on the
Lake. Provisions can be procured on tbe grounds
by those not wishing to carry a basket. A special
train will leave the Union station at 8.13 a. m..
returning will leave the Lake at 6.00p. m. Should
the 26th be stormy, the picnic will occur on the
26th.
Tickets lor the round trip 60 cents, to be obtained of the committee. E. W. Leonard, Chas.
A. Eaton, C. H. Bike, Geo. E- Kenworthy, Jr., O.
T. Hodsdon, E. E. Wyman, Committee.

Manf d by Wm. Ayres A Sons, Philada,
eod6m-cd
Iy4

Job Printer
97 i -2

WKDHKSD4YJH.I

Amusements

MARRINER & COMPANY,

dtf

satisfied from long exand observation, that the
Horse Brand Baker Blankets are
the strongest made. The length
of time a blanket will wear is the
test of its worth.
Tried by this
test they have proved themselves
to be the cheapest.”

Book, Card

BASKET PICNIC AT SEBAGO LAKE,

TO-DAY.

jyi*

perience

iriAiikn

F.

MANHATTAN TRUST

CLOAKS, SILKS AH DRESS GOODS

“

3lVfcExchange St., Portland, He.
lebio
dtl

O.

rilVANl'UI,.

lished 1815, Bay

STENOGRAPHER

1. o.

The Odd Fellows of Portland Invite their friends
to accompany them to a

_

At Prices Never Yet Known !

La-

Jyl9d3P

TELEPHONE 501 B.

A large extension to our store is being built, making it necessary to move our stock, and probably
close our store a part of August.
We have decided to close out our present stock if
possible previous to that time. We shall not hesitate at any sacrifice.

Conard B. Day A
est Saddlery house

J. A. BA YUEN,

Admission 26c;

Ti'BSDA» KVKIklXU, Jll.Y ‘44.
Tickets 25 cents; to be obtained of J. Cole, 38
Brown street, wnd at tbe boat; steamer will leave
llarpswell Landing, Custom House Wnarf, at
7.30 o’clock; If stormy, will go the first
pleasant
evening,
jyladlw

■

HORSE BLANKET

97 1-2 Exchange Ml,, Pordud, He.
my 17erdtf

..Is, Saturday.
July film.

Game called at 3 o’clock.

GROCERS,
203 Federal St.,
Whitney Building,

AT

WK Will,

DO IT (|l’II KI,r.
WE W’11,1, DO IT CHEAPIV,

Portland

NO.

BANGOR. ME.

PORTLAND, ME.

vs-

PRESUMPSCOTS,
oia

.40

f;ood

STEPHEN

EXCHANGE

€0.

PORTLANDS
—

Lavender Water.46. .60
Pinaud’s
.60, .66
Our Own Beef, Iron and Wine.36
Kau de Cologne.18
Wine of Cocoa.60
Naiades.14
Florida Water.20, .35
.16, *1.76 per doz.
Hagan’s Magnolia Balm.60
fuHcura
Hinds’ Honey and Almond Cream.36
Laird’s Bloom of Youth.60
Ana an immense stock of Tooth, Nall and Hair Brushes,
Combs, Puffs and Puff Boxes, and other
loiiet Articles too numerous to mention.

Platz,

BUSINESS CAKDN.

SOUTH

180 middle Street 182
;je23

COMEDY

Take Casco Bay 8tcamboat Co's boats. Custom
House Wharf, only 30 cents adults; tickets admitting children 15 cents. Don’t fall to get your coupons ; all children are entitled to them.
Jyldtf

C.J. FARRINGTON,
NEAR

JOE
6uessing

PRICES GUARANTEED.

ALL

Article*.
Price. I Article*.
Price*
Lubln’s Toilet Powder.16
Hood’s Tooth Powder...IS
Perfumes, bottles.56 Sozodont.49
bulk, per oz.29
Jewsbury & Brown’s Tooth Paste.39
Calder’s Dentifrice.16
.43, .60
Pear’s „»oap.88,
Soap.13, ,16, .19 Our Own
16
16
Shaving.18, .26, .45 Brown’s
Colgate's Violet Powder.16 Murray & Lanman's Florida Water.47
Cashmere Bouquet.16
Hoyt’s German Cologne.15
Perfume.26 Swan Down Face Powder.10
Violet Water ...38, .70
Biker’s
17
“
Kosodora Water.38
Saunders’
24
Cashmere Bouquet Watw.70
Lablache
30
Soap, Kosodora.14 Lazell’s Perfumes, bulk, oz.25
Pansy.14 Vaseline.12
Cashmere Bouquet.21
Imported Bay Bum, per pint..40
Spermaceti.
.30
Guppy & Co’s Cologne Waters, per pint.66
Violet.30 Oriental Cream.96

Glycerine.14
Marguerite.14
Vaseline.16
Tar......11

10.

Contest. Prize, a Gold Watch
Grand Seed
Every one coming to the Garden will be given a
coupon which will entitle them to one guess. The
bolder of the coupon must be at the Garden Hat
urday evening when the contest Is decided.

Has the best line of Men’s Youths’ and
Boys’ Clothing to be found in Portland.
The Young Men who have neglected
to get their Summer Suits should do so
at once, before our stock gets broken
up in sizes.
,
We have got an elegant line of cneviots in both American and F°rc'Sn
Goods, and which are made up in the
most approved styles. The workmanship equals any custom garment.
We have a very large line of Short Pant
Suits ages from 6 to 16 years, prices
from 3.00 to $12.00.
See our line of Thin Coats and Vests.

And HotWeatherlnvigorator

_l*nll

Manager.

jci.y

novroav,

THE MACKLEY’S

This

now.

Horllund Ifnrber.
....

roimtvmii

»

medicine restores health to
Nerves, Kidneys, Liver, and Bowels, and imparts life
and energy to the heat prostrated system. Vacations or no vacations, Paine’s Celery Compound is the medicine for
this season. It is a scientific combination of the best tonics, and
those who use it begin the hot summer days with clear beads,
strong nerves, and general good health. Paine’s Celery
Compound is sold by all druggists, $1 a bottle. Six for $5.
WELLS, RICHARDSON & CO., Prop’s, Burlington Vt.

Lied.

we visited the old Schiller
which is out of the noise and bustle of
the great thoroughfare and is cool when all
the rest of Berlin is very hot, but it seems to
be entirely forgotten. We saw no one in the
vicinity but a baker girl going to carry a
Saturday night installment of bread, and a
few strangers who only gave a passing glance
to a square filled up with old land marks.
The Schauspielhaus here must have been an
elegant old theatre, but by its broken panes
of ancient-looking glass, aud its battered
general appearance, I judge it is not iu a
state of
preservation, but the rich carv□gs on it, and sculptured figures and mythological monuments are study for hours. In
front of it is a Schiller monument, and at the
the side of the Platz are tho French church
and the old German cathedral with their
towers overtopping the loftiest buildings in
the city, lurnishing a splendid outlook over
the country for miles around. At night we
took a stroll in the brilliantly lighted streets
to see a gay Saturday night among the shops
which are hardly inferior to those in Paris
and London, and to the feminine instincts
furnish worlds of pleasure in the shopping
line.
But finally the hour arrives for our last
adieus to sweet Berlin. We took the early
train from the Stadtbahn Station of the elevated railroad on Friedrichs Strasse, and
looking back from miles and miles away, we
could see, towering high above all else, “The
Lieges Denkmal,” that lofty monument of
victory to the restoration of the German EmA.
pire.

asuzmcbmht*.

_:__

C. H. K.vowr.TO.v,

ache, Sleeplessness, Nervous Prostration, and an “allplayed-out” sensation prove that Paine’s Celery Compound

and numerous fortifications oiutho Werder,
an island now connected with the city by a
bridge. After stilt another hour we entered
the large central station at Berlin, not sorry
to be at the end of this long though pleasant
journey. Everything here seemed so new to
us
and
still like Paris and yet after all unlike Paris. It is much more contracted in extent and elegance but quite as
enjoyable. After resting a few hours we
went out to Charlettonburg for the afternoon, and the next day we spent among the
palaces at Potsdam. The rest of our time we
decided to spend upon the sights of Berlin.

The palaces, picture galleries, monuments,
and if possible we wished to get a sight of

MIHCEI.I.ANEOtll.

GREENWOOD GARDEN OPERA ME.

t.llM

Werk,

wird’s untegehn” (if it be God’s work it will
endure, if man’s it will perish). Farther on
in the Schlossklrche are some metal doors
which bear the original text of tbe“95 Theses”

niMILUNEOIW.

years.

#s.

Dne 1891.

For Sale bv H. M.Payson & Co.
my!7

Rsskrr., 7'i

Kiehssx. SI.

dtf

sold more Clothing last year than any other conThis year the growth
cern In the United States.
of their business has been phenomenal.

255 Middle

St., PortlancJ.

To Vessel Owners.
Fort Clyde Marine Kailway has oeea thor
oughly rebuilt, and is now In readiness to
take out all vessels In need of repairs. All work
dispatched qnleklv and satisfaction guaranteed
W. C. ST1MFSON, Ja.,
Address,
I Hyde. Me.

THK

Seeiedtf__Oort
ENGRAVED.

Visiting cards and copper plate for ai.ooOur second annual uflcr, good only during
June, July and August.
Regular price aa 00?
Send lor samples, tf. W. 1)aV Is
cn
ding Stationers and Engravers, 23 West St..
Boston.
Janlteodsm

r,l \
V.D

J£

wit

PRESS.

THE

FRIDAY MORNING, JULY 20.
THE

PRESS.

Periodical Depots ot N.
May
G. Fessenden, Horse ltallroad Station; Marquis,
76 Exchange St.; Armstrong, E.A M. C. R. B. DeHodgson, 86% Portland St.; John Cox, 660
ngressSt.: Costello, 7 Exchange St.: Holden,
47 Middle St.; Jewett, 604 Congress St.; Peterson,2 Exchange St.; Goold, corner Congress and
Chestnut Sts.; Chisholm, 109 Congress St.: Hopkins, Commercial, corner Park; Morrill, 243 Congress St.; Ross, 193 Congress St.: Beardsworth,
87 India St.; Abbott, 243 Spring St.; and ot Chisholm Bros.’agents on all trains running out of
thecltv
Auburn. Haskell & Reynolds.
be obtained at tbe

Kt;

Augusta,

J. F. Pierce.

Rath, J. O. Shaw.
Riddvford, F. M. Burnham.
A. L. Jeliersou.
Boston, Mass., American House.
Brunswick. B. 1.. Dennison.
Cumberland Mills, K. S. ltavinond.
Damariscotta, E. W. Dunbar.
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Kryeourg, J. C. Gerry.
Fairfield, E. H. Evans.

Northwestern pref
New York Central

140

A

Deni

»'ng.

Norway, 8. L. Crockett. A. O. Noyes.
Old Orchard, Geo. E. Fogg.
Orrs island, 8. C. Prince A Son.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, 0.8. Andrews, R. H. Burnham A Win.
11. Hyde.
Saccarappa. W. B. Bootliby.
Sac(i, H. B. Kendrick A Co., Wm. Stackpole.
So. Paris, A. M. Gerry.
Siiringvale, C. H. Pierce.
Skow began—Bfxliy & Buck.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vlualliaven, A. B. Vlnal.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Watervllle, C. H. Hayes.
•
Yarmouth. W. F. Bennett.

77%
33%
66%
109%

.140

106%
16%

.106%

68

20%
16%
26%
36

NKW

80

tonic is what nervous people require. To impart strength into the nervous organism is to insure its tranquility, provided causes of unhcalthful excitement are avoided. A medical tonic that
—like Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters—commands
the unqualified sanction of the healing profession,
and which institutes a general reform in a bilious,
dyspeptic and debilitated condition of the system,
ts surely entitled to a careful trial by intelligent
people, capable of forming a due estimate of a
medicine, from emphatic and often recorded professional evidence in its behalf. Not only are the
nerves and stomach invigorated by the Bitters,
but the system Is also endowed with unwonted
power of resistance to influences in air, water or
daily avocation subversive of health. Prominently dangerous among the llrst named of these

aie

dosing uuotatious lor mining stocks to-day:
Colorado Coal. 36
HocklnglCoal
21
Hoineslake. 10%
Ontario.31 00
00

preferred.39

Amador.

2 20
116

KlCrlsto.
ODhir.
G%
Con. Cal.S Va. 10

8 75
Mexican.
Bullion.
160
Sierra Nevada.
3 26
Bodie Con.2 10
Best S Belcher. 4 26

Petroleum Market.
BOSTON, July 19.

which Hostetler's stomach Bit-

affords a competent safeguard. Kheumatism and kidney troubles are also prevented and
overcome by it.

“Which is the aching tooth?” inquired the dentist.
“Tills one," said the sufferer, as he pointed out
the offender.
“Alt yes, I see. Bicuspid.”
“What?”

“Bicuspid.”
“I’ll buy anything, doctor, If you’ll only Jerk the
tooth out; though It looks a little mean to lake
What are your

Pine Line Certificates.

Opening

82%
83%
82%
82%

10.30

11.00
11.80
12 M
1 P. M.
2.30 P. M

83

83%
82%
82%

Closing

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. July 19. 1888,-The following are today’s <]notations 01 Provisions, Sc.:
Pork—Long cut 17 00®17 60;short cuts 17 60®
17 76: backs 17 76®18 00: light hacks 17 00:
pork tongues 18 (X).
Lard—Choice 9c *> tb in tcs; 9Vic In 10-tb palls;
914@9%c In 6-lb palls; 10®10V4c In 3-lb palls.
Hogs—Choice city dressed hogs 714c t> tb;
countrv do at 7c.
Ham's at ll@l2c, according to size and
cure; pressed bams 12V4®13c.
Mutter—Westerujextra creamery at 00@21c;ext
firsts at 20c; firsts at|18®19c;extra imitation erm
at 18c; do seconds at 16c; do factory, choice at
18®17c; do fair to good 16®16c;N York and Vermont extra creamery 21V4@22c; do ext firsts 19
@20c. The above quotations are receivers
for strictly wholesale lots. Jobbing prices
®2c higher.
?rices

Cneese—northern

Do not suffer from sick headache
moment longer. It is not necessary. Carter’s

Little Liver Pills will cure you. Dose, one little
pill. Small price. Small dose. Small pill.

choice 9@9V4c; lower grades
Western at 8Vi@9c; sage at 9c.
as to
Jobbing prices V4c higher.
Eggs—Eastern extras 18 Vi® 19c; fancy near-by
stock higher: Eastern firsts at 18c; extra Vt
and N H at 18®19c; (fresh Western at 17V4c;
N S and N B 18c; Michigan choice at 18c. Jobbing price lc higher.

quality;

Foultry—Choicespring chickens 235,27; North-

“Come
will sting w—
“Ob, I rspect that they won’t mind me now,
mamma.”
“Why not, dear?”
“’Cause one ol ’em vaccinated me yesterday
right In the fum, an’ It tooked awfully.”
Mrs. Chas. Smith, of Jlmes, Ohio,
writes: I have used every remedy for sick
headache I could hear of for the past fifteen
years, but Carter’s Little Liver Pills did me more
good than all the

rest._

dressed fowls at 16c; Western Iced fowls
14c; dressed ducks 13518c; live fowls at 11c;
live (chickens at 20; live spring ducks at 12®
ern

18c.
Beans—Choice small N Y hand picked pea at
bush: choice New York large hand
2 90@8 00
picked do 2 85@2 90; small Vermont hand pick
ed do at 3 1053 16.
Hay—Choice primeliay 19 00; some fancy $20;
fair to good at $16 00®$18 00; Eastern fine $14
poor to ordinary $18@$15: Easllswale 10
Rye straw, choice, at 22 00@$23 00 £oat
10 U0@11 00.
bbl for choice new NorPotatoes—$4@4 25
folks, 3 75 for fair to good. 4 60 for Jerseys.

Ei;

Chicago Cattle Market
By Telegraph.]

Passenger—What’s wrong?

Brakeman—The train behind us can’t slow up.
There'll bean awful collision.
Passeuger-And I’ll be killed! That’s just my
luck. 1 was foolish enough to go and buy a return

ANFcQMMERCIAL

FINANCIAL

Railroad Receipts.

PORTLAND.;.)uly 19, 18e8.
Receipts by Maine; Central Railroad—Kor Portland 38 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for con
necting roads 96 cars miscellaneous merchandise.
_

Grain Quotations.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADR.
Tuesday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

July.

81%

Opening......

E&Er-:::

m

Closing...I

CORN.

July.

46%
46%
40%
46%

Opeuiug.

liighesl.

Lowest.

Closing.

Sent.
81%

78%

88
79%

Aug.
46%
46%
46%
46%

isept.
40%
46%
46%
46%

July.

Lowest.

30%
31%
80%

Closing.

31

Opening.
Highest.
Wednesday’s quotations,
WHEAT.

Highest....

lamest.

81

Closing.

81%

Aug.
So

80%
79%
79%

Sept,
8o
80

79%
79%

COBH.

July.

47%
147%

Opening.
Highest....

47

lamest.

47%

Closing.

Aug.
46%
47%
46%
47%

Sept.

46%
47%
46%
46%

0A1S.

July.
30%

Opening....

31

Highest.

Lowest.
Closing.
Thursday’s quotations.

30%
31

WHEAT.

July.

Opening...,

82%
82%

Closing.

Aug.
80%
79%

Sept

79%
79%

CORN.

July.

47%
48%

Opening....
Closing.

Aug.
46%
47%

sept.
46%
46%

Portland Dally Press Stock (.1st.
Corrected by Swan a Barrett, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
8 T O C K B.
Asked
Par Value. Bid.
Descriptions.
166
Canal National Bank.100 168
144
Casco Nat. Bank.100 142
lib
114
First National Bank.100
National Bank..

40

ierchants’National Bank.. 76
8umherland
National Traders’ Bank.100

47
118
182
96
80

Portland Company.
Portland Gas Company. 60
B.O N;D S.
State of Maine 6s, due 1889 ....102

PortlandCity Bs.Munictp’lvariousloO
Portland City 6s, R. K. aid 1907...123
Portland City Funding 4s.101%
Bath Oily tts, Mun. various.102
Rath city 6s It. R. aid various.... lol
Hangor City 6b, loug K. R. a'J.. ..113
Hangor City 6s, long Mun.120
Belfast City 6b, R. R. aid. 104
Kan. R. R. 6s, various ...103
And.
Portland & Ren. K. R. Bs, 1896 109
&
Leeds
Karmlng’tn R. R. 6s.109
Maine Ceutrai K. R. 1st mtg 7s. .119
K. R. Consol 7s....181
Central
Maine
Maine Central R. R. Skg Fund 6s. 106
Portland Water Co.
2d mtg 6s. ...103
A

•

Hogs receipts 13,000; shipments 7000;stronger and higher; mixed at 6 76® 6 05; heavy 6 86
®6 20; light 6 80@6 10; skips 4 005 6 80.
^Slieep—receipts 8000; shipments 1000; strong:
8 00®4 60; shorn 3 26*3 76; lambs at 6 00@
8 00

100

lbs._
Domestic Markets.

[By Tolegrapb.]
NKW YORE. July 19,1888.—Flour marketreceipts 16,282 packages; exports 5966 bbls and
4071 sacks; fairly active and steady; sales 27,Flour quotations—Fine at 2 05®2 76; superfine
Western and Htate 2 40® 2 96: common to good
extra Western and^State at 2 76@S 26; good to
choice do at 3 30®6 00; |common |Jo; choice
White wheat Western extra at 4 40@4 70; fancy
do al 4 70 56 00; common to good extra Ohio
at 2 70 a 6 00; common to choloe extra St Louis
at 2 70@6 00; patem Minnesota extra good to
prime at 4 5054 76; cbolcet to fancy do at 4 80
56 00, others unchanged; Including 2700 bbls
city mills extra at 4 30@4 60; 1460 bbls tine do
at 2 1U®2 76; 1100 bbls superfine at 2 40®2 95;
1700 low extra fat 2 76@3 25; 7600 hbls winter
wheat extra ;2 76®6 00: 12,200 bbls^Mtnuesota
and about
extra[2 7655 00. Southern Hour
steady; common to fair extra 3 20®3 80; good to
choice do 4 00®5 00. Rye flour steady; trading
Kglit; superfine 3 2<>@3 66. Whrui—receipts
bush;exports 49,053bush; sales 401,000 bush:
higher, closing firm; No 2 Spring nominal 8714c;
No 1 hard 90c eiav, 9pV4@91c delivered;' No 2
Red at 89@89V4c elev, OOV40 f hb, (9014® 91V4c

quiet

—

bush;
delivered. Barley dull. Carn—receipts
exports 2250 bush, higher with less doing; sales
delivered
to
arrive
3
at
65V4®67c
.—ousli; Np
Owls—receipts 17,000 bush, exports
and here.
744 bush; sales 183,000 bush; higher and active;
No 3 at 86V4c; White do 43it; No 2 at 36V4537;
do White 43Vi@44V4c; No 1 White 46«; Mixed
Western 86@39c; White do 44®60c; White State
at 40®43c. Coffee—fair Rio nominal at 14V4c.
(sugar Is strong; rellnediactlve and strong; C 6V4
5i*14c: KxtraCat 614®6 Bl-lOc; White ExtraO
at b»4®6%c; Yellow at 6Vio; standard A 7V4®
714c;,Mould A 714 c; Confectioners A 7%®7 69100c; cut loaf and crushed 8V4c: off A 614®7c;
powdered at 8c; granulated 7s4®7%c;;Cubes at
Fork is
Peiraleum firm—united 8214c.
8c.
quiet. Beef quiet. I.ard Is steady; trade quiet;
Western steam spot quoted 8 60; city steam at
8 10: refined at 8 40 for Continent ;S A 9 65. Butt fcrrse dull and
ter Is dull; State 14V4®21c.
heavy; State 8®9%c.
Freights to Liveroool steady.
CHICAGO. July 19 1888.—The Firm market
quiet. Wheat stronger; No 2 Spring Wheat at
82V4®8214e; No 2 Red at 81c, Corn Is higher;
—

Julv.
81%
81%

Opeuiug.

at 1 80@3 50; Texas cat-

000 bbls.

Aug.
80%

OATS.

1888—Cattle market—re

ceipts 10,000; shipments 4000; strong jheeves at
4 26@B2f>; Stockers and feeders al 2 40@8 60;
cows, bulls and mixed
tle at 2 00®4 26.

UCKOU

«

CHICAGO, only 19,

3d mtg 6s... .110
Consol 4s.

48
119
134
100
86
103
116
126

102%
106
108
uu
>22
.06
104
ill
111
121

183
106
106
112
98

Boston Stock Market.

[By Telegraph.]

9

t»r

47 7. '/Tiiftp

OutM

miipt.•

Nn

9.

Mn8/s h

Rye at 62c for No 2. Barley—No 2 at 62®
Provisions stronger— Mess Pork at I8 60®
63.
Lard at 8 3U®8 36. Dry salted shottH
13 62Vi
dors at 6 C5&6 76; short clear sides 8 25,@8 30.
Whiskey at T 20.
Keceipts—Flour, 22.000 bbls; wheat. 26,000
nusb;|coru 162,000 bush; oats 112,000 bush; rve
0,000 hush; barley, 4,000 bush.
81c.

Shipments—Flour. 10,000 bbls; wheat, 18,000
Dush :|com, 279,000 bush; oats, 103,000 bush .rye
0 000 bush, barley 1.000 bush.
ST. LOUIS, July 19,1888.—The Flour market
is quiet. Wheal is quiet—No 2 Red 79%c. Corn
strong; No 2 Red at 46Vi@45%c. Oats are quiet
but firm at 30c bid. Whiskey steady at 1 14.
Provisious strong and higher; Pork jobbing 14 26
Sfl 4 4<'. Lard, prime steam at 8 36; fancy leaf at
8 7 5.
Dry salted meats—shoulders 7 26; longs
7 80 @7 86; clear ribs at 8 00; slioit clear 8 26
@8 60. Bacon—shoulders at 7 76; longs at 8 76
@8 87% l clear ribs S 80@3 87%; short (clear at
HO0®@9 12%. Hams In good .demand aud firm
$ll@ei2 60,
Receipts—Flour, 2,000 bbls,wheat 71,000 bush,
core 80,000 bush, oats 22,000 bush, barley, oooo
hush,rye OOOO hush.
Shipments—Flour 8,000 bbls, wheat l.OCO
bush, coin 18,000 bush, oats, 84,000 bosh,bailey
O.OOii bush, rye OO.OOo bush.
DKTROlT.July 19.1888.—Wheat lower-No 1
White 93c: No 2 Rea old 87c; (new 84c. CornNo 2 at 47%c. Oats-No 2 at 86c
Receipts—Wheat 1600 bush.
NEW ORLEANS, July 19 1888.—Cotton Is
firm; middling 9%c.
SAVANNAH, July 19, 1888.—Cotton steady;
middling 9%c.
CHARLESTON, July 19. 1888.--Cltton (quiet,
mlddllug 9% c.
MEMPHIS,July 19,1888,-Cottun steady; middling at 10c.!
MOBILE,July 16,1888.—Cotton nothing doing;
middling 9% c.
European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON,July 19,1888,-Consols 99 11-16 for
money aud 99% for the account.
LIVKKPc/OL,|;july 19.—The Cotton marketsteady with fair inquiry; middling uplands at
6 9-lUd; do Orleans at 6%d; sales 10,000 bales;
speculation and export 2000 bales; receipts 11..
200 bales.
LIVERPOOL, July 19. 1888—Quotations-Winterjwheat 6s 7%d@0s 8%d; Spring wheaCOs 7d
@6s8d;;Club wheat at^bs 9d@es 8Vid. Commixed Western at 4s 7d; peas at 6s Id. ProvisBacou at 43s Od for
ions, &e.—Pork at 70s.
short clear and 42s Odtor long clear. Chesse lower
47s Od. Lard at 41sd. Tallow 22s.

• Kx-divtdeud.

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.

__

Bow York Stock and Money Market.

[By Telegraph.]
yOKK, July 19, 1888.—Money on call
l to 1* per cent; last loan
from
easy, ranging
1* percent., closing offered 1*. Prims merNEW

Sterling Exchange dull
cantile paper at 4(0,6*.
and steady. Government bonds dull and steady,
Kailroad bonds quiet and firm. The stock market
closed dull and barely steady at tractions below

kr.st prices.
«e

gates
Xus
ment

__

transactions at the Block Exchange aggreL83.000 shares.
Governloupwmg are to-day's quotations ol

securities:

United State* B».

..

New4s,;.reg.127*
127*

*

New 4s, coup.
New 4 *s, reg .107*
S*tv 4*8, coup.107%
114*
Central Pacific lsts...
Denver* U. Gr.llsts.... .11»*
Erie 2ds.. 88*
Kansas Pacific Consols.109
Oregon Nav.i lsts.1J0
114*
Union Pacific 1st.
do Land Grants.
do Sinking Funds.
The following are closing quotations of stocks:
July 18.
July 19
Adams Exuress.142
146

Express.108
Central Pacific. 33*
Chesapeake A Ohio. 11%
Am.

108

Chicago A Alton.187

33*
11*
136

dopref

160

Chicago, Burlington A Quincy....116*
Delaware A Hudson canal Co....113

Delaware,;Lack*.

A

'Western....183%

Denver * Klo Grande. 17
Erie. 26*
Erie ipref. 6B*

160

114*
113
133
17

26*
69*

PORTLAND, July 19,1888.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations of
Oraln, Provisions. &c.:
Flour.

cram.

H Mxd Corn.
62®63
Superfine and
low grades. 3 95@4 00 Corn, bag lots.. .(>5807
X Spring and
Meal, bag lots ..62@64
XX Spring.. 4 35@4 GO Oats,car lots44 ®45
Patent Spring
i48@49
Oats, bag lots
Wheats.6%®5 60 Cotton Seed,
Mich. straight
car lots..25 268,25 60
roller .6 00®6 26
do bag .3C00®27 90
clear do.... 4 76l6 00 Sack’dBr’n
stone ground 4 6(>®4 76
car lots.. 19 00®20 00
St Louis st’gt
do bag...21 00®22 00
roller.6 13®6 26 Mlddlmgs.‘20 00824 00
clear do....6 oo®6 26 do bag lots,21 00@26 00
Winter Wheat
Provisions.
Patents.6»/s®6 60 PorkFish.
Backs ...18 25®18 60
Cud. V qtl—
I Clear....17 6o®18 00
Large Shore 4 00®4 26
Mess.16 26816 60
Beet—
Large Sank
Small.3 60®4 00 Kx Mess. 8 00® 8 60
Pollock.2 26®3 26 Plate....
9 0089 26
I Kx Plate 9
Haddock.
50<gl0 00
Hake.2 00®2 26 I Lard-.
Tubs
Herring
8%®9y,c
Tierces.... 8%®9%c
Scaled & bn.- 26®27
No 1. 00®00
Palls.H%®9% c
Hams
Mackerel ** bbl—
ll%®i2
do coveredl2Va®14
Shorels.18 00®20 00
Oil
Shore 2s. 16 00® 17 00
Med. 3s.
*10®12 I tteroseue—
He!, pet. 7%
large
$12® 14 iPo
Produce.
Pratt’r>AstT,»bbl. n
Cran Berries—
Cape Cod 00 00®00 00 llevoe’s Brilliant. 10%
Pea Seans.. .3 00®3 26 Llgonla. 8%
Medium_3 6<>®2 76
German md2 60®2 76 CeBtenulal. 8%
..

Oranges.

Store.16@1«

Eastern

ex?f?S'

and PaCau& Western
Palerino Vbx.O 00@«50l Limed.

Messina

Bread.

Sheet.

8,08 Vi
Pipe.7 @7 V*
Pip... .6 00®6 62
I.niftier.

New York-

60S6 00 Light.
@7 60 Mm weight
Chestnut.6 75S8 00 Heavy.
Franklin.
@7 00 Slaughter
Lehigh. 6 76@0 00 Good d’mgd.

@21

Java do_26

@28
Cooperage.
Hhlid shooks and lids—
Mol. citv. .1 60@1 76
Bug. city... 06@1 06
Sug. s’d shk 60@ 70
Pine sugar—
Box shooks
@ 46
Sugar Heading—

18@

in

21
23
26
34
2C
OC

20®

22®

23®
32®

19®

Am call. 90® 1
I. umber.

Coffee.

Rio. roastedlS

19®2fl
19@2C

IjCnn.

Coal.
Cumberland. 4
Acadia.

Spruce 36

Stocks.

[By Tetegrapn.]
YOKE, July 19 1888. The following

A

Lemons.
Creamery » tb... 200,22
Palermo.6 oo@(J 00 GUI Edge Vor....20@22
Messina.0 00@0 26 Choice.17@18
Good.16@17
Malagers....

Pilot Sup.^v^@8
do sq.6Va jotd
Ship.4L4@ 6
Crackers 3plb..e@6Wi

42%

@12

Butter.

116

M

Red Tod....*2H «;82»/»
Timothy Seeds 0O@3 1C
Clover. 8V4@12Vic

Sage.11

@

*9
127

Seeds.

Vermont*1.?.**^

Valencia

188
94%
13%

Express.138

Apples.

S'anuiateo
xtraC—.T.TV*

@4 76
Kussets,
@
@ 11V*
Fancy Baldns !
Evaporated $>lb 8@l0c N.Y. tactory 8%@llVi

@>

Hale S-Norcross. 0%

in the World

Ducks.

Florida.

69

Oregon Nav.. 95%
Houston* Texas. 13%
9
Mobile* Ohio.
Metropolitan El.127
Haute.
Terre
42%
Alton:*
do pref. 83

Mining

Oeese.

161%
61%
106%
30%
67%
09%
107%
104%
37%
105%
23%
66%
74%
13%
24%
78%
10%

dopref.>..108

New York

Chickens.12@16

26%

Paul. Minn s Man.104%
St. Paul Somalia. 38%
St. Paulis Omaha prf.107
Texas Pacific(new).
Union Pacific. 66%
15
U. S. Express..
Wabash, St. Louis S Pacific.... 12%
do pref. 24%
Western Union—.79%
K. lenn, new. 10%
69
East Tenn, urel
Wells. Fargo

yellow Eves.2 60@2 76l
Raisins.
1 001 Muscatel_,2 26(0.3 36
I London Lay’r 2 85(0,3 26
1 UnduralLav
8 V. (090
New Potatoes, bbl
4 00@4 60 Valencia
7@iMi
Ber onions,ct2 26@2 40
Sugar.
silt.6
Turkeys.17@18

Potatoes,flush

Fowls.H@14

10

NewlYork.^Chicago & St. Louis.. 16%
Jo pref. 68 %
Ohio S Miss.
20%
Ont. & Western.
16%
Oregon Trans-Cont’l.1 26%
Pacific Mall. 36%
Pullman Palace.162%
Keaamg.62%
Hock Island.lie

do

Mrs. Kazzle (who has Just arrived in the country)—Mr. Kazzle wanted me to ask if you had room
enough in the barn for a pair of cobs he is to
bring up from the city?
Kluatnan—Bless yer heart, of course we lias.
He kin put ’em right in th’ corn-crib ’long with
th’ rest of last year’s shuckin’.

a

81%
4%

Quicksilver.110

WIT AND WISDOM.

advantage of a man in this fix.
darned cuspids worth?”

88

Northwestern.110»a

St

Gorham, Jas. 11. Irish & Co.
Lewiston, Chandler A Estes.
Long Island, T. M. Glendennlng.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, Mertlll

malaria,against

92 Vs
68%

prf.116%
St [Paul....
70%

Gardiner, Palmer & Co.

Is
ters

1214

16%

do 1 st

Farmington, White & Marwick.

Things

1X8%

St Louis & San Fran
30%
do pref. 68%

"

Of All

Illinois Central.118%
Ind. Bloom & West. 12%
Lake Erie & West. 16 V*
Lake Shore. 93%
Louis * Nash. 69%
Manhattan Elevated. 88%
Michigan Central. 8is/s
Minn' <s St. Louis. 4%
dopref. 10%
Missouri (Pacific. 78
New Jersey Central. 83%
Nor. Pacific common. 26%
dojpref. £6%

20

South pine,30 00@40 OC
Clear pine—

Uppers.866,0806

Select

.*43(®*5t

comn>ou*36@*4C
Spruce.*13@*14
Hemlock.*11@$12
Fine

I Clapboards—
Spruce. X...*28@S3C

Clear.820(0*26

Pine
18@ 20 2d clear.$20® *26
Hard pine
20
Not.*16(«Slt!
Mol. heading
22
Pfne. *26@*6C
Hoods—
Shingles—
New 14 ft
X cedar_8 6c@3 76
S»26
Old
Clear cedar.8 00®3 26
*20@if23
Short do,8 ft *10@*12
X No 1....
00@2 6C
7 ft
No 1 cedar.1 2501 76
$8
Pop’r staves *12@*14 Spruce. ...126@16C
12 Latns—
Spruce rough
Oak nna
Spruce....I 2 00@2 16
staves
*12 60@*14
Limr-Ceiueiil.
Cordage.
Lime 49 cask..
1 01
Amer’n ^ lb
l 61
11@12 cement.
Manilla
mulches.
12\4@l3V4
Manilla Bolt Rope 14
5C
iStar, 49 gross
Russi do
*
18@17
wwikw.
OCT**

Sisal.11H®12H

ISrngM aud Byes.
Acid Oxalic
12®14
Kill....

Metals.

Copper—
14x48
14x48

28

com

Ammonia—

37

Bolts...|....

cam.
Ashes, poi..
Bals coauia..

Brimstone

"Bottoms....
Ingot.

c

Gumaraotc...

Aloes cape....
Camphor....
Myrrh.
Opium.3
Shellac.
Indigo.
Iodine.4
Ipecac.

Licorice, rt..

BO
25
25

23
23

Char. 1. C..5 75*6 25
Char. I. X. .7 76*8 25
Terne.6 25® 770
Coke.6 25* 560
Antimony. 14*16
Zinc.7 00®8 00
Solder 14xVk-(*S0

37|

Cream tartar.
Ex. logwood.

30.® 32
20

21®
English. 21®

V2
40

Copperas.1 y2

17
2n

Tin—
Straits.

1C
2

Cochineal....

25

®

Y M sheatn
Yll Bolts..

by*j

Beeswax.
Blch powders
Borax.

28

planished.

UVAJS

Molasses.

Porto Kico... 28® 40
Barhadoes.... 30® 32
8521 OOl Cienfuegos.... 24* 26
25.84 88 Bolling.
2oys®2i
;2 00 Pancy,Ponce.. 38*40
_

16®

20
Nails.
Lai ex. 34® 401 Casa.2 15®2
Morpmne.2 25 a 2 50
Naval Sitore*.
Oil bergamot.2 75
Tar v bbl....3 25®3
Cod liver.1 50
Coal ITar_3 60® 3
Lemon.2 25
Pitch
3 25*3
Olive.1 26_
WU. Pitch....300*3

Peupt.2
Wmtergreeu..2
Potass br’mde
Chlorate.

76.2
Kosln.3 00®4
20®2 30 Turpt’ne, gall 40®

—

...

ftunpowdrr—shtti.

Iron.

Teas.

Common. 2V4@2Vi I Soucnong,.... 18®
Kefined.. 2Vi@2$4| Jolong. 20®
4
@414 do choice.. 35®
Norway...
Cast steel. -.12 @15 Janau. 25®
German steel 6 @7
do choice.. 36®
Shoe steel....
3
Tobacco.
Sheet iron—
Best brands.. 60®
Common.... 3%@414 Medium. So®
H.C. 4®' 4%
Common. 25*
Russia.13^4(814 Half ^.
Galv.
7®8Mi Natural leaf.. 60®

60
30
60
30
40

Wilmington,

FROM

Pavonia.Boston.Liverpool ..July
Devouia.New York..Glasgow.July
Manhattan.New York..Havana.July
Wisconsin.New York..Liverpool...July
Adriatic.New York..Liverpool. ..July
Niagara.New York..Hav&Mex..July
Saale.New York..Bremen.July

...

37iMeUUi

MA RIJSTE

...

Baltimore—Ryan

Kelsey.

Sell S E Nash, Stevens, Kennebec,
Boston—J H Blake.
Sch Essex, Wallace, Joncsport—J H

to load for

Blake.
Sch William Keene, Sinnnons, Friendship—J H
Blake.
FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.

GREEN'S J.AND1NG, July 10-Ar, sch Willie,
Knowlton, Salem; Black Warrior, Greenlaw,from

Portland.
Sid, schs Cordova.Simpson, Boston; Katie Hall,
Sliuson, do.
July 12—Sid, sch Julia A Decker, Freeman, for
Boston.
July 13—Ar, sells Florence E Tower, Knowlton,
Boston, (lostforetopmast, flying jlbboom, two jibs
and foresail, In a squall off Monnegan.
Sch John Gerard, of Rockland, loaded with
granite from Goss & Small, has had cargo taken
out and vessel is now alongside the wharf. She is
severely strained, but It is thought she can be

Ar at

nuuvuanxo

cord,

Farrell, Boston.

Memoranda.
Sch Jos Farwell, 137 tons, built at Rockland

In

1873, lias been sold to Mexican parties and her
changed to Jamapa.
Carleton, Norwood & Co, at ltockport, are building a three masted schr of 500 tons.
Vineyard-Haven, July 18—Sch Edw Rich has
completed repairs aud sailed for destination.
name

Domestic Potcs.
SAN PEDRO-Sid 12th, ships Wm H Macey,
and John Bryce, for Puget Sound.
ASTORIA—Passed out lltli, ship Olive S Southard, Walker,-.
PENSACOLA^Ar 17th, brig Carrie E Pickering, Marshall, Newport.
SAVANNAH—Ar 17tli, sch Ada Bailey, White,
Kennebec.
Ar 15tli, sch Austin D
SAT1LLA RIVER
Knight, Perry. New York.
WILMINGTON, NC-Cld 18th, sch ltosa Mueller, McLean, Boston.
RICHMOND—Ar 16tb, sch South Shore, Joucs,
Kennebec.
NORFOLK—Ar 10th, sch Helen G Moseley,
—

Holt, New York.
GEORGETOWN, DC—Ar 17th, sch Pocahontas, Phillips. Kennebec.
BALTIMORE—Ar I8tli, brig Tarifa, Sawyer,
Turks Island; schs Jas Boyce, Jr, Duncan, Providence; Walker Armiugtou, Driukwater, do.
Sid 17th, schs N Easterbrook, Wm M Bird, and

Eleanor.
PH 1LADELPHI A—Ar 17th, schs F It Baird.
Jameson, Bath; S C Hart. Kelley, F'rankfort; I, E
Friend, Collins, aud M A Hood, Somers, Bath.
Cld lbth, brig Addle Hale, Curray, Bahia; schs
Nelson Bartlett. Watts, and T A Lambert, Hall,
Boston.
Ar 18th, brig Henry B Cleaves, Charlson, Bath;
sobs Jas W Drury, Baker, do; P J Woodruff, Kendricks, and A licaton,Handy, do; Martin L Smith
Smith, do.
Ar l»th, barques Rachel Emery, Wyman, Turks
Island; Au Sable. Locke, Matanzas.
Newcastle—Passed down 17th, brig David Bugbee. Philadelphia for Boston; sell E D Daneuliower. do for Augusta; Florence J Allen,—.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar IGth, schs F T Drisko,
Hodgkins, and Fred Small, Thompson, New York.
Ar 17th, sch T It FUlsbury, Pitcher, Feniandina.
Sid 17th, sch Nancy J
F T Drisko, Hodgkins,

Day, Fountain, Augusta;
Salem; Lucy Hammond,

—.

IStli, sch Henry Whitney, Tapley, Portland.
NEW YOKK-Ar 18th, brig Kaluua, Coffin, fui
Richmond, Va; sens E CGates, Freeman, Calais;
Rattler, Hunt, East port ; Geo W Glover, Rockland; Eva 1. Leonard, New Bedford.
Cld 18th, sch Liuab C Kaminski, Woodbury, for
Charleston.
Passed the Gate 18tli, schs Eddie Pierce, New
York tor Kastport; Wm Douglass, do for Boston;
F T Drisko, do for Salem; B B Kokcs, Roudout
for Boston;
Nancy J Day, from Hoboken for
Sid

corner

fi

TO

HOUSE

CHE\Nj0

rooms and good board for
TO LET-Pleasant
two ladles in
nice
gentlemen and wife
at Peaks
her
a

or

boarders.
Hotel.

19-1

TO

LET-Two large furnished
rooms, one on the first and the other on the
second floor, to let, at No. 160 FREE STREET.
10-2

ROO.TIN

FOB SALK.

WHICH IB THE

CHEAPEST

BEST

parrots, mocking birds and
canaries, Just received; also bobolinks, linslskcns.
nets,
etc.;
cages, seed and sundries alPORTLAND BIRD STORK. 450
ways on hand.

IT

Congress

ANY OTHER

FOR

“OLD HONESTY"

LOOK FOR THIS

!P]f|

Jno.Finzer §

FOB male—The pleasantly situated two story frame house No. 114
Emery St., containing 9 furnished rooms, bath
room aud all modern conveniences with 5,000
feet of land and good stable.
Apply on the
19-1

Holme

PLUQ

TAG ON EACH

street.19-1

SALE—Boarding house furnished with
best Brussells carpets, black walnut parlor
suits and chamber sets throughout, well situated,
contains 18 rooms, filled with first class boarders,
steam heat; good reasons for selling.
N. S.GAK19-1
DINKlt, 40 Exchange St.

IS SOLD BY YOUR DEALER.

ILJil

LOT of young

A

CONTAINS MORE TOBACCO THAN
GOOD CHEWING TOBACCO
CAN NOT BE GOOD FOR SMOKING.
As

a

Island, Jones Landing; no ot
Address MRS. WILLIAMS, St. Julian

cottage

Ql_D,|-|o|'IESTy

•

Bros., Louisville,

PREMISES._

eodSwlytopofcolcd

MALE—The cottage house No. 94 Pine
FOR
St., (corner Emery.) Enquire at 122 State
<>■ H.

St.

AND FOUND.

LOUT

terrier pup, color yellow, black
LOMT—A
and tall not cropped;
tinder will
zle,
return to 814 CONGRESS STREET, and
Blease
rewarded.
_19-1

muz-

ears

e

O’BltlON.18-1

MALE—Portsmouth Beer. Caterers for
picnics and large excursions should call on
Herbert, 123 Commercial Street, or at 221
'Federal Street, and see what he has for a nice
beer; it is the best on sale In Portland, Me.
JAMES HERBERT.17-1

FOR

Black
afternoon,
Inst,
MALE—A second hand phaeton, In good
LONT—Saturday
Silk Fringe Shawl, between Eastern FroineFOR
use
condition; will be sold cheap; I have
nade and Rines Bros.’ store; the finder will be
14th

a

no

This exact Label
is on each Pearl

Top Chimney.
A dealer may say

and think he has
others as good,
BUT HE HAS NOT.
Insist upon the Exact T .abel and Top.
For Sale Everywhere. Mabe only by

GEO. A. MACBETH & CO.,

Pittsburgh,

feb27

MW&F&wtl

suitably rewarded by leaving the same at The ATK1NSON HOUSE FURNISHING CO.
JylStf

LOUT—Friday afternoon,

Congress between

on

Casco and Green streets, a silver chatelaine
watch. Finder will be rewarded by leaving It at
19 CASCO STREET.
14-1

BUN1NBMM CHANCES.

HAI.E—I.aundrv, making money, work
all unsolicited, established 6years, no rent
pay. Connected with this is a Lodging House

FOK

to
of 12 rooms,

well furnished and occupied with
steady lodgers. A man and wife can step into
this business and clear annually 81600, we will
sell the lease and furniture, good will of laundry
and all the fixtures for 8960, as the owner wants
to go to California; It is an opportunity of a 11 fe
time; don’t hesitate but come and see It. T. 8
HOYT, 27 Treinmit Row. Boston.17-2
and grain business near
Boston; only one In town of 10,000 inhabitants ; business 82500 cash month; price of building and fixtures 81700; stock at apprisal, about
81000; rare chance, owner retiring.
YOUNG &
23 Court street, Boston.
10-1

FUKMALE-Hay
WHEELER,

buys

FOKMAI.E—83000
restaurants in the heart of

one

of the finest

Boston; feeding
225; elegant fittings; soda founa golden opportunity seldoffered; Investigate. YOUNG & WHEELER,

400daily:

seats

tain cost 81450; this Is
om

23

FOB

LINIMENT
FOR

nSTTEPOST^-X.

16-1

Boston._

MALE—8050 buys

T3DB
a

the

MALE-810,000 buys one of tile finest

mhi urai

C4ui|j|jcu

ouu

muni”

unices

III

Boston; centrally located; doing big business; 16
years established, never chauged hands: easy
terms:
owner
sick, must sell. YOUNG &
16-1
WHEELER, 33 Court street. Boston.
«A

E,E—$G00 buys provision market,
FOR
tablished 30 years, doing cash business,
located

es-

on one of best streets at West end; best
of reasons for selling; a bargain. W. F. CARKUTHERS, 11 Court St., Boston.18-1

-AJSTD
EXTERNAL

Court street,

stock, fixtures
and team of a first class grocer)' and provlslonstore, Canihridgeport; temiemcut connected;
business 81200; monthly rent 825; owner obliged
to leave the city causes sale. YOUNG & WHEELER, 23 Court street. Boston._
10-1

ANODYNE

TTSE.

The Most Wonderful Family Remedy Erer Known.
tfir CURES
Diphtheria, Croup, Asthma, Bronchitis, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Bleeding at the
Lungs, Hoarseness, Influenza, Hacking Cough.
Whooping Cough, Catarrh, Cholera Morbus, Dysentery, Chronic Diarrhoea.
Kidney Troubles,
8pinal Diseases, Sciatioa, Lame Back, Lameness
and Soreness In Body or Limbs. Circulars free.
I. 8. JOHNSON & CO., BOSTON, MASS.

PARSONS

»AIE-$1200 buys fixtures and furniFOR
ture of
of the best boarding and lodging
houses
on

one
one of

West end; low
Court St.,

the best located streets at the
rent. W. F. CARBUTHKRS, 11
18-1

Boston._

MAI.E—General variety store, selling
cigars, tobacco, confectionery, stationery,
cuttlery, etc., etc.; an old stand; always made
money; a good living room in rear; sell at value;
reason for selling going to the old country; if
looking for business this Is a rare chance; only
$450. JACOBS & CO., 247 Washington St,
18-1
Boston, Mass.

FOR

sale-$1,700, half cash, buys elegant
lodging house oil best part of Sliawmut Ave.;
15 rooms, Brussels carpets, walnut and cherry
furniture: always full of good lodgers; clearing
$80 monthly over rent; must sell immediately.
J. MeGRATH, 28 School St., Boston.
18-1

FOR

for it.

C. H.

DALTON. 27 Preble St.

17-1

MALE—In a smart

manufacturing village
FOR
thirty (30) miles from Portland,
complete
a

stock of Groceries, Dry Goods. Boots and Shoes
and Clothing ;store has done a business of 860.000
per annum: excellent opportunity for right party
with $5,000 cash. For further information enquire of W. & C. K. MILL1KEN. or A. F. (COX &
SON.
16-2

MALE—Custom clothing at cost; having
FOR
to carry
light weight goods than I
to next
more

HELP.

H1AI.E

drug clerk at once to
store; good position and
BOX 117(1, City.
14-1

WANTED—Registered
take charge of new

good pay. Address

P. O.

the Portland Lauudry,
a boy to run collar and

WANTED—At
Congress St.,
polisher, one with experience preferred.

These pills were a wonderful discovery. No others
like them in the world. Will positively cure or relievo
ull manner of disease. The information around each
box Is worth ten times the cost of a box of pills. Find
out about them, and you will always be thankful. One
pill a dome. Illustrated pamphlet free. Sold everywhere, or sent by mail for 25 cts. in stamps. Da. I. 8.
Johnson & Co., 22 Custom House St., Boston, Mass

augl2

HIGHLY ENDORSED
BY

Medical

THE

Profession.

FOR rough or scaly
skin.
Indispensable
for the Toilet. Peerless asa Preservative.
Perfect as a healer.

670
cuff

14 1

WANTED-For Bangs New
Self-Wringing Mop and Amylon. None but
first class canvassers need apply. ALLEN K.
BANGS, No. 267 Middle St., Portland, Me. Butterick Pattern Room,26-4

SALESMAN

care

year’s season. I offer them to the
economical buyer during the dull season at hand
only; sack suits 818.00 ond upward; cutaway
suits at $19.00and upward; and everything at the
same rate of reduction, all well made and substantially trimme 1. in colors and black. F. W.
GROSSTUCK, Merchant TaUor, No. 10 Free
street, Portland, Me.16-1
MALE—Two row boats with all the fit
FOR
tures complete. Apply to L. A. GOUDY,
Pearl and Milk

streets, or Capt. of Steamer
Isis.16 1

cor.

MAI,E—In Deering;
FOR
with tenement of 7
stable

connected;

rooms
situated near

a

grocery

store

overhead; good

head of Pleasant

now occupied by Martin W. Best; tilts
is
exceptional fine chance, either to engage in

street;
an

business

Apply

to

for an Investment; will be sold low.
JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial Block.
or

14-1

MALE—On Cumberland street, near
Avon; a house in nice order.
Apply JOHN
F. PROCTER, Centennial

FOR

Block._14-1

male—The desirable brick bouse
FOR
the corner of Locust
pleasantly situated
and Cumberland
contains all modern
on

Sts.;

con-

veniences. Apply on the PREMISES, forenoon
or evening.13-4

water color; salary paid and outfit free. Address
with references for particulars EASTERN COPY1NG CO., 21 Main St„ Bangor, Me.14-tf

LOTM FOR MALK-The FalCOTTAGE
mouth Cottage Co. offers for sale fifty choice

Healthy Mkiu may be obtained through
using Palmer's Skin-Success ointment and soap.
Mr*.-, a lady at Grand Rapids, Mich.,
sured of a hcrediUiry disease by Palmer’s Skin
Success.
eednrmcM
octl2
A

DR. E. B. REED, Clairvoyant
and Botanic Physician.
Medical Rooms 93 Frackllo St., Portland, Me.
heed

on the shores of Casco Ray.
five miles from Portland, in the town of Falmouth. There Is a fine grove on the premises,
geod water and excellent facilities for boating and
bathing. The steamer “Alice" touches at the
"Madokawanda” landing, which Is on the Company's property and adjoining the lots that are offered for sale. For further particulars enquire of
F. E. Sargent, Hawley Folsom or William Griffin,
near the premises.
Post Office address, New Cas-

co, Maine.

9-4

MALE AT A

FOR
lot of land

In the

BARGAIN—A corner
western part of the city,

near horse cars. Enquire of J. G. CURRIER,
No. 137 Clark St.7-2

MALE—Four house-lots, house, barn
and shed, situated on Ocean Ave., Old
Orchard; will be sold at a bargain. Enquire of
CHARLES TUTTLE, Saco, Me.,Tlox 128. 6-4

FOR

Pleasant residence at Nason’s
Corner; good 2V4 story house and a uice sta
ble;also small bouse and store, and about tnree
acres of land.
Inquire of O. R. WISH, Argus
office.
9tf
MALE—1 second-hand 12 horse power
engine, and one 14 horse power boiler with
heated pump, Inspirator and all fittings at a baragain
A,l.lr.,cu
Dii\mrL<nuii
otivVl’
d/iiiai

FOR

MALE

—

FOR

3tilled

payment

im

to

.....

FREDERICK FOX. Adnt’r.
Portland, July 10th, 1*88.
jly!3dlawF3w
■% ■ E pa Ml cured without the use of knife
BT1 B i fl a ■ or ligature, or detentionoffrom
the
I S | I |_ V business. All diseases
W* B | r M Rectum successfully treated
I BE by Hr. V. T. FISK, fl
I I Mb VlMrn.anl Ni. Anbmn.llr.
Cure guaranteed. At U. S. Hotel, Portland.Room
18,every Saturdayfrom tl a. m to 4 p. m.for Referpampb
Consultation free. Send
ences given.
et.. 10 years experience. Hundreds cured.
eodtf
sepP

OFFAli

JIOTICE.
complaints

who have any

to

make

any apparent
the non-removal of offal
ALLforpersons
ill
the part of the drivers,
of duty
or

neglect

FOB

Dye House

For Sule.
Newburyport Dye House of Newburyport,
Mass.; established eight years, fitted with

THEmodern

facility for doing work and doing a
good paying business; extra chance for good dyer.
Address A. M. TUFTS & CO., Newburyport,
Mass.]e22dlm»
very

Horse For Sule.
horse, 8 years old, sound and kind and
weighs about 97B pounds; stands with

be seen at HITCHING’S STAweight.
BLE, Green Street.
dtf
mays

a

canvassers, male and
female, to sell the New Combination Steam
Cooker and Baking Pan, to families in Portland
and other cities, aud large towns In Maine. Liberal commission paid. Apply at once. CENTRAL
M’F’G CO., H. L. Watts, Agent. Office 11 Ex-

WANTED—Reliable

change St., Portland, Me.

9-2

SUMMER

reasonable. Address MBS. JOHN E. MKSERVE,

Gorham, Maine._

18-1

HOARDERS*—Parties wishing
SUMMER
country board, please address M. C. BURBox
and
half
4,

away at a summer resort in
LOTA—Given
Maine, to promote building. MAINE KEAL
ESTATE AND

BUILDING SYNDICATE, 98
10.
18-1

A sale and sure investment.
of hammock and pine lands, near
one
enterprising towns In the State;
will sell tract entire or in lots of 40 acres. Address FLOKIDA, Press

1000
FLOKIDA
of the most

one

one

references,

on

w

con

a favor bv notifying I he undersigned, instead
of making complaints elsewhere, as quicker atten
tion will be given the matter by so doing. G. M
STAN wool) & CO., Nos. 201, 203 and 405 Com
inercial street. Telephone 980.

fer

The STANDARD CLOTHING CO.

Office._16-2

GIVEN A WAV
Uood for
horse bedding or for kindling tires. Call at
488 Fore St., W. L. DELANO & CO.
14-1

SHAVINKM

—

PIN WORM ELIXIR I

I

u

£

a

a

^

S

18-6

a

good dining

small capital will flml it tlic best place in
Address Box No. 1896, Portland, Me.

tbe city.
19-1

situation by a young lady to
write in an office; has had some experience ; best of references given. Address M. G. C.,
Press Office.19-1

WANTED—A

cook in

good plain
WANTED—A
family with second girl.

a

Apply

WINTHROP SX.

private
at 13

19-1

ANTED—We want at once 500 more men
and women as selling agents: one in every
town; our goods sell at sight; we will pay salary
or commission; send 10 cents (silver) for beautiful sample of goods. .STANDARD DUSTER CO.,
63 Union St., Portland, Me.
17-1

ED-By middle-aged American man,
a situation to drive a private team, good
references given; also a young American man
a

WANT

wishes a chance to work in a grocery store or
drive out, lias two years experience. Colored men
and women furnished for all branches of work.
Apply at 169 Federal St., MRS. PAI.M Bit's Of-

fice.__17-1
his keeping, to
office; best of
1IAKMON, box
17-1

WANTED—For
HORNE
drive from my house to my
little to do. H. A.
and very
or 185 Middle St.

1194,

WANTED—In

a
as

of experience
SITUATION
time, by
of trust, in office
uensis
a mail

few weeks

clerk,

aman-

or store, willor position
ing to work; excellent city references. Address
149
liaiiforth
W.,
St._ X7_l

S.

experienced cook at 596
WANTED—An
CONGKESS
STREET._J4-1
D—The Inhabitants of Portland and
WANTE
vicinity to know that 1 have appointed J
C.
sole
Porter,
Glycerine

76 Elm street,
and Witch Hazel

K. F. Ames.

in.

and 6 p.

agent for my Magic
Soaps; successor to
V. L. TENNEY.
7.a

Wanted.
few energetic catholics of either sex to canvass for the fastest and best paying book of
the season.
Address B. A. CUNNINGHAM,

A

P. 0. Box 39, Burlington, Vt.

aprlldtl

jlyl3d2w*

m.

MAL.iai!.n,«ir., Manager,
Freeport.

FOR DIAMOND ISLAND AND DIAMOND

It Is acknowledged to be the best, safest and
most potent and effectual remedy known for
this child-killing disease.

Sold toy rt.ll Dnififilsts.
PRICE 35c* 50c. and SI.00.

^“turdaya,
3.00
p. in.;

only,

STEAMER

Par Auburn an<l l.ewlatsa, 7.10
and
u 9 16
10
а. m. and|1.16 and 6.20 p. m.
Fur Our hum, 9.16 a. m. and 1.30 and
6.20u
DQa

Far .Tluuirral and Chicnge, 9.15 a. m. and
1.30 p. m.
Far Uncbcc, 1.80 p. in
Farnuchllrld and I'nalen, 7.10 a. m* and
1.80 p. m.
Far Unnville Jnnclinn, (Mixed) 6.26
m.

MBlTtU.
rwlaiaa aad Auburn.
8.16 and 6.38 p. m.

Iran
1

Leave Portland 6.60,6.45 8.30, 9.45,11.00 a.

1.55,3.00, 4.^6, 6.10,7.26,19.30

m.

j
p.m.

Leave Jones’, [Greenwood Garden) at 6.26, 7.16,
8.60, 10.06. 11.20 a.m.; 12.20,2.15,4.16, 6.20,
6.40, 9.00,10.15 p. m. [or at close of entertain-

ment]
Leave Trefethen’s, 6.15,7.06,9.00, 10.15, 11.30
a. m.; 2.25, 3.30, 6.05, 6.30, 7.65, 9.60 p. m.
TABLE.

Leave Portland, 8.66,10.16,11.30 a. m.; 1.56
3.00,4.46 p. m.
Leave Jones’, 9.26, 10.36, 11.60 a.m.; 2.16,
4.16,6.20 p. m.
Leave Trelethen’s, 9.16,10.4612.00, a.m.; 2.26,

3.30, 6.06 p. m.
•For Jones’only, tin stormy or foggy weather
will run to Trelethen’s, only at option of the

captain.

FARES

Single ticket, round trip, adult.( -IB
Children under twelve.10
[Admission to Garden, Adults 10 cents, Children
6 cents, at the gate.]
Thirteen rides.. I.uU
Twenty rides, scholars.. .(1.001 lor residents and
Sixty rides, adults. 3.30] cottagers only.
F. N. WEEKS, Manager.
F. M. WEBBER, Clerk.]e22dtf

STEAMER ENTERPRISEHJAPT. ALFRED RACE.
and after Saturday. May 5th, Steamer will
ONleave
Franklin Wharl every Tuesday and 8atlor
Heron

urdy
Squirrel Island, Boothbay,
Island,
South Bristol, East Boothbay, Clark’s Cove ana
Damarlscotta.

Every Thursday at 8.30 a.m. for Squirrel Island,
Boothbay, Heron Island, South Bristol, East
Boothbay and Femaquid.
Returning will leave Damarlscotta every Monday and Wednesday at 7.00 a. m., for Portland
and Intermediate Landings.
Every Frtdy at 7.00 a. m., will leave Pemaquld
for Portland and Intermediate Landings, arriving
In Portland about 2.30 p. m., counectlng with Boston boats from Portland. Through tickets sold on
freight received after 8.15 at Port-

day of sailing.
and delivered by W. H. Bohawhart.
my4dtfA. MONTGOMERY. Pres.

lund on the

Freight received
the

2d.

The Only Line Selling Tickets to Green*
wood Garden,Rink or Roller Coaster.

On

WEEK DAYTIME TABLE,

Leave Portland (or Long Island 6.00,8.00,9.00,
10.80 a. m„ *12.10, 2.00, *3.15, 4.20, 5.45,7.30,
•9.30 p. m.
Leave Portland for Little and Great Diamond,

Treletlien’s and Evergreen, 6.40, 6.00, 6.46, 8.00,
9.00, 10.30 a. m., *12.10, 2.00, '3.16, 4.20, 6.45,
♦6.10.7.30. *9.30 p. m.
Leave Peak’s for Portland 6.15,7.16,8.30.9.20,
12.20. *1.20,
*11.20 a. m.,
•10.16, 11.00,
2.16, 2.35, 3.20, *14.15, 5.10, 6.25, 6.05, 8.30,
7.00, *7.30, 7.50,9.00, *t9.60, *10.00, 10.15,
•10.46 p. m.
Leave Cushing’s for Portland, 7.05,
•10.06,11.10,*11.30 a. m., 12.30,*1.10.

8.20, 9.30,
2.45, 3.30,
3.50, 4.50, 6.16, 8.40,*7.20, 8.00, 8.60,*10.50 p. III.
Leave Little Diamond for Portland, 6.20, 7.05,
7.36,9.10,10.10, 11.40 a.m., *1.20 3.10, *4.25,
6.30, (6.50, 8.40, *10.40 p. m.
Leave Great Diamond for Portland, 6.16, 7.00,
7.30, 9.06. 10.06, 11.35 a. m., *U.16, 3.06, *4.20,
5.25, t6.30, 6.60. 8.36, *10.36|p. m.
Leave Trefethen’s for Portland. 6.10.8.66,7.25,
9.00. 10.00, 11.30 a.m., *1.10,3.00, *4.16,6.20,
♦6.36, 8.30, *10,30 p. m.
Leave Evergreen for Portland, 6.06,6.50,7.20,
8.66,9.66. 11.25 a.m., *1.06, 2.65, *4.10, 6.16,
♦6.40. 8.26, *10.26 p. m.
Leave Long Island (or Portland, 6.40,8.46,9.46,
11.16 a. m„ *12.66,2.46, *4.00,6.06, 6.30,8.16,
m.

run on stormy or (oggy weather.
-Touches at Peak’s.
—Leave Peak’s for Little and Great Diamond,
Evergreen and Trefethen’s.
FAKES.
Adult, with admission to Greenwood Garden, or
Rink.30 cents
Children.IScents
Single tickets, Round Trip.25 ceuts
Children.16 cents
10-Rtde Ticket.»1.00

e—Not

20-Rlde Ticket for Scholars.*1.00
••
60
Adults. 3.00
Only to be sold to residents and cottagers of
the Islands after the' move down.
C. W. T. CODING. General Agent.
Jy2td

STEAMERS.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENTS.
are

Only $1.00.

THB FUMT-CLAM

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT

RRVRBl'HO HOl'NE, Kryeburg,
THE
Maine;
open; beautiful situation;
tainous

moun-

scenery; many pleasant resorts; piazzas
shaded by magnificent elms; orderly house; neat
rooms; pure spring water and good fare; at reasonable rates; send for circular. M. P. .JOHNSON, Proprietor._20-4

Chase
P<iLA3D NPRIKUS, VIE.-The
A
cottage is open for transient or permanent
14-1
boarders. MRS. W, S. BROUGHTON.

RESORT.

DESERT FERRY.

all modern
A new house, overlooking the seas
conveniences; in full view of Bar Harbor; boating
for
tennis and
and fishing unsurpassed; flue lawns
croquet.
D. B. STOCKHAM A CO., Proprietors.

Verb,

points beyond.
Through tickets (or Pr.fUe.cr, I..well,

Philadelphia^

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY

Bar Harbor, Portland and Washing, D.C. without change.

For NEW YORK.

Close connection made at Weeibreeh Jaata
■iaa wltb through trains of Maine "eatral K.K. and
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through

and tbe Neath.

TIIKOtl.il
PPI.I..71AN
NLIEPIM1 PAKN

Street, Portland.

A If IN I tn europe
sails Dec. for the South of

FRANCE,
Aparty
ITALY, SICILY, and other delightful resorts.
A Second Party for the
29

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at t) p. m. Returning, leave Pier
88, Bast River, New York, on Wednesdays and
at 4

Saturdays
Mptsi-dtf

p.

_

Sebago Lake Route.
On and after MONDAY,

BOSTON AND MAINE It. R
la

Union
Trains leave Portland.
Station,”
Par Ba.ua 7.30, 18.45 a. m., T12.45 {12.50,
3.30 18.10 p. a
Haalas far Pertlaad 7.80.
For
8.30, 9.15 a. m., 1.00. A00, 6.00 p. m.
Near bar# Beach, Ptae Paial, 7.30. 10.26,
Old
a. m.,
2.15, 3.30, 6.15, *8.30 p. m.
Urrhsrd Bearh, Nara, Biddelerd
7.80,
TiAS, 10.25 a. m., 12.50. 2.16, 3.30. 5.16,
8.46
a.
m.
7.80,
Keaaebuak,
ID.,
6J(V;8,30 p.
Well*
.12.60, ^30, 6.16, 6.10, *8.30 p. m.
Narth
m.
6.15
8.45
a.
in..
?.30.
p.
Hrarh, 7.”0,
Berwick,4)r cal Pella, Beret 7.30,8.45 a.m.,
12.50, 3.30, 6.16. 6.10 p. m. Kteter, Haver
bill, l.awreace, Jl’1 Lawtll, 7.30, 8.46 a.
m., 12.50, 3.80, 6.10 p. m.
Kechester^ Psrw
inataa. Altaa Bay, 8.45 a.7*- 18-00, 8.80
m.
XV
alt
boro and Prater Hs."!-'' 8.45
p.
a. m., 13.50 p. m.
.Vlaacbrater and I •■cell
(via Lawrence) 8.45 a. m., (via Newmarket
Junction) 8.30 p. m.
TRAINS LEAVE COMMERCIAL STREET
STATION for Papa Kliaabelb 6.45 p. m.;

July 2,

Hawthorne

leave Lake Station for Naples, Brldgton, No.
Brldgtou and Harrison, at 1.35 p. in., or on arrival
of 12.60 p. m. train from Portland. Returning
next morning, leaving Harrison and all landings
In Mason to connect at Lake Station with 12 m.
train for Portland.
Stage connects at Harrison for Waterford.
Tickets on sale at Union Station.
C. E. U1BBS, Proprietor.
Bridgton, June 28,1888,
je2Pdlm

Boston! Philadelphia
STEAMSHIP

7.10, a. in., 2.00, 3.30, B.*6 p.m. 7.10 a.m.
train connects at Union station with 7.30 a. m.
train for Hoaion, the S 36 a. m.. 12.40, 3.30,
6.00 p. m., trains connect at Transfer Station
with trains for Hoaion and way stations.
Trains leave Union Station for Commercial St.
Station at 12.65,5.06, cS.10. cl0.10, ell.06 p. m.

LINE.

From BOSTON snry WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA

|

H

mrr

Tuesday

sod Frldai.

Long Wharf, Boston, 3
p. m. From Pine Street Wharf,
Philadelphia, at 13 m.
Insurance one-hall the rate ot
From

Sunday Trains From I'uion Station.
For Boston 1.00 and 6.30 p. m. Dover 1.00,
4.16,6.30 p.m. Hcarberangh Hrsrt, Pise
Foint, Old Orchard Hcitch, Ssro and Hid*
ford, 10.00 a.m.. 1.00, 2.16, np-3.30, 4.16, 5.30,
07.00 p. m
T Boston and Bar Harbor, Limited, composed entirely of Fullman Vestibule Palace cars, on which
an extra fare Is charged.
and Ft mays.
cTuesdays
•
Stops at Old Orchard Beach 26 mtnntes.
jystops at Old Orchard Beach 30 minutes.
a Stops at Old Orchard Beach one hour.

vesMl.

Freights lor the West by the Penn. R. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free ol commission.
K.uad Trip HR
Fumie *10.00.
Meals and Room Included.
Vor freight or passage apply to
II. H. MA.MPMON, Agent,
H hart. BmIM.
70
Sldtl

Eastern Division From Union Station.

InternationaF

Far Hoaion (tS.00a.rn., dally),19.00 a.m.,41.06,
16.00 p. m. Returning leave Hoaion 7.80. 69.00
Hiddra.m., 12.30 p. m. (“7.00 p. m. dally).
ford, Farlansoulb, Hfewborvporl, Salm,
l.you 2.00, 9.00 a. in., 6.00 p. m. Inn
bnry 9.00a.m„ 1.06, 6.00 p. m.
Cape Elisabeth, 9.00 a. m., 1.06 p. in.
Pullman cars on above trains.
tConnects with Rail Lines (or New York, South
and West.
{Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
“West Division from North Berwick Sundays.
bVla Western Dlv. from Scar born Crossing.
Through Tickets to all points South and West
(or tale at I’aioa Miaiiaa, 4'ongrc utrrct.
Column ml ■street siniiaa, and at Onion
Tlckrl OIDtr, 40 Exchange Street.
JAS. T. FURBER, Uen’l Manager. Boston.
U. J. FLANDERS, uen. P. A T. A., Boston.
M. L. WILLIAMS, Uen’l Agent, Portland.

STEAMSHIP CO.,
—

FOB

—

EASTPORT. CALAIS ST. JOHN N.B.. HALIFAX N. S
—

AND ALL PABT8 OF

—

BrMMawIck, Nwrs Ncwlia, Prince !£«!•
ward* Island, and t'apc Hrelaa.

New

SPRIN6 ANO SUMMER ARRANGEMENTS. 1888.
Steamers ol this Line will leave Railroad Whart, loot of State street, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY at 6.30 p. m., for
EASTPORT and ST. JOHN, with above connecThe

tions.
Ti

...iwk H.bnts leanaN and

jy!7dtf_

kamvana shasbail Fa

destination. nr-Frrigtit received upto 4.00 p. M.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or lor other Information at Company's Office, Railroad Wharf, foot
J. B. COYLE,
of State street.
novltdtfGen’l Manager.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
On aad
f

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY’S
California, Japan, China, Central
and South America and Mnico.

Wednesdays

COLON.sails Friday. July 20, Noon.
From San Francisco. 1st and Braonan Sts.
For Japan aad China.

CfTY OF NEW YORK, sails Saturday July 21,
3 p. in.
For Freight, Passage, or geoetal Information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents
«. A. ADAH* * CO..
115 Mtate Ntrerl, Car. Broad *1., Ba.i.ii.
elO
dtf

m.t 1.20p.m, (Express,) 1.30,5.10and*11.80
Belfast aad Beater, 1.25, 1.30 and
p. m
*11.30 p.m. Baaaer via Isewiataa. 7.10 a.
in.12.20, p.m. (Limited Express) and 1.25 p. m.
via Auiaata, 8.50 a. in., 1.20 (Express) 1.30
and ill.80 p. m. Bsagor aad t*i«« utaaaia
B. H., 8.50, and 7.10 a. m.. *11.80 p. m. Kiloworth nad Ptiau aa fit. Drorrl Braack,
1.20 and *11.30 p. m., and (or

a.

ARE

BAR HARBOR.
12.20

Express.) 1.20 and 11.30
and ■l.tilioa 6.60, and
hi.
1.26, l.so and til.30 b. m
I
'alula.) Arnaalonh l.ailt n.
Stephen
John Halifax, wild the Fraviace., 1.26,
1.80 and 11.30 p.m.
gyThe Bangor and Bar Harbor Limited Ex
press from Portland, at 12.20 n. ni. stops at Danville J unction for Poland Spring passengers aud
stage for that point also connects with trams
leaving Portland at 7.10 a. rn.. 1.26 and 6.06 p. in.
tNIgnt express with sleeping car attached, ruus
every night, Suudays Included, through to Bangor, nut not to Skowhegan Muuday mornings or
to Belfast and Dexter or beyond Bangor, except
to Ellsworth and Bar Harbor, Sunday mornings.
Trains are due in Portland as followes: The
morning train from Augusta and Bath 6.36
a. m„ Lewiston 8.40 a. m.: day trains from
Bangor. Rockland, etc., at 12.26. 12.30, 12.36,
aud Mt. Desert limited, at 12.40 p. m. The
afternoon train from Watervtlle, Hath, Augusta
and Rockland, at 6.20 p. in., Kiylng Yankee, at
6.30 p. in.. Farmington, Maranocook and Lewiston 5 40 p. in. Night Pullman at 1.30 a. m.

sufferer from any of this Use of symptom*
some of which warn you that you are liable to an
attack of Apoplexy ? Dizziness or Pressure in the
Head, flpotS Before Eyes, Pain Around or Palpitation of Heart, Pain in Region of Heart w}th Keeling
of Suffocation, Ringing Sound In Kars, Numbness or
Prickly Sensation of Limbs, especially the Arm,
Pain between Shoulders and In Side, Pain In Small
of Back or Hip, Dry Cough, Flatulence, Sour
8tomacb, General Debility, Lose of Appetite. Ac.,
a

p.m.

YOU
by purchasing a bottle of ANTIAPOPLKCTINK and taking It according to
directions. It Is strongly endorsed by the leading
physicians of Montreal, as “the only Apoplexy Preventive, and Is everywhere regarded as a sure cure
for Paralysis, Heart Disease, Rheumatism,
Angina
Pectoris* Chronic
Bronchitis*
Liver Complaint* Kidney and Bladder
Troubles, Hclatlca* Dyspepsia, &c*» Ac.
For sale by all druggists. Price §1.00 a bottle, six
bottlss for S3.00. Send to DR. F. S. HUTCHINSON
A CO.. Knosburgh Falls, Vt.. 0. 8. A., for circulars
and testimonials.
1U0 Emergencies price 15 eta

HOLT LAND, GREECE,
TURKEY, The NILE, aud
the chief countries and cities
ofEurope, sails same date. Seud lor Circular.
E.TOURJEE, Franklin Sq., Boston.

jelleod3m

SOUTHERN YELLOW PINE
LUMBER AND TIMBER.
Memorandums of Lumber furnished at the lowest market prices from our stock on tne wharf, or
direct from our Southern Pine Mills, aud In the

R.STANLEY&SON,

will be sold

package

R.STANLEY&SON.
IMPORTERS.

time.

DEEUlIfU, WHISI.OW A-CO.,
Portland, He
Commercial wired,

|e4eodtt

low In (he original
to close the estate.

410ForeSt.,
Ieb7

•

Portland, Me.
dtt

MU, eboro

Nr«t

■.inckru.

itn<l

•rronti rim mm
oa -air al

Province*

PORTLAND, MT. DESERT k MACHIAS ST BT CO
Steamer

City

of

CART. W fl. B.

Klchmond,

DBNNINON,

(weather permitting and until further notice
will leave Portland Tuesdays and Fridays at 11
o'clock p. in.
Returning, leave Macnlasport
Mondays and Thursdays at 4 o’clock a. m„ connecting at Portland with the night and early
morning trains for Boston.
PAYSON TUCKER. General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Oen’l Pass, and I Jckct Agt.
Portland. June 88. 1888.__Je83dtt

of accident, and what may result from

being

DIZZY ?
MWFly

Portland and Ogdsnsburg R. R.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencliig June MS, IS83,
Passenger trains will leave Union Station. Port-

land.

233 middle Street, Portland.
dtf
Jlyl7

as

foUows:

,or »11 stations on through line, all
ar».rn, connecting with
all points In Narthrrm New
Hamp.hire and
* cruroai.
1 his train runs through to n«t“■

v£t.*"w£r'

14.50 p.

F,M&W«I1I

Death of thr Kraior
Parlaer the Stork of

(Limited

for all points ia lh«
reduced ratea.

••

case

V

7.10a.m.,

be cured

do In

TIOM) IV June J5 1NN8.
leave Parllaad
NUlion, i rnu^rrmm Htrrrt
fallow*:
mm

Hno* aad leiacola K K
8.60 a. m. and
aud .Saturdays
1.30 d. m., and on
at 6.10 p. in. Braaawieky (Jardiaer, Halla well, aad .4 an avia* 8.60 a. 111., 1.20, p, Ofl.
^express), 1.30, 6.10 and *11.30 p. in. Parasia«i»tt via l.ewisiva, 8.46 a. in.. 1.26 p. m.;
via Bruaawick. 8.50 a. m., 1.30 p. in. Jloa•uonih
Wialkrop, aad l.ake Ma'aiv
(Mk. 7.10and 8.46 a.m. 1.26 P in. Keaddeld,
Oaklaad aad Nortk 4u«on.;,l0 a. m 1.25 p.
m
Walerville, aad Mkowkrgaa via l.cw
ton 7.10 a. in., 1.25 p. m., via 4a«aata
8.50

From New York, pier foot of Canal St., North
River, for Mas Fmadars via The lalbnaua
•f Panama,

can

ufter

traiaa
PaaM«*ajrrr
Caioa

rent

For Ankara aad Lewisltn, 7.10, 8.46 a. m.,
1.25 ami 6.05 p. Dl. I.rwiaiau via Hrana.
wick, 6.60 a. m., 1.30 ami *11.30 p.m. For
Bath, 0.60 a. in., 1.80 and 5.10 p. m., and on
Saturdays only at 11.30 p. m. Back la ad and

-UKl FOB—

^Shades

The Art Shades are Decoratef
and Transparent. AH Mmetto Shades, Plain

In all colors.

Wagarr

Decorated, are unsurpassed in Beauty
Mounted on firstDurability and Finish.
class Spring Roller ready to hang.
or

apr«___

">h®»

m.

express for iilrm llou*e, Craw
Profile KUiMf, Vlonnt
\Zr4r\
it-hiugio„, Hclhl.hrI in, Jrlfr r<*oM imi
JJ
rrticMia.
*•*5 P* M. for No. ( «□»»«», ( niwUrd'a,
Pnbuau'*, l.itllefou. \%rll*' Kiver, Ac.,
arrives .vioatrrul s.Jt a. u,.
Runs dally,
Sunday Included.
Parlor Car. .or VI ear real on 8.50 Am., arrive Vleatrenl N. ln p. ■<•

S. M. Pcnnofk It Son, S, E. Agfa, Bontoa.

the

efleet July IN, INNN.

WESTERN DIVISION.

will

DIRECT

Railway.

Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be had of 8. H. HELLEN,Ticket Agent, Portland.
•Does not stop at Woodford’s.
)e22dtf
_J. W. PKTEBB Hapl.

J. B. COYLR,
General Agent

m.

Prepared for table In two minutes. White
Wheat Graham Flour, roller process.
Be sure you get Schumacher's Oat Meal, Rolled
Wheat, Cracked Wheat, Pearl Barley, Rolled Barley, Rolled Oats, Hominy, Yellow Granulated Corn
Meal, in original packages. Sold by all Grocers.

Junl_

dally (except Sun-lays) via this route, be-

trains of Grand Trunk

Are constantly receiving mall orders from nearly
every State In the Union for Clothing. Their facilities for producing good Ulothlng at such low
prices, attract attention everywhere.

Ob Acc.uot of

PALACI

tween

au5

_I

Waablagtaa,

are run

_d2m

offered by the

Balliasare,

W.rcciter, New York, Ac.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston evday evening at 7 o’clock.
SUNDAY TRIPS, leaving Portland and Boston
at 7 p. m.
J. B. COYLR. Manager.
JelUtI
en week

Little Chebeague Island, Portland, Me.
One of the most popular summer resorts on Casco Bay;
unequalled as a quiet resort for families;
Hotel accommodations strictly first-class; pure
spring water; perfect drainage; superior facilities
for bathing, boating and fishing. Open June 27th.
Je4eod3mJ. B. HERD, Manager.

STANDARD CLOTHINC CO.

jyl7___dtf
k UflUTCD1" SOUTHERN

at.

Trandrarr l.iac
for Narwlcb and New
via
Narwlcb l.iac", Wltb Kaalaa dc
Albaay K. K. for tbe Wrat anil New York,
all rail Tta MariaaOeld', also wltb N.Y. A
N. K. K. K. ("Strainer Maryland Koute”) for

WHARF, Portland,
o’clock; arrlvlngltn
day evening
Mason (or connection with earliest trains Tor
•very

You

THE BOYS’ SAILOR SLITS
$4.60 and $5.00.
!i55 middle

96, 1 ins*,

The 14.43 p. as. train from Portland eonnectsat
Ayer Jaact. with Meeaac Tuaael Keuie"
for tbe West, and at Paisa Nlaliaa, WareeaVerb via
lar, fer Previdrarr and New

The Standard Clothing Co.

bargains In every sense of the word,are All
Wool, perfectly Fast Color, newest and best goods
made up at only $2.50 per suit:
regular price

June

Afar Juactiea.
Kppiaa at 7.30

3.00anil 0.40 p.

STB AM BUM

leave FRANKLIN
alternately
week
at 7

NllDIER KKNORTI.

are

.llundav,

after

Warmur, Pliatea,
Nashua. WI ad bam and
and 14.43 p aa.
Par .1*aacbcater, Peacerd, and points Nortk
•t 14.43 p. as.
Par Hechcatrr,Npriaa*ale, Allred, Walesa
bara, and Mace hirer at 7.30 a. a., 14.43
and (mixed) at 0.30p. as.
Par Oarbaas at t. Ml a. as., 14.43, 3.00,
0.40, and (mixed) at 0.30 p. at.
Par Maccarappa.Peaaberlaad 11111a, Wetb
break Jaactiaa and Weedferd’a at 7.30
and 10.00 a. as., 14.43, 3.00,0.40 and
(mixed) *O..TO p. as.
Par Poreat A 'ease (Orri tap) 10.00 a. am,

BOSTON

thirty

now

and

r ule niter trains win ■«••• rtrmsai

a. m.

Leave Portland for Forest City Landing, Peak’s
Island, 6 45, 6.46, 8.00,9.00, ‘OAS, 10.30, *11.00,
12.00a.m., *12.50, 1.46, 2.15,3.00, 3.30, 4.30,
6.00. 6.45, 6.10, *7.00, 7.30, *8.00, 8.30, *9.30,
9.46 p. in.
Leave Portland for Cushing’s, 6.46, 8.00, 9.00,
•9.46, 10.30, *11.00, 12.00 a. m., •12.60, 2.15,
3.00, 3.30, 4.30, 5.46, 6.10, *7.00, 7.30, 8.30,

now

Portland & Rochester U. 1L
STATION. FOOtITpREBLE STREET.

MTEA.HKR*.

sailing

CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.

JULY

PORTLANDS WORCESTER LINE.

d3w

Casco 8av Steamboat Co.,
AND AFTER

JOBKPH HICKSON, Oeners Manager.
WM. KDOAK, Oenl. Pass. Agent,
J. BTKPP KNSON. Bupt.
Portland, June 26,188B.
je2&dtl

Par

the boat to Boston.
no

Lowest fares from Portland, Yarmouth Junction and Danville J unction as follows: To Chicago, $21.00 and (19.00: Detroit. (16.76 and
and (28.85; 8t.
*16.00; Kansas City, *32.60
Paul 632.60 and (28.00; 8t. Louis via. Detroit,
$26.00 and (21.26; 8t. Louis via. Chicago, $28.60
and $24.90; California, *82.60 and $63.76.

Farefor Round Trip $2.50.

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Co. Steamer

Positively

I

35 Eiohangi St., ind Oioot Fiat it India Street.

■

SUMMER TIME TABLE IN EFFECT JUNE 23.1888

Hl.NOAY TIME

in.

Montreal.

Monday Morning,

Jyl*

8.26 a. m.

Prana Quebec, 12.15 p. nxl
Prana lalnad Pond (Mixed) 7.16 p. ni.
From Daarille Jnncliaa, (Mixed) 7.45>.<u.
Pullman Palace Sleeping carl on night train and
Parlor can on day train between Portland and

addition to usual connection at Bath tor
Boothbay, &c„ with Maine Central trains leaving
Portland at 8.50 a. m. and 1.30 p. in., there Is one
on Saturdays with train leaving at 6.10 p. in.;
returning from Boothbay Monday morning at 6.00
o’clock, arriving lu Portland 8.36; regular time
for leaving Boothbay for that and other mornings
7.30.
In

Wharf, Porllaad.

Between Custom House and Boston Steamers. For
Trefethen’s and Jones’ Landings,
and Greenwood Garden.

•12.00 in.,

■

13.16,
PranOarkau, 8.26a.m., 13.16and 6.48 p. hi.
Prana Chicugu and (Heaireal, 13.16 and

б. 48 p.

an

-AND-

GREENWOOD.

Bnrnhssi’i

JaM 96. I1WS
fulluwai

DEPAHTCRBM.

K. Hebron

SaturdayEvening

ON

Jel«

9.26;

run m

TICKET OFFICE

tan 13

quickest possible

W. Minot

extra train leaves Canton
connecting with train due in Lewiston 6.16. and Portland 6.46
Returning
p. m.
from train leaving Portland 6.15
d. m.
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.
n
R. C. BRADFORD. G. T. A.
myl7dtf

Ur. JOHN P. TRUE k 00., Proprietors,
AUBURN, MAINE.
WTape Worms a Specialty. Tape Worms
minute#
In from ons hour and

removed
to three hours.

at

i"»indat,

«»»•»• will

—

COVEr

“THE BLUFFS.”

TAJ

Arriving

9.64: Bucktleld 10.06; E. Humner 10.46; Hartford 10.65; Canton 11.16 a. m.
Leave Portland l.SO p. m.; Lewiston 3.00, Mechanic Falls 3.16. Arriving at W. Minot 3.30;
E. Hebron 3.40; Buckflela3.63; E. Humner
4.06; Hartford 4.11; Canton 4.25, and Cllbertvtlle 4.36.
RETURNING—Leave Canton 6.00, 9.10 a. m.;
arriving at Fortland 8.25 a. m„ 12.16 p. m.
NT AUK fONNEf’TIONM.
DAILY
From W. Minot 10.00 a. m. and 8.30 p*
m. for Hebron
Academy; Buckfleld 8.66 p. m.
for W. Humner and
Turner; Canton 4.27 p. m.;
at Peru 6.20; Dixfleld 8.00: Mexico
"fjy'hk
7.00 p. m.; also for Brettuu’s
Mills, Livermore.
Returning leave Mexico d.OO. Dixfleld 7.00 a.
m.; arriving at Portland 12.16 p. m.

and alter MON DAY, June lltb, and until
lurther notice, the Nirawrr 1.1. will run as
follows: (Sundays excepted.) Leave Burnham's
Wharf at d.OO, 7.00. 8.4o, 10.00 a. m., and 12.20,
2.00, 3.00, 6.00 and 6.15 p. m. Leave Casco
Wharf, Diamond Island, at 6.30, 7.40, 9.16,10.20
a. in., and 1.30, 2.30, 3.20, 5.45 and 6.45 p. m.
The 10.00 a. m. and 3.00 p. m. trips will he made
around the Island touching at Diamond Cove,
jelldttLEWIS A. GOUDY, Manager.

MOUNT

Parties In want of

Co.

Steamboat

■AIHE’S HOST POPULAR

WANTED.

care

Freeport

On and after iune 26th, 1888. the steamer|Pbantom, H. B. Townsend, Master, will run as follows:
Between Freeport and Portland touching at
Great Chebeague, Little John’s and Cousins Islands.
Leave South Freeport daily (Sundays excepted)
at 7.00 a. in. and 2 d. in.
Returning will leave Burnhams wharf. Portland,

ft

*

BOARDERS,

—

9.00.

Return, leave Town Landing Falmouth Foreside
for Portland, calling at above landings 6.00, 8.30
a. in., 1.00, 6.00 p.
in.; arrive Portland, 6.60,
9.20 a. m., 1.60, 6.50 p. in.
ISAIAH GAN 1 ELS. Manager.
H. P. DEWEY. President.jlyBdtf

*10.15 p.

•*««'

Leave Portland, da O. T. Railway, 7.10 a.m.;
Mechanic Falls (mixed train)
Lewiston 7.16;

THE WALDO.

transient or permanent; table
board by the meal, day or week; furnished
rooms let with or without board.
Appply at
291 SPRING STREET.
jly2dtf

255 Middle Sirec-I,
carry a large line of Improved Overalls and Working Jackets for working men in all kiuds of busijyl7tf
ness, especially for Railroad Men.

Alice Week Day Time Table.
Leave Portland for Mackey’s Island, Waite’s
Landing, Sargent’s Landing. Town landing Falmouth Foreside, 7.30,11.00 a. m., 3.30, 6.10 p.
Mtrnner

ON

NI.YIMEK AKKtNCEnEIVT.

..

FALMOUTH FOKESIDE ROUTE.

non on

Htll.KUIUS.

Arrangement- lu Effect June 163,
■ MSS.

—

acres

Wanted.

WANTED

Mummer

"OW

25 cents.

Exchange St., Portland, Koom

TRUE7$

BOARDERS TV ANTED—At
a first-class house in a good location, about
2 miles from Gorham Village; good board and
nice water; mail every day from Post Office; terms

NELL, Gorham, Me.,
mile from depot. City

Can

VIINCKI.I.ANKOFM.

A GENTS WANTED-To sell Lives of Cleveland and Thurman; also of Harrison and
Morton; also Campaign Cards; good profits. Apply by letter or call personally on O. ANDERSON,
St. Julian Hotel, Portland, from 8 to 10 a. m.,
1 to 2 p.
17-1
in._

all chrome diseases that flesh
all cases that are given up as in-

iiekkrv uivf.iv. that the
subscriber has been duly appointed and
the trust of Administrator of
himself
taken upon
the estate of
GEORGE A. WRIGHT, late of Portland,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are reto exhibit the same; and all persons in
ebted to said estate are called upon to make

Notice

SALE
House and lot on State St.
Brick bouse and very desirable lot, number
180 State street, westerly side, near Pine street;
tor terms apply to J. S. KICKElt.feb22tt

treats

±J Is heir to;
curable by the allopathic anil homeopathic physicians, 1 will take their case to treat and cure
them. 1 find that about four-fifths of the cases
given up to die can be cured. Examinations at a
distance by letter with their full name and place
of residence nad one 2 cent stamp and $2.00 ExConsultation free.
amination at the office, $1.00.
Office hours 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.sepl4tt

1?8U8,8'

STKAMeleKiu":
„rDmkk
KYriiwji
EK
M ERR
v CON EAG, Steamers
Gordon and Aleave Custom House
ice, will
Wharf, Portland
dally as follows:
For Long Island, Little Cliebeague,
Hope Island,
Jenks’, East End (it. Chebeague and Harpswell
9.00,10.00 a. in., 2.00, 6.1G p. m. For Halley’s
and Orr’s Island, 9.00 a. in., 2.00, 6.16 p. m.
Return for Portland, leave Orr’s Island 6.46,
11.16 a. in., 4.00p. in.; Bailey’s Island 6.00,12.25
a. m„ 4.10 p.rn.; Harpswell 6.16,
11.40 a. m.,
l. 30, 4.26 p. m.; East End Ot. Chebeague 6 45
a. in.. 12.06, 2.00, 4.60 p. m.; Jenks’ 7.00 a. in.,
12.16, 2.16, 6.00 p. m; Hope Island 7.06 a.m.,
12.20,2.20,5.06 p.m.; Little Cbebeague 7.20 a.
m. 12.26, 2.35, 6.10 p. m.; Long Island 7.36 a.
m„ 12.36, 2.60, 6.20 p. in.; arrive Portland 8.15
a. m., 1.15, 3.30, 6.10 p. ni.
SUNDAY TI.HE TABLE.
Leave Portland for Long Island, Little Chebeague, Hope Island, Jenks, East End Gt. Cbebeague and Harpswell. 9.46 a. m., 2.00 p. m.; re.
turn leave Harpswell for Portland, calling at
above landings, i 1.45 a. m., 3.46 p. m., arrive
In Portland 1.30, 6.00 p. m. Bound trip tickets
Sundays to Harpswell 36 cents, other landings

about

AGENTS WANTED.

BOARD.
At druggists, ‘Skin-Success’
25c. & 75c. ’Skin-SuccessSoap’
25c. Palmer ChemicalCo. ,N.Y.

Delightful Sail 20 miles down Casco Bay.

cottage lots situated

to collect small pictures to
BAY
WANTED—Men
copy and enlarge in crayon, india ink and

_god&w-nrmly

ThoNe Pimplen and Skin disorders will rapidly
vanish when you use Skin-Success soap aud ointment.
t’leau*injc and Healing. Palmer's Skin-Success
soap and ointment. Perfect for all skin diseases

Steamboat Co. Romford Falls & Boekficld Railroad. 6HA.MI HUM RAILWAY OP GAAADA

BAILBOADN.

over

DKY, Biddeford. Me.oc6tf

Make New, Rich Blood!

Harpswell

e. is.

mylO

Pearl Top Lamp Chimney.
All others, similar are im itation.

MTEAHERS

at 10.00 a.

hooihs.

pypR’s
•

LET.

with stable connected, both In first
class condition. 88 Brackett street.
By
GEO. M1LL1KEN.
mh6tf

IF YOU
YOU WANT
THE BEST

Sooken.

Hlogo lCtli, barque Guy C Goss, Mallett,

Ar at Calcutta prer to 18tb Inst, sblp £1 Capltan
Humphrey, New York.
Passed si Helena June 20, barque Evanell, Colfrom Port Elizabeth for Guam.
Sid fin Caleta Buena ICtb, ship Independence,

Llynn,

International House,
India and Commercial streets, containing about forty rooms, Including on the first
floor two good stores and a room, suitable fora
barber shop; the upper stories can be disconnected and are well arianged tor a small hotel or
boardinghouse; the above described property
will be let as a whole or separately at a reasonable rental.
Apply to AUG. P. FULLER, 432
Fore street.mylUtf
known as the

HOTEL,

fo

ThisistheTopof theGENUiNE

_«»1»AWP

m.

June 16, lat 7 N, ion 26 W, ship Leading Wind,
from New York for Hong Kong.
Hinckley,
June 22, lat 13 S, Ion 35 W, ship Gen McLellan,
from Baltimore for San Francisco.

ualuaiiuui

Philadelphia.

con-

Exchange

mo LET—For two years furnished house, posX session given Oct. 1st. Enquire of F. A.
PITCHER, 306 Commercial, or MRS. L. T.
7-tf
BROWN, 99 state Street.

Foreign Ports.
At Melbourne June 9, ships Daul Barnes, Stovei
for Newcastle, NSW; Wachusett, Oakland, fron
New York.
At Colombo June 14, barque Edwlu Reed, Fui
ton, for Gallee and New York.
Sid fm Penarth 15th inst, ship Cora, Kay, foi
Rio Janeiro.
Passed Tarifa loth inst, barque Columbus, Man
ganaro, Trapani lor Portland.
Ar at Rio Janeiro 14th, barque Adelaide, Bailey
Richmond, Va.
At Cienruegos 10th inst, barque Allanwilde,
Newman, Carditl; sch Ellen Crusoe, Tapley, uuc.
At Matanzas 11th inst, barque Olive Thurlow.
Corbett, for New York; J W Dresser, Parker, and
Bello Wooster, Higgins, disg; brig Ernestine,
Whittier, for North of Ilatteras.

repaired.
W1SCASSET, July 18—Ar, schs Hope Haynes,
Sawyer, and Lawrence Haines, Tlbbetfs, Boston;
Douglas Haynes. Greenleaf, do.
Sid 18th, sch Rosa E, Johnson, for Boston,
muo*

Store

—

a

PORTSMOUTH—Ar 18th, sch Delia Hinds
Johnson, Bangor.
Sid 18th, sell May Day, E'ouutain, Maciiias.
BATH—Ar I8th, schs John J Hanson, Stevens
from Portiaud, to repair; Two Brothers, Dodge
Boston.
Sid 18th, barque Jessie Maci.rcgor, McFaddeu
Baltimore; sch Edw C A True, McLaughlin, do
E L Lee, Lee, and T A Cotton, Craumer, Phlladel
phia; Pearl, Barter, Boston.

PORT OF PORTLAND

&

LET

WATERHOUSE,

Pliikham, Philadelphia.

NEWS.

THURSDAY, July 19.
Arrived.
Steamer Cumberland,‘.Thompsou, St John, NB,
via Eastport for Boston.
steamer Valora,
Hoyt, Portsmouth, for new
boiler.
Barge P C Mcrrlmuu, from Boston, In tow of tug
Elsie, to load sugar tor New York.
Sch Lizzie Maud, shore trip, with 90 bbls herring and 18 bbls mackerel.
Sch Martha D McTain, Block Islaud.with sword
fish.
Cleared.
Sch Viking, Church, Norfolk, (and return)—
&
Leavitt
Co.
Chase,
Sch Carrie A,Lane, Dyer, Norfolk,(and return)—
JS Winslow &* Co.
Sch Carrie C Ware, Keene, St John, NB, to load
for New York—Gallagher & Co.
Sch Conecuh. Connor, Kennebec, to load for

FOB

LET—House No. 71 Gray street,
TOvenient
and desirable rent. Inquire of F. S.
St.10-tf
98

Portland.
NEWBURYPORT-Ar lGth, sell 8 C Trvon

—

J.

Union

BENT—House newly
painted and
papered; in central part of city; contains ten
rooms, gas, water, furnace; rent $20 per mouth.
Apply to 8. W. TUAXTER, 2 & 3 Galt Block, city
10-tf

TO

DOVER—Ar lBtli. sell Ivy Belle, Loud, and San

dy Point, Grant. New York.
Sid 18rh. sell May Day, lor Rockland.
GLOUCESTER-Sid 19th, barque Tilda,

70

MINIATURE ALMANAC.JULY 20.

near new

5

Exchange

WALDRON,

NC.

40
30

Bun rises.4 10
1. 8 20
f
Bun seis.7 18, nigh water
8 36
15 02(.1
Length of day
gift 1 in
Moon sets. 1
••••(.,.ioft 0In

new

Nos. 117 and 119 Middle
street; one of the finest stores in the city;
suitable for wholesale or retail, or both; with a
lovely basement, dry and lighted on three sld< s.
almost equal to the first story; rent low to the right
party. Inquire of U. E. THOMPSON. 164 Brackett street.je28-2mos

Philadelphia.

FOR

Waesland.New York..Antw'erp;....July
Wieland.New York..Hamburg...July
New York..Hayti.July
Alvena..
Colon.New York.. Aspiuwall|..July
Ctty of Berlin ....New York..Liverpool...July
Umbria.New York..Liverpool...July
Erin.New York..Loudon.July

Auu

LET—Nice rent, rodms;
IlO
Depot; price $11 per month. Enquire of C.
1*.
40
street.14-1

LUXURY

Finzer’s

19th, schs Luis A Hodgdon, Olive, Wm 1
Leggett, Lewis Clark. Cora Dunn, Ella M Watts
Trenton, May O’Neil.
SALEM—Ar 16th, sell Nightingale, Burgess
Port Liberty.
Ar 18th, sells Forest City, Jones, Perth Amboy
Maud S, Osmore, Columbia Falls.
Below, schs Brunette, Waterhouse, Searspor
for Providence; Avon, Atwood, Bangor for New
port; Modesty, Lowell, do for Norwich; Irene]
Meservey, Meservey, do for Philadelphia.
LYNN—Ar 16th, sch A L Mitchell, Mitchell

60

18
18
18
18
18
18
19
20
21
21
21
21
21
21
24
26
26
26

cottage,
furniture
tage Hotel, in
throughout, situated near Cape
Cape Elizabeth; will be let the remainder of the
season at a reasouable rate. Enquire at 008 CONGRESS STREET.
__18-1
LET
A fine new Queen
TOcontaining
uine rooms with
Cot
—

Sid

SAILINC DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

Saratoga.New York..Hav&Mex...July
Scythia.New York..Liverpool ..July
Ems.New York..Bremen.July
Germanic.New York..Liverpool...July

MCKINNEY,

for;

Spices.

Blasting.3 50® 4 00 Cassia, pure.. 15® 17
Sporting.6 25®6 601 Cloves. 25® 28
6
llrop shot....
Ginger. 13® 16
Buck.
7
j Mace. 76® K>
Nutmegs. 66® 70
May.
Pepper. 22® 20
Niarch.
Pressed.$12®$ 14|
Straw........ $ 8@§ 111 Laundry. 8Vi@7V4

TO

Tobacco

IS INDEED A

LET

LET—On the upper part of Congress 8t.,
a first-class bouse, No. 768, formerly occuthe modern
pied by J. Henry Kines Esq.; all once.
Apply
Improvements; possession given at
18-1
to F. W.
152 Spring St.

AgriHO
v*

40®

48 Oakum.9V4@10Vi
Oil.
20® 22
®8Wi
iodide.3 10(8,3 25 Linseed. 52® 57
Quicksilver...
72 Boiled. 65* 60
Quinine.
63@68 Sperm.1|00®1 16
Ktrnueoarb.. 76®160i Whale. 60® 60
Kt snaae. 36® 401 Bank. 30® 3o
Saltpetre. 10® 16 Shore. 28® 33
Senna. 25® 30 Porgie..
® 33
Canaryseea..
4® 4 Vi I Lard. 60® 70
Cardamons. ..1 00®1 751 Castor.1 25®1 30
Soda, bl-carb.384 ® 6% | Neatsfoot. »o®l oo
Sai.2 Vi®
31 Elaine. 62® 60
PaiatsBulpur.2%®3V4l
Pure gro uu 51625*6 75
Sugar lead... 20
White wax...
Pure dry leads 00*6 26
Vltrol. blue..
Eng Ven Bed. 3® 3V4
lied Lead
Vanilla, bean.
7®7Vi
lm. Zluz.6 00*7 00
Duck
Rochelle Yellow... 2Yj
No 1.
Kice..
No 3.
Rice, Ip lb— 5%® 7
No 10.
Rangoon. 5y *6%
8 oz.
Baleratas.
10 oz.
Saleratus.
6® 6V4

TO

A FINE PIECE OF

—

25
60
76
50
26
00
47

nill'ELl.ANEOl't.

Boston; Jas A Brown, do for Thomaston; Helen
G King, Port Johnson for Saco.
NEW HAVEN-Ar 17th, sch Xlmena, Pettigrew, Jonesboro.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 17th, schs Lizzie Brewster
Smith, Jonesboro; Mary Snow, Jordan, Bangor.
81dl7th, sch Sea Flower, Millikon. New York
Ar 18tb, sch Charleston. Erskine, Bangor.
Sid 18th, sell Agnes I Grace, Seavcy, wiscasset
to load ice for Mobile.
ENW BEDFOBD-SId 18th, sch It L Kenney
Perkins, New York; Herbert, Perkins, Bockport
Ar 17th, sch Modoc
VINKYAKD-HAVKN
Perry, Baltimore for Boston.
Slit 17th, schs Veto, Hattie Turner, Edw Rich.
Ar 18th, sclis Webster Bernard, Perth Am bo'
for Bangor; Win Marshall, Sullivan for New Yorl
Jed F lluren, Bed Beach for do: Lyra, Bangor foi
Fall River; Mary Sands, Gardiner for Portland,C
A K Woodward, Ellsworth for Kondout.
Sid 18th. schs Jed F Duren, Lyra, Mary Sands
and A K Woodward.
EDGARTOWN—Sid 18th, schs Alleton, Bar
hour, and Amelia F Cobh, Harding, Phlladelphli
for Boston.
WELLE'LEET—Ar 18tb, sch Judge Tenney
Hamm. Bangor.
BOSTON—Ar 18th, schs Sarah, Twomey, Novi
Scotia; Pavilion, Johnson, and Amirald, Clark
Calais; Red Rover, Holt, Calais; Crusoe, Leigh
toil, Machlas; J H Butler, Brown, fm Mt Desert
Black Warrior, Babbidge, Deer Isle: Panama
Trundy, Ellsworth; D T Patchin, Patehin, Ban
Ida Hudson, Colllus, Roekland; Cambridge
’erry, and Mentor, Perry, Bath.
Cld 18th, oarque Formosa, Pierce, New York.
Sid 18th. barge P C Merrimati, for Portland; scl
Wigwam, and Gamma.
Ar 19th, schs Lone Star, Church, Cutler; Gei
Scott. Rich, Calais; Wiusiovv Morse, Wtnterport
Cld 19th, sells May O’Neil, Creighton, Glace Ba;
Cora Dunn, Harrington, Kennebee, to toad fo

»

EXCURSIONS I CALIFORNIA
EVERY WEEK VIA ALL LLVES.

For tickets and Information, apply to the Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine K. K., Commercial stieet
Station. Lowest rates to all points West and
South.
decaodtf

^

Palace far.

for

Niagara

fall, on

8.50a. m., arrive at Niagara falls 10.40
a.
connecting for all points West.
Wagarr Palace fare for fabraa'a on 18.60
P.m.
Passengers by this train reach all
White fleualata Ke.orr. before rvratag.
EfTItls train will not stop at Hiram.
f nuatltaa I’aeitle sierper. lor ttoalrral on
tl.15 p.m., arrive Vleatrrul N.‘J3 a. m., all
trains couuect at Bridgti n Jnnct. with B. A 8R. R. for Hridgiaa. IIurii.on and Water
ford
Arrival, ta Pertlaud 8.33 Am., 18.35. 7-60
p. m.
Parlor and Sleeping Car aceonunodatlons secured
by application to M. I. Williams, Agent, Portland, Me.
J. HAMILTON, Supt
OHAH. M. FOYK. O. T. A.
Je83dU
Portland. June 38.1888.

■■MMM————————M

FOREPAUCH'S SHOW.

the: press.

Crand Cala Day Parade.

JKKIWAY MORMMi, JULY 20.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
A»VKKTIN!£!nKNTM TO-IIAV.

NKW

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Attention fanners-C. W. Belkuap & Son.
For *ale or U> let—Cottage.
For sale or rent—Houses.
Notice is Hereby given.
Owen. Moore A Co.
Protect our bread.
Situation wanted.
House to let.
Girl wanted.

Boy

wanted.

AUCTION SALES.
Assignee’s sale.
MRS. WINSLOW’S
Advice is VIother..
SOOTHING SYRUP should always be used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little
sufferer at once; it prodnees natural, quiet sleep
by relieving the child from pain, and the little
cherub, awakes as “bright as a button.” It is
very pleasant to taste. It soothes the child, softens the gums, allays all pain, relieves wind,
regulates the bowels, and Is the best known remedy
for diarrbcea, whether arising from teething or
other causes Twenty-live cents a bottle.
lanlU
FMAWAwly
_

A

sound miud goes very seldom without

a

sound

digestion, and nothing contributes toward it more
than the use of Angostura Billers, the worldrenowned appetizer and invigorator, manufactured only by Dr.J. G. Slegert A Sons.

JulylU_eod&wlw
and post-

Have no
tivp

equal as a prompt
fur uinlr liondnpliP lii liniieii

Finn

neo

nnnofi.

potion, pain in the side, and all liver troubles*
Carter’s Little Liver Pills. Try them.

Julyl7

_______________

d&wlw

AN EXPLANATION.
What is this “nerveus trouble” with which so
many seem now to be afflicted? II you will remember a lew years ago the word Malaria was
comparatively unknown,—to-day it is as common
as wny word In the English
language, yet this word
covers only the meaning of another word used by
our forefathers in time
past. So ft is with nervous
diseases, as they and Malaria are intended to cover what our grandfathers called
Biliousness, and
all are caused by troubles that arise from a diseased condition of the Li ver which in performing
Its functions finding it cannot dispose of the bile
through the ordinary channel is compelled to pass
it off through the system, causing nervous troub
les, Malaria, Bilious Fever, etc. You who are suffering can well appreciate a cure. We recommend
Green’s August Flower. Its cures are marvelous’
novl

_dlycTu

THE PRESS FORTHE CAMPAIGN.
The Portland Daily Press will be furnished
from now until September 15th, postage prepaid,
for 13 Ceat«. From now until the November
election, tor 84.OO.
The Maine State Press, which is published
every Thursday, w ill be furnished from now until
September 16th, for 13 mu. From now until
the November election, for 40 c«u.
The cash must accompany all orders.
Address Portland Publishing Co.,
97 Exchange street, Portland, Me.

ATTENTION TIPPECANWBL
The Tippecanoe Guards will meet at Headquar
ters, Federal 8t., FK1DAY NIGHf at 8 o’clock,
for drill.
Per order,
G. A. DOW, Captain.
SUPREME JUDICIAL

COURT,

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

Manufacturers’ National Bank vs. Frank A. CorDismissed.
Philip G. Lowell vs. Fred Thornton, et-jft^ Motion and exceptions overruled by consent
George C. Judkins vs. Fred T. TJjflfnto'n, et. al.
Motion and exceptions
overrul^J-CVconsent.
nant.

vs.

Alice

over-

J. Parks.

wa»“,“lJteWsbiiM.
mitted on

Dixon vs. Frank Frldette.
Subbriels.
Catherine M. Sawyer vs. John McGillicuddy.
Submitted on briefs.
Lucy White vs. Thomas E. Herbert. Motion
overruled for want of prosecution.
Zepherin Blouin vs. Angie H. Phaneuf. Submitted on briefs.
Edgar M. Briggs vs. Henry P. Bechard. Motion
and exceptions overruled by consent.
State vs. Charles Sabourin.
Exceptions overruled. .1 udgment for State.
State vs. Freeman B. Prince. Exceptions Overruled. Judgment for the State.
Following cases were argued orally:
Boyal vs. Chandler.
Gore vs. Curtis.
People’s Savings Bank vs. Hill.
I<ewlston Steam Mill Company vs. Foss.
F. M. Drew vs. Mary flagerty.
Ida E. Stetson, petitioner, vs. George F. Stetson.

This completes the cases In Androscoggin
county, and York will have the floor tills morning.
M U N 1C I PAL COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

Thursday.—Patrick Conley and Charles Harri-

son;

Intoxication.

start from the show ground, accompanied by
four bands of music.
The first section will
consist of the mammoth menagerie, ledlby
twelve elephants, and then will follow the
costly and elegant dens of the giraffe, rhinoceros, hippopotamus, sea lions, etc., etc.
The second section will be composed of
hundreds of handsome horses, gaily decked
and mounted processionists.
The third section will be composed of the
famous Wild West show.
It will be led by
a real Cowboy’s Brass
Band, following
which will appear the old Deadwood mail
coach, driven by a former knight of the
whip of the Overland Mail Company, and a
delegation of Far West Indians, in full warpaint and feathers, and a hundred plainsmen, scouts, savages, sharpshooters, etc., all
dressed in Wild West garb and mounted on
Indian ponies. These denizens of the
plains
will give a perfect
picture of Custer’s Last
Rally in the famous battle of the Little Big
Hern, a border drama of most thrilling interest.
The fourth section will present the circus
celebrities and special features, such as Cleopatra and her Barge of Gold, Lalla Rookb,
Princess of Delhi, and then comes the Great
Mikado of Japan and all his royal court, led
by the band from the town of Titipu.
Thousands are everywhere flocking to see
this famous exhibition.
Nothing in the
show world has heretofore been seen equaling in magnitude and merit Forepaugli’s
Great Combination for this season. The canvas seats 20,000, and witB pleasant weather
there will be no vacant seats beneath it on
Wic

Fined S3 and costs.

Henry Mullony; assault. Fined $5 and costs.
James Emmett, otherwise James Francis; larceny. Eeform school during his minority.
W alter Foster, William Entwistle and Charles
Stevens; larceny. Entwistle and istevens discharged. Foster to Beferm School during his minority.

uaj

UI

cAiiiuiltUU.

The following will be the route of parade
today: Leave old show grounds on Forest
Avenue at 10 a. m., and pass along Forest
Avenue to Green street, to Portland, to
Preble, to Congress, to India, to Middle, to
Free, to Congress, to Preble, to Portland, to
Green, to Forest Avenue, and thence to the
show grounds.
PERSONAL.

Judge Snell of Washington, is visiting in
Waterville at Dr. Thayer’s.
Rev. C. W. Foster has received a call from
the Free Will Baptist church in Bath.
Ara Cushman of Auburn, Hon. Ossian
Ray of Lancaster, N. H., and Hon. J. B.
Cotton of Lewiston, are at the Falmouth.
Mr. John C. Tukesbury has been elected
treasurer of the Relief Association of the
Fire Department.
Dr. A. C. Hamlin of Bangor, is cruising on
the yacht Restless with E. B. Mallett, Estf.,
of Freeport. The Restless is with the Eastern Yacht Club fleet.
Rev. C. J. F. Thompson of the Baptist
church, Surry, has received and accepted a
unanimous call to the pastorate of the Baptist church in North Sedgwick, and will
probably enter upon his labors August 5.
Miss Pratt of Alabama, a sister of non E.
Spencer Pratt, United States Minister to
Persia, and who has just returned from a
visit to her brother in that country, is visiting

LAW TERM -WESTERN DISTRICT.

TKURSDAy.—The following business was done

MffSSZ.Motion

As all our readers know, we are to have
the great Forepaugh and Wild West combined shows here today. At 10.30 o’clock
this morning, the grand street pageant will

in

Bangor.

W. F. Crawford and wife, Camum, Texas ;
Miss Eifewilliams, Bloomington, HI.; Mrs.

-3C A. Crawford, Brunswick; Mr. Alfred
Buttus, Denver, Col.; are among the latest
arrivals at “The Bluffs.” Mt. Desert FerryMiss Lottie L. M. F. Nason, the Des
Moines, Iowa, elocutionist and dramatist,
rendered a number of selections last night at
Congress Hall to a very small audience. It
was owing to the
threatening weather that

there was so small an attendance.
Edwin J. Cram, recorder of the Biddeford
Municipal Court, has just returned from
Newark, N. J. He went there to take a
hand in the annual rifle contests of the
Sharpshooters’ International Union. The
organization is known the world over, and
all the best shots in the country belong to it
Each year it brings together hundreds of riflemen from Maine to California. Mr. Cram
is a firm believer in the open-sight, special
military rifle. In fact, he was the only man
in all that vast assembly who used
that kind
of rifle in the contests, and his work with it
was a surprise to his competitors.
In order
to become a member of the union a marksman must make a record of
twenty points in
ten shots. This he did easily, and besides
winning a union badge, was admitted to
membership in the organization. Then be
entered seven rifle matches and won honors
in six of them and about one hundred dollars in prizes. In the contest at the man
target, he made 9(1 in five consecutive shots,
thus tying the highest score ever made.

BRIEF JOTTINCS.

Commencing Saturday the art dealers and
picture framers will close their stores at X
o’clock p. m. until September.
Mr. Frank Dudley, whose cottage and
grounds adjoin those of the Portland Club at
Great Diamond Island, has presented the
club with a handsome weather vane.
The schooner Emma Jane landed 20,000
pounds of cod and haddock yesterday and
the Martha D. McLain 4.6C0 pounds of
swordfish.

Edward E. Proctor has purchased the
land on the bluff, from the hospital line to
Tibbetts’ stable, and proposes to build several houses thereon.
Those eight little girls sent to Phillips by
the Fresh Air Fund, are enjoying their vacation immensely with Mr. and Mrs. H. Wilbur
on their pleasant farm.
The new steamer Merriconeag, with the
Odd Fellows on board, made the home run
to her city landing from Peaks Island, yesterday, in eight minutes, which is considered
remarkably quick time.
One of the recently employed cooks at the
Union railway station was suspected of theft
and a watch revealed the fact that he was
taking groceries and meats for the benefit of
his family.
District Deputy John A. Bennett, of Woodford’s, is busily engaged in Golden Cross
work. Wednesday evening he installed the
officers of the commandery at Woodford’s,
having previously conducted similar ceremonies this week for Gorges Commandery of
Portland and the commandery at Freeport.
Last night he attended an installation at
North Conway.
The Cumberland Senatorshlp.
The name of Maj. H. A. Shorey of Bridgton, has been favorably mentioned in connection wi’h the Republican nomination for
Spnstnr fnr

THirfhnrn

county, comprising

nnrHnn

the towns of

«»f

tho

Bridgton,

Harrison, Naples, Otisfleld, Casco, Baldwin,
Bebago and Raymond. We are informed,
however, that the Major has determined not
to be a candidate, a decision which will be
keenly regretted by his hosts of friends in
Portland and elsewhere, who would haye
taken great pleasure in supporting him for a
position he is so eminently qualified to fill.
The name of Maj. Leander A. Poor of Sebago, is likely to be presented for the position
by the Baldwin and Sebago delegations who
claim that the nomination properly belongs
to that section of the district.
The funeral of I. II. Merrill took place
from his late residence, yesterday afternoon.
There was a large delegation of the Mechanics’ Association present, besides members of
the Masonic and Odd Fellows’ orders.
The

offerings

were

beautiful, including

a

from St. Alban
Commandery, a square
and compass from Atlantic
Lodge, and a
pillow from the family. The religious services were conducted by ReV. Mr.
LeLacheur, assisted by Rev. Mr. Pearson." The
Masonic services were conducted by Atlantic Lodge. St. Alban Commandery
furnished
the pall-bearers. The remains were Interred
cross

at

Yesterday morning Grand Canton Ridgely No. 2, and the members of the various encampments of Odd Fellows, under the marshalship of Captain C. F. Tobie of Grand
Canton Ridgely, and headed by Chandler’s
Band, marched to the Falmouth Hotel and
look Mt. Vernon Encampment of Worcester.
with the Worcester Brass Band, under escort. The rain was falling fast.
The parade, in consequence, was abandoned, and
the procession proceeded directly to the
wharf where the steamer Merriconeag was
taken for Long Island. The ladies had gone
to the boat, from the hotel, in
carriages.
After the Merriconeag left the wharf the
party proceeded down the bay on a sail to
Bailey’s and Orr’s Islands, arriving at Long
Island at noon, where they thoroughly enjoyed one of Ponce A Littlefield’s clambakes.

Notwithstanding the rain every moment was
so pleasantly employed that the sun and blue
skies were hardly missed. After dinner, by
invitation of Mr. Howard Knowlton, the
Greenwood Garden, at Peaks Island, was
visited and the performance gave great
pleasure. About 6 p. m., the party re-embarked for the city. Here they marched to
the Falmouth and while the Mt. Vernon’s
were taking supper the Portland Cantons
awaited them in front of the House.
They
then escorted them to the Boston boat and
the visitors left for home at 7.30 p. m.
.—

The Maine Veteran Association of
Massachusetts.
The annual meeting of the Maine Veteran
Association of Massachusetts was hold in
Boston, at No. 73 Portland street, Wednesday evening, with thirty comrades present.
These officers were elected: President, Wm.
J. Gillespie, of Boston: vice presidents, Col.
G. M. Atwood, of Boston, T. J. Long, of
Boston, Hartwell S. French, of Lynn ; secretary, S. C. Small, of Boston; corresponding
secretary. C. A. F. Emerv. of Boston trens.
urer, Captain N. F. Lane, of Boston; executive committee, K. H. Stevens, of
Boston,
E. B. Billings, of Lynn, A. J. Littlefield, of
Cambridge, S. L. Johnson, of Chelsea, Geo.
T. Kault, of Boston. It was voted to arrange
for a picnic and sail down the harbor the
latter part of August.
On that occasion
they will arrange for their annual excursion.
This year they will probably go to Weirs.
Resolutions were passed thanking the citizens of Haverhill for the courtesies extended when the association visited the city last

September.

Funeral of I. D. Merrill.

floral

Nit. Vernon Encamptment.

Evergreen.

Found Under the Corner Stone.

Yesterday afternoon workmen who were
engaged in tearing down Old City Building,
found in a small box under a corner stone a
copy of the Eastern Argus of September 2d,
1833, a copy of the Advertiser of August 30»
1833, and ordinances of the city of Portland,

dated May 23, 1832.
The ordinances were
printed by J. and W. E. Edwards in 1833.
On the inside of the covers were the following names: Enoch Linnell, first mason;
Isaiah Coffin and Thomas Starbird, masons;
Captain Joseph Lance, first joiner; Jo. Merrill, first tender; John B. Scott, city constable, Friday afternoon before September election.

Clothiers’ Excursion.
The clothing dealers of this city went on
their first excursion to Great Chebeague Island yesterday, making Jenks’s Hotel their
stopping place. Although the day was not
as pleasant as could be desired for such an
occasion, a very enjoyable time was spent.
Football, whist, base ball and other games
wer played, and coming to the city on the
boat speeches were made by Mr. Burleigh
and Charles McCarthy, Jr. A clothiers’ association was formed, and the following officers were elected:
President—C. G. Allen.
Vice President—Joslah Burleigh.
Secretary and Treasurer—E. E. Lambert.
Excursion Committee—W. W. Mclntlre, W. H.
Boherty, T. E. Coyne, W. McClellan and J. H, Tobin.

Criminal Carelessness.
A lady and
gentleman were crossing
Deerlng Park last evening when, zip, a bullet whizzed by the
lady’s head and struck in

the water of the pond.
Before she could
realize the situation
another ballet grazed
her face and took the same
direction as the
first. A third bullet buried
itself in a tree
•he was passing. The shots were
evidently
fired from a revolver in the hands of some
boy who did not realize what he was about.
The police should have a sharp lookout for
this sort of thing.

Real Estate

Transfers.

The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded at
the Registry of Deeds:
H’

Youngto Almon V.Thompson?r*l!'etc1>ani'1
v' ThomPson to Daniel H.
Young.
»iooo?n

E.1Joaim8M.an8{:tt"OUl'-J°hUBon
Jl 1>enueU to
Penuellbr0|ik7^phratm
A' Kichar,lson
Hand ta"¥J^te*5
Merrill

10

Margaret

itdwin

R.

to James K. Merr^Wiiudmm—Aiphonso
8. Smith to Leonard F. MotieHan«wel,-Walter

Prohibition.

Prohibition rally will be held at Morgan’s Hall, Morrill’s Corner, on Saturday
evening next, at 8 o’clock, to be addressed by
Rev. A. A. Phelps, of New Jersey, who is
addressing meetings in this county, He will
also speak at Warren’s Hall, Saccarappa, on
Monday evening, July 23d. Mr. Phelps has
the assistance of Mr. S. W. Woodbury in
A

canvass

of the county.

THE STATE.
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

The Androscoggin river has reached the
lowest point known for years. At Livermoie
Falls Wednesday nearly everything was

brought
crews

to

standstill, leaving the mill
without employment. The lower
a

leatherboard

mill of
A.
Record
was
obliged to shut down its gates a number of
days ago, and yesterday F. S. Richmond’s
wood turning mill and polishing rooms, the
planing mill, Allen’s machine sliop and others were forced to shut down.
A. Hutchinson's flour and grist mill run but one stone
during the day, grinding only about five
bushels of com per hour where with good

he
speed
els

could have

during the

same

run

through fifty bush-

time.

An

uinuj years

old

resident

toe

since

river

low as to cause a general shutdown of
the mills. The Umbagog Pulp Company on
the west side of the river, owing to a wider
channel, are able to run a portion of their
was so

machinery.

Mrs. Matilda Turner, of Leeds, died the
17th inst, aged P3 years. She was the
daughter of Rev. Thomas Francis, who was born
Hay. Bre<:V,lyllire county, South Walei,
l?
Nov. 24th, 1783. At the age of fifteen he emigrated to America and was one of the first
settlers in Leeds. lie organized the
Baptist
church at Leeds Centre, the first church in
town and remained its past r in
many years.
The deceased retained her faculties in a remarkable degree. By loss of
property she
became a subject of
charity. For the past
year Mr. and Mrs. Henry Francis have kindly administered to her wants.
AKOOSTOOK COUNTY
St.

Mary’s, the

Catholic church in

new

Houlton,

was dedicated last
Wednesday.
following clergymen assisted at the
service:
Right Rev. Bishop Healy, of
Portland; Very Rev. Father Healy, PortRev.
Father Gorman, Brunswick; Rev.
Father Bradley, Winn; Rev. Father Lonegran, Houlton; Rev. Father Canning, ExeFatller Murray, Woodstock,
xrr’ij^'
//' %v;
N.
B. Rev.
Father Hoyle, Milltown, N.
Rev. Father, Chapman, Johnville, N. B. B.;
St
Mary s is a wooden building with slated
roof and spire, surmounted by a cross seven
feet high. The building is a beautiful illus-

The

FI1ANKLIN COUNTY.
Stratton was excited the other
day over
the appearance of a big caribou.
He was
first seen in the brook back of A. Blancharu S store from where he came into the
street. Mr. Blanchard tried to catch him
and succeeded in getting his hands on him
but was unable to hold him. He
finally got
frightened at the crowd that gathered to get
a look at him and sailing over the
highest
fences, disappeared in the direction of the
woods.

Charles T. Wyman, of Stratton, recently
missed ten of his sheep, and on search it was
found that a bear had been among the flock.
1. C. Hail set a trap for him, and a few
davs
ago found the bear in it fast by one leg.
He
’’
was what bear hunters call an “old
ranger
and stood about three feet tall.
Warren
Wing, of * lagstaff, also caught a small one a
few weeks ago.
HANCOCK COUNTY,
The Eastern State says that about
twenty
young
people of East Corinth have engaged as waiters at Bar Harbor for the summer.

The Partridge family will hold their aunualmeettng at the Town Hall, Orland, on the
2_d of August. All the connections arc
expected to be present. A picnic dinner, historical speeches and a dance in the
evening
are on the
programme. One hundred and
thirty met last year and twice that number
this year. A granite monument
arSiei',jC ,e?C8*e<*
*° ^'e memolT of John

Partridge^

Capt. Edgar L. Roberts, a Bar Harbor
merchant, was a soldier in the Union army
during the great rebellion. On the 12th of

Mav. 1861. Cant. R/ihnrta thon
geant In the 31st Maine regiment, was
wounded in his left arm
during Hancock’s
charge at the battle of Spottsylvania Court
House. From that time until last Octoberover twenty-three years—the wound
had to
be dressed twice each day. Last autumn
the
last bit of broken bone worked out and
the
wound healed, and it was no
longer necessary to care for it.
«

__

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

m£^n.ry
Tors«'>. aHe<1
ming trees m

about 75,

Y^inthrop
5?f,lous

was

trim-

yesterday

morning
when a limb fell striking him
upon the head
a
wound- He now lies in a
crltidal condition.
1

Pinkeye

is prevailing to quite an
alarming
extent among the horses in Gardiner
and
and while some stables are free
others have a good many animals on
the sick list. Mr. A. ii. Potter has
horses disabled by it out of a stable ofeight
sixteen, and two more show symptoms of yielding to the disease. Several horses have died
from it in various stables.
LINCOLN COUNTY.

Rodney B. Caper

pointed postmaster
zie

was on
at Ocean

Montgomery, resigned.

Thursday apPoint, vice Liz-

OXFORD COUNTY.
A stock company has purchased the
Beal
Norway, and the work of Kepairin_
and fitting up has already commenced.
It
will be painted inside and out and heated
with steam. It is to be put Into fine
condition, and when completed it will be let for a
term of years to some first-class
landlord.

H°tel;

Arrangements have been made for lasting

Bnd stitching shoes in the old mill
at bteep Falls, the lower end of the building
T he work begins Thursday with thevillage.
doing
of ten bases, which will be increased as

help

be procured. H. L. Horne is
the business with C. H. Hayden, running
formerly
of Ilayden Brothers, as superintendent.
can

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
of
raspberries were taken
Bangor Tuesday night bv the AmerExpress Company from St. John to Boston.
Ihese berries are just beginning to ‘appear in good quantities and will find a
they 60- The cro11 wi” not
be as large this year as
last, but a fair
amount will be obtained.
Large quantities
are sent from the Provinces and
the eastern
part of the State to Boston during the sea-

Five tons

Lh50l‘#h
ican

reocfy

hpao«eit«^Jier.eiV.er

The Vanderbilt family’s private

was

taken to

Bangor

on

car

Wednesday,

which
after

taking members of the family to Bar Harbor,
went there to be turned around, but as it is
seventy-three feet five and one-half inches
in length, there was not a
turn-table long
enough for it in that city. It was taken to
Newport and turned on the V, and taken
back to Bar Harbor on the noon train.
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
The work on the Canadian Pacific line at
Brownvule Junction is progressing well and
a large crew is at work.
About two miles
of rails have been laid and it is
expected
that in two months the line will be
through
to Greenville, as the crew is getting along
quite fast with it at present. Good work is
being done on the piers for the bridge over
Pleasant river. A trestle about two hundred and fifty feet in length will extend over
a line of swampy ground.
A large amount
of hard pine timber is piled up near where
the bridge and trestle will be
constructed,
ready for use when the time comes. At one
place near the river, where the ernnnri
not so solid as in some other
places, a large
number of piles have been driven, and tin*
was quite a costly
job. The gravel trains
are doing quick
work, and a new engine is
soon expected to assist in
hauling them.
SOMKKSBT COUNTY.
The Maine Central Institute at Pittsfield is
soon to have a commercial
department. The
money required for doing this has already
been pledged. During the vacation the required rooms will be unished and everything
s° that at the beginning of
the fall term, young men and ladies will be
furnished with a
(thorough business education in a short time and at a moderate expense. It is intended to make this department second to none in
any institution of
this kind in the State.

P»ut

ost of the Croat Stain Trial.
The Penobscot County Commissioners are
in financial straits.
They have spent their
appropriation, have borrowed and spent the
amount allowed by law, or the “limit" as it
is called, and the other day,
being without
funds, called upon John Peters and made
known to him the situation. He told them
to go ahead and raise what
money they
needed to carry them along until
August,
when they would be in receipt of seme *30
This condition of things is
000, taxes due.
not due to any poor management on the part
of the Commissioners, who have greatly re
duced county expenses since coming into of
flee, but is due to the wholly unexpected and
unparalleled expense in the criminal case
wherein Stain and Cromwell are the central
figures, aud which has aud will cost tha
county of Penobscot some 814,000, aud if a
new trial is granted will run up to 8'30,000.
There is a story going the rounds to the
effect that Penobscot county has no money
in the treasury with which to pay the officers
i

niMCELLAKEOlH.

ITEMS FOR HORSEMEN,
of

Methods

Different

Treating

tfc

Successfully

Balky Horse.

a

PROTECT OUR BREAD.

Dr. William B. Morrill, of this city, sold
hig gray mare Lady Almont last Wednesday
to Mr. E. If. rage of Guilford, Me.
This
mare was bred in Kentucky, by Col. Richard
West, and was sired by Almont, he by Alex-

of

Kentucky

*P©edily

too

or

tion of the

Prince.

Wilkes, another of the Doctor’s
is now' in Kentucky.
She is by
Kaizer, he by George Wilkes, dam Nonpariel, she by Morrill, by Old Morrill. Miss
Wilkes is in foal by Bourbon Wilkes.
Miss

horses,

things

by

Harbinger

out of a

no

too

pockets
It was sung so low, we could not
but tuke an active purt, and the

article of food in general use more

echo of the low prices you will
find in the following verses:

1st verse—I lot of Ladies’ Gauze

Undervests, silk bouud, and full
fashioned; the tenor of our voices
in die past, that it was good value

makes it

and its

wholesome whether hot

other food

or

ing
by official authority,

use

or

hygiene

25 Cents

are

or

stale.

Its leaven-

highest whenever tested

and all chemists and writers

on

49 Cents

4th verse—Will be sung by male
voices; Gents’ Balbriggan Undervests and Drawers; the lirst strain
In allegro movement
sings the
price at 37 1-2 cents, but suddenly
changed to moderato and sung by
lOOO mule voices at

sterling qualities.
The sale of adulterated baking powders has been
prohibited by statute in several localities. It will be in the
interests of the public health when their sale is made a
misdemeanor every where, and the penalties of the law are
rigidly enforced.

Knight,

of

Augusta.

In Cornish, Jnly 9, Joseph B. Watson, aged
72 years.
In Scarboro, July 13, John A. Milllken, aged 70
years II mouths.
In Philadelphia, July 18, Mrs. Hannah, wile of
Alfred Staples, aged 73 years.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]

Vigor

and

Vitality

Hood’s

Hood’s
by all druggist.
by C. I. HOOD &
Sold

you

ought

6th verse
Ladies’ and Gents’
full fashioned Seamless Hose;
this
during
jubilee we shall put
these on sale at 12 1-2 cents a
pair; regular price 25 cents.
—

Our assortment of Hosiery and
Underwear never was more complete than today. Our stock is

large,

our prices ure well noted
to you in this song. Kemember
the last day of this Grand Jubilee

of Underwear and Hosiery, is

FOR SALE

C. W. BELKNAP & SON have about
seventy-five
tons of the best bone ever ground in Maine, which
they warrant Perfectly Pure, and whieh every
one who has used it say is the best fertilizer
they
ever used for seeding laud to grass, and which we
are selling at reasonable prices.
Call and examine at our store,

cfc

No.

& Son.
eod2w&w4w

FOR

csivkn, that the

8 .8. White’s, H. D. Juste’*, and John*
son & Lund’s Best Teeth,

$5.00

These are the best Teeth manufactured In the
world, and the prices for these teeth the past Of
years have ranged from $10.00 to $16.00
and even $20.00 per set. Wilmington Teeth
$4.00 per set. Gas free to all who wish to have
one or more teeth extracted without
pain. Gold
Pilling $1.00 and upwards. Silver Fillings 60
cts. to75cts. Cement or Bone Fillings 60 cents.
Appointments by mall will receive prompt attention.

Dr. F. J.

BONNEY,
Congress, Cor.
OF

at2*V

THE

255 Middle St., Portland.

Bargains!

?forCl,
514 CONGRESS STREET,

HAR

of Brown.
<uf

Tor~^J.

MAN

PQRTLANO

-

-

ME.

RAILROAD MEN !

PIANOS

See our large stock of “Mogul” Overalls and
Jackets to match. Also improved Overalls and
Jackets of every discription for workingmen.

and several other well-known makes.

STANDARD CLOTHINO
MI

Middle

CO.,

Street.
dtf

Jiyi7_
MAKE

AN

APPOINTMENT

-ST

Bustles

—

K

(l*

The Celebrated Smith Ameri-

Sick Hcadacho and relieve all the troubles incident to a bilious state of tbe system, such a/
Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsinesr, Distress after
eating. Pain iu the Side, kc. While their most
remarkable success has been shown iu curing

SICK

For CASH

Organs.

or

on

INSTALL-

-THAT

Popular Novels

Popular Novels

123
febil

&

EXCHANCE

dly

SliNER, The STANDARD CLOTHING CO.
STREET.

constantly receiving mall orders from nearly
every State In the Union for Clothing. Tbelr facilities for producing good Clothing at such low
prices attract attention everywhere.

MW&Ktf

255 Middle St., Portland.

-

HEAD

REVERE HOUSE

Ache they would be almost priceless to those who
suffer from this distressing
complaint; but fortunately their goodness does notend here,and those
who once try them will find these little pills valuable in so many ways that they will not bo willing to do without them. But after all sick head

Photograph Albums, Perfnmery, Soaps,
Pocket Books and Jewelry.

Frank B. Clark,

hero Is where
pills euro it while

Pills sre very small and
two pills make a dose.
Pliny are strictly vegetablo amt do not gripe or
purge, hut by their gentle artiun please all who
isethein. In vi&lsat 25 cents : five for $1. Sold
iy druggists everywhere, or sent by mail.

No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.
B.-Aak far

Small Pill. Snail Bose. Small

JylB_

tbe Library of
day
C. M. Association will be closed and
ON the M.closed
for two weeks. Members
Jilly,

tire

koo.tim e it on

,

the

BIJKDKTT #R«AN

re-

now out before tbe 22d.
Per order of Committee.
F, 1- BltKTT, Librarian.

_nr,J'

aprZ7
TUNING TO

OBDKK._dtf

THE STANDARD CLOTHING CO.,

M C M. A.—LIBRARY NOTICE.
of

Booms all large and comfortable; elegant suites
with baths attached; ample public parlors; gentlemen's cafe aud bllllard-room added, and first-class
In every respect.

91.00

a

da* up.

!

CARTER MEDICINE CO., New York.

--•

265 Middle Street,
Js Uendquiiriri. for strangers. Tourists and
!,Kr8. vl»ftlnK the elty of Portland, when In need |
1! S'XSL"8 Ifeaily-maile Clothing for Men, Boys
»nd
Children.
jlyl7dtX |

F. MERROW & CO., Proprietor*.
eodSm

are

ottering for gentlemen some elegant All Wool
Uomespun Suits, In all sizes, just the thing for r>.
•atioa U.e.
Regular price |12.00aml 116.00;
price to close 18.00 and 110.00.

265 Middle St., Portland.
jyi7
•

dtt

Our stock is all taken, and
we find we have more
Chamber Sets than
we require for immediate
demand, so have decided to reduce the
line at once.

200 ASH CHAMBER SETS

-*.*

«!

BOYS’ SAILOR SLITS

that must go.

Corporation,

uNION DEPOT CAFES.

announce to our patrons that
arc
WE wouldprepared
to do general
catering in the

LOT 1—A handsome Ash Chamber Set, 30 tu stock, price

255 middle Street, Portland.
Hyf7dtf

LOT 8—A beautiful Ash Chamber

$20.00.
St‘i. N? An block, airict*

$25.00.
LOT 3—A
handsome
Chamber
Set, fall ten pieces, price

$£27.00.

,

LOT 4-33 solid Onk Chamber
Sets, lO pieces complete, for

FISHING TACKLE.

Besides these Special Bargain* we
shall add one lot »f
Walnut
Chamber Sets, with Italian mar.
ble Tops, lO pieces complete, lor

$37.00.

$30.00.
Ammunition at manufacturers’ prices.
Atlas Powder Fuse and Caps,
Sporting
and Blasting Powder
in any quantity
Agent for American Arms Company. semiIIammkrless Guns.
Parker and Colt
Breech Loadino Guns, a Special line of
English Guns of our own importation.
Agent for Winchester & Colt’s Single
Shot and Repeating Rifles,
Wholesale
and Re kail.

And numberless other Bargains on this floor that
will please you.

TAKE ELEVATOR. TNIRO FLOOR.
Ta those who

T. B.

DAVIS,

Opposite Post Office, Portland, Me.
I®2
eodtf

we

possible manner, making a specialty of
tvtNinc SPREADS.

call and

see us.

All

goods sold for cash or
on time, at the pleasure of purchaser.

House Furnishing Co.,

COR. PEARL ANO MIDDLE

rcy*3

WF&Meowtt

YACHTSMEN!

STS.,

He.

Fancy Ices, Sweets, Soda, etc. For the convenour patrons keen
open every evening. All
orders
and carefully attended to. We
promptly
Invite ^1
to favor us with an early call.
fyistf GKO. E. WOODBURY St SON, Props.

TOLL SAFETY

JAR

HEATI.YG CO.

dividend NO. 3.
QUARTERLY' dividend of one per cent, has
■f* been this day declared payable on ami after

\

August 23, 1888, to stockholders on record at
close of business August 16,1888.
Transfer books will close August IS, and reopen
August 23,1888.
c. B. STltOUT, Treasurer/
Portland. Me., July 10,1888.
JlylOeodim

SICK HEADACHE
AND

CONSTIPATION
Erracrciu-v Cuaen
Tarrant’s

One lot

following bargains.
heavy weight Double Breasted
Blue Suits only $0.50.

or Ducking Yachting Pants
only 50 cents per pair.
White Coats 50, «oc. and $1.00 each.

STANDARD

by

SoldbyTarrnntACo..N. Y.,

Druggists every when.

CLOTHING

CD.,

255 MIDDLE STREET.

Porto Rico

MOLASSES
*62 Hhds., 41 Ttercs,
Cargo Schooner E. J. W illard, for
sale In bond or duty paid.

COUSENS &
jyU

TOMLINSON,

INPORTKRS.

Ulw

THE STANDARD CLOTHING CO.,
255 Middle

Street,

Is Hr.idquarirr* for Strangers, Tourists and
others visiting thecliy ol Portland, when In

neSd

eod&wlm

Special Heeling of the Portland
Widow’s Wood Society.
special meeting of the Portland Widow’s
Worn! Society, will be held at their Office,
uuy Building, ou Thursday evening, auk.
2nd, at 7 Va o'clock. A puuctual attendance Is
requested as business of importance will come
before said meeting.
S. H.COLKSWORTHY, Sec.

A

July 18,1888.

LIVELY

to-day.

Jyl9d2w

255 Middle Street.
This Is their closing out sale of Summer Clothing and lower prices have never been knowu.
dU

manufacturer*' stock of
sols at about half
price.

CALIFORNIA
TEXAN

AND

Para-

White and Colored Cotton Skirt*.

cheap.

J. M. OVER & CO.,
jyi*11

on or

•SXX'XXZ'*00-

wj5K3Kr

DRINK.

ORANGE ICE
—

AT

& FOSS’.
ttssu

St.

wf*1

toour ,tor® ,or their Fashionable Foot

to meet the want* of all who
wpy..yeareprepared
wish Fine
Fitting, Fine Looking and FUie Wearing

BOOTS anil SHOES.
Gentlemen's Patent ami Enamel Leather Oxford
Ties and Balmorals, light and dressy, ladles' Oxford Ties In endless styles, 1 Julies’ Front Lace
Bool* to suit the eye and purse.

Mtrp

y. Tr.ublo

la.

ta

ah.w SJaada.

WYER GREENE &

CO.,

iWt « aagre.. an., P.rtlaad
TbSATutf

ALICE C.

HOSES,

3 DEERINC PLACE.

Elocution

and

Delsarte Expression
Kariaam

k

Prof.

tchool of Oratory.

Literature.
«

Specialty.

Moees True Browu

1

Hoatoa
wlon

d<ca_eodtf

LIVELY TIMES

Ire In progress at the auiadard l

2S5 Middle

—

MCHLOTTEKBECK

Congress

SUMMER VISITORS

EBXICO.

^*^r***V—PemotuUIy conductCglWfW-TGow
Kates—Quick Time
address nearest
Tlek^i**SJ^P "KtJu2‘ „C*11
New Kllgland
Aeent^.mhiv oK EiCl,KK,KKI
,w

myao

1-3

Ladies' and misses' Hose, very

Jel4

TIMES”

Are In progress at the sttnndnrd « lothlna

33 cent Lisle Ciloves for 13

cents.

.in

CHOICE

Seltzer Aperient.

and

SPECIAL SALE

We offer the

Jiy”

ience of

Jlyl7

furnish-

are

ing complete, we respectfully ask to

THE ATKINSON

now

nest

We cannot

duplicate now for price.

Now offered by the Niaid.nl ClatMag Ca.,
are bargains in every sense of the
word, are all
wool, perfectly fast colors, newest and best goods,
made up at only $2.60 per salt, regular prlca
(4.6o and (6.00.

White Drill

of the

EUROPEAN PLAN.

SAMUEL THURSTON,

or

*l*as'v

Chamber Sets!

ATTEITIOM.

are

Remodelled, Refurnished. Newly Decorated, and now kept on the

ment.

IN

25 and 35e Per Pound.

-MASS.

BOSTON.

The sole agency of this world renowned Instru-

SPECIAL TRADE

ISAAC C. ATKINSON..MANAGER.

For Sale Ketail—Ow„, .Moore A 4
Itinr.
Hr..., Milieu, K run. A Ce.
For Sale Wholesale—A. I.itilr & Ce., J .ho V.
Knud, t urner, A Ce., .Merrill Brea. A
Than,., F. F. Feaier.
j.vlOcodlm

Near Boston and Maine, Eastern, Fitchburg and
Lowell depots, centres of business
aud places of amusement.

.s the bane of bo many lives that
we tualre our great boast. Our

50e Each

Street,

SOSTC1T,

are

Headache, yet Carter h Little Liver Pills are
equally valuable in Constipation, curing and preventing this annoying complaint, while they also
correct all disorders of the stomach,stimulate the
14
ver and regulate the bowels. Even if they only

ACHE

MONDAY, JULY 16.

25c Each.

Popular Novels
Writing Paper

HILL.

Interest Everybody!

lOe Each.

Manufactured by

Pwtl^if
OPP. THE FALMOUTH HOTEL
sep28

M ENTS

WOODWARD

—

Portland,

rence

CURE

THU

the

their annual meeting, for the choice of DlrecUrars fo r thee us “ l n K year, and lor the transaction

tor a sitting when you have a leisure hour. Noth
•og gives as much satisfaction as a finely finished
Photograph of yoursels, your children or your
friends. Up only «c flight; making It easy for
the children or older persons.

c. w. AI.I.KN’
4tt

Announcement
Summer Travel

tnat

can

FOK

Weelsport Skirt 4 Dress Co.,
53 Avon

Co7

F. O. BAILEY &

marl4

gfW MoSef..

by

of the Atlantic and St. LawTHE Stockholders
Kailroad Company
hereby notliled

i

_

all first-class
dealers.

Tu-

I

“sis

Bargains! MUIE FOR ONE WEEK

ANNUAL MEETINC.

I

b7 Charles
right, title and Interest which
M. Henry
bad on the 22nd
day of June
tb« »<>> »".ng goods ami chattels
Mbow Cases. Platform
* Beales,
spring Balance,
rf.wf.'Mii?*®
£5?!with
Coffee Mill Funiace
and KcJlster KerPipe
" Tank Black WalmTi
Marble Slab,
Meat Block with Saw, Knives and Cleaver Cheese
Safe. Tobacco Cutter, Baskets, Barrels etc
W. E. ULMER, Assignee.
Jy20d3t

Salesroom 1M Excftanire Street.

THE

J

Length Punier.

Insolvency

5*2*Z*.
"r. o* July,

The original
folding buslIt

Medium

AMP

Maine,

V. O. K tll.ffV.

&<2>tefTe, pari/d.

STEIN WAY

to a license granted by the
Judge
of
for the County of
I shall sell at public auction,
248 Brackett street, on
Monday, the
1888. at 2.80 In the afternoon.
,oon*r
P^ate tale, all the

Ine Oiurt
i_hr
Cumberland,

Aortionefn and CoiHiuissiun MprchanU

The Queen vf Tnniert.
3(1 inches tong.

NO. 1060.
20-1

SALE

AUCTION.

s£.L
Uc.i^ks L.V«rofi*r8

Clothing Co.

Wfiedspnrt" make.

girl to do the writing lor

PIUS.

lylOdlw

Dentist,

Jh(ree Popular

Address BOX

SET.

teen

is a good penman and
quick at ngnrcs; bestol references required.
P. O. Box 1103.
20-1

I

quested to return all books

PER

who

rilTTLE
IVER

remained

143 FEAKL STREET.
Ian 24dU

21.

CO.,

healthy and good neighborhood; $15.00 a mouth.
Enquire at S, MATHIAS, DO Exchange St. 20-1

ANTE D—A situation to do general house“ P,1Vate ,a,UllJ'
CaU
80PTH8T.

§*• O. BAILEY Ac COif Auctioneern.

XiCRHU ANT

€OL€ORI»,

RIFLES. REVOLVERS

mar29

LET—House 87 Green St., between CumTOberland
and Portland, 7 rooms, pleasant and

good worker.
At same time, lot of second-hand
Carriages and
new Harnesses.
JlyllKlSt

BV

to private pupils by the subscnoer,

W.

AUCTION:

ASSIGNEE’S

1CAL STUDIES
J.

AUCTIONEERS.

HORSE fl

246 MIDDLE ST.

4991-2

I

and after tlie 22d

instruction in mm md class

TO LET.

or

_

___d&w

.there do not.
Tartar's Little Liver
very easy to take. Olio

jy0

Old Orrkard.
d3w»

C U N S

has been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of
the estate of
GEORGE BROCK, late of Portland,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
bonds as the law directs. AU persons havgiven
ing demands upon the estate of said deceased,
are
exhibit the
required to
and
same;
all persons indebted to said estate are called
upon to make payment to
HENRY H. BROCK, Adm'r.
Portland, July 17,1888,
jy20dlaw3wF*

male or RENT—Small and large
houses and tenements on Muuloy having
been thoroughly repaired, are now
ready for
occupancy: also vacant lots for sale on reasonable
terms. BENJAMIN B1IAW, 48V2 Exchange St.
20-1
___

WANTED—A
grocery store.

ROCEZ,
Park,

Ocraa

—-

is ukrkby

Sarsaparilla

A

JULY

Manson G. Larrabee

Notick
subscriber

249 COMMERCIAL STREET.

WANTED—Boy

II.

Tables.

SATIJKDAY, .July 21st, at 10.30 a.m.,ou.*
ON none,
will weigh about 1000 lbs., kind,

Jyio

sides; beautifully situated among tue pines
In Osttage Grove, near the noted Feru Park, at
Old Orchard, Maine; the proprietor
baviug moved
to California, will sell at a bargain. Inquire of A.
J. WHITTEMORE, Photographer, Old Orchard,
Me.
jy20dlw

BONE MEAL

)y20__

to

PROF. P.

*

SATURDAY,

MOORE & CO.

100 Doses One Dollar

U

admission, apply

to see.

_OWEN,

Belknap

F. 0. BAILEY & CO.,

Elegant Boston Candy 50c Per Ponnd.

38 Cents a Piece.

thing in our line.
Speaking of Shirts, men who used to pay a
dollar a piece for White Shirts and then not
get fitted, are wearing our forty-six cent
shirt and are perfectly satisfied. It’s a shirt

$1; six for $5. Prepared only
CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass

»Pr37

Trees. Ka,v Chairs

Orchard,

old

Popular Novels 15e Each.

lot of Gents’ Blue
mixed Gossamer Shirts and Drawers; the best yet, because it is sung
so easily; It is pitched low from the
first and sung through at this very
low priee,

If you turn to the left when .you come in
store the first thing you’ll see is a big
brass arrangement suspended from the celling and covered with Men’s White Neckties.
This Is our Furnishing Department and the
Neckties are samples of the hundred dozen
lot we are selling for fifty cents a piece.
Everybody who looks at them agrees that
they are wonderfully cheap and great inroads have been made on the lot since we began selling it four or five days ago.
In a corner nearer the window is a counter piled high with Neckties of every conceivable shape, style and color. These are
our twenty-five cent ones. Last Saturday we
offered the whole lot at fifteen cents each.
We did it just to celebrate the six o’clock
closing. Of course we lost money on every
Necktie, but we had to do something to mark
such a progressive movement, ana by the
way, we shall make some department suffer
in the same way every Saturday from now
till the middle of October. We advise you
to look out for our Saturday sales
These two Necktie bargains are the leaders in this department, but there is everything else here in the way of haberdashery
and the price on almost everything is way
below what you have to pay at most stores.
Fbice is what has made this department of
our business grow.
It does’nt take a shrewd
man or a shrewd woman either for that matter, very long to find out the difference between the prices of our store and those of
another; then if ail other things are eijuai
the place where low prices is the rule gets
the business. If you can buy Neckties or
Hosiery or Underwear or Shirts from us for
less money than you can elsewhere, you are
pretty sure to come here when you want any-

Sarsaparilla

“For over a year we have been using that admirable preparation, Hood's Sarsaparilla, among
the inmates of St. John’s Home, with constantly
increasing benefit and satisfaction; we want nothing better. In cases of general debility and loss
of appetite we find it invaluable; also when an im
pure state of the blood is indicated by eruptions,
etc. We shall continue to keep it among our
regia*; supplies.” Sisters of St. Joseph, St.
John’s Home, Brooklyn N. Y.
N. B. Be sure to get Hood’s Sarsaparila.

Furk,

Native teachers ouly. Special normal course tor
teachers, Fkkk; 80class lessons lor $10.00; also
private lessons; French ana Uerman tables. For

5th verse—1

\

Are quickly given to every part of the body by
Hood’s Sarsaparilla. That tired feeling is entirely
overcome. The blood is purified, enriched, and
vitalized, and carries health instead of disease to
every organ. The stomach is tonod and strengthened, the appetite restored. The kidneys and
liver are roused and invigorated. Tiie brain is
refreshed, the inind made clear and ready for
work. The whole system is built up by

Ocean

20 Cents a Piece.

♦

C. W.

At Falmouth Foreside, July 19, Jennie N. Tre"
cartin, aged 48 years 1 mouth.
[Funeral service Saturday forenoon at 10 o’clk,
at ner late residence, Falmouth Foreside.
In Bath. July 18, Diugene, wile of
Augustus
Mampel, aged 62 years 6 mouths.
At Soldiers Home, Togus, July 11, Charles F.

Piece.

a

food

on

DEATHS.

SUMMER COURSE
ai

Piece.

a

Vests, regular price $1.00, but the
key changes and the song runs
low, and trills the price at

is now nearly lime for seeding to grass and the
THREE-STORY front cottage, containing 7
IT uest
A rooms, with (table
fertilizer for the purpose is a'ube
connected; piazza
ground
three

Ill tills city, July 17,
by Rev. J. R. Grosser,
David A. Lynn of Cambridge,
Mass., and Miss
Mabel G. Grant of Portland. Me.
In tbls city, July 19, by Rev. T. P. Ltneban.
Michael X. MuIIhall and Ella 1*’. Latham.
In Biddeford, July ll, Michael Leonard and Miss
Lizzie Lord.
In Poland, July 14, Fernald O. Everett ol Poland and Miss Etta U Roberts of Auburn
In Livermore, July 14, Victor 8. Fuller and Miss
Lula A. Pomeroy.

BV AI/CTIOX.

3d verse-Fonimences very high;
1 lot Ladies’ French Bulbriggan

light and sweet
perfectly digestible and

cold, fresh

Farmers ^Attention!

MARRIACES.

Furniture, Carpets, &c.,

Sold more Clothing last year than any other
concern la the United States.
This year the
growth of their business has been phenomenal.

lower,

commend it for its

ble for its well being or Ills own
comfort.
Much of the annoyance which
many find in
working the mother can be easily nrevented,
says Spirit of the Times, by a little forethought and the exercise of a little natural
tact. After it is two weeks old, the colt is as
capable of living on three meals a day as is
the calf, and it should be shut up in a
yard
or pasture, away from the mother
while she
is at work.
Care must, of course, be exercised on the start. Leaving the colts in a
ctSuii iOt with uider colts or horses will relieve the anxiety that is first felt when left
A little care as to the
a»ne.
temperature
of the mother’s blood when the colt takes its
milk is also important.
If the mother is to be worked
constantly
it is advisable to teach the colt to eat a little
bran and oats as soon as possible, and
by
increasing this grain ration it will be ready
for weaning earlier, and the
weaning
process will be more gradual and in
every way
more agreeable,
if the colt is haltered and
handled a half hour every day till two
mouths old, and haltered and led
regularly
at least once a week after this it will be
much better for it in every way.

family soap.

rictc.

2d verse—1 lot of Ladies’ full
fashioned French t ut Vests; tl e
price hus been sung to you all this
season at 50 cents;
we sing It to
you during this sale one octave

only the very

insures pure,

power has been determined the

The young colt does not always reoive as
much attention from the farmer as is desira-

pure

wen is a

aw

our

a

base

AUCTIONEERS.

July 2lst, at 10 o’clock a. m„
ONweSATURDAY.
shall Mil at salisr.se,.*
Enchange street
lut

The Standard

pre-eminently
leavening agent known. Containing no lime, alum, phosphate or other impurity, it leaves no alkaline or acid resi-

horse s ears, closed to the
head; this will
divert his attention and fstart him.

Index is

the

now

the most useful and wholesome

bread, biscuit and cake, that

sunc.

1-3

cents;
pitches it very low,

baking powder should be employed.
The absolute purity of the Royal
Baking Powder

rue norui lintisu
Agriculturist gives the
following different ways for treating balky
horses: First, pat the horse on the neck
examine him carefully, first on one side,
then on the other; if you can get him a
handful of grass give it to him, and speak
encouragely to him. Then jump into the
wagon, and give the word to go and he will
generally obey. Second, taking the horse
out of the shafts, and
turning him around in
acircle until he is giddy, will
generally start
him. 1 bird, another way to cure a
balky
horse Is, place your hand over his nose and
and shut off his wind until he wants to
go.
Fourth, then, again, take a couple of turns
of stout twine around the fore
legs, just below the knee, tight enough for the horse to
leel it: tie in a bow knot; at the first click
he will probably be dancing off.
After going a short distance you can get out and remove the string, to prevent
injury to the
tendons. Fifth, again, you can try the following: lake the tail of the horse between thehind|legs,and tie it by a cord to the
saddle girth. Sixth, the last
remedy I know
is as follows:
Tie a string around the

will be
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F. 0. BAILEY'& CO.

[New York, Breekljra, Haaron. I»klladel-

Given

best and purest

duum in the food,

songs

LANGUAGES!

P W. Box

protection.

mare.

Political Notea.
The Republican State committee have extended to flon. A. G. Lebroke, of Foxcroft, a
cordial invitation to take an .active part in
the pending political campaign, by addressing
public meetings
the
throughout
State.
Mr. Lebroke is familiar with all
the present
party issues, is deeply interested
In the result of the election, and is one of the
most eloquent and wittiest of Maine orators.
A canipaign gleo.lolub was organized in
Bath, Wednesday evening, by several of the
leading male singers of the city. The club
will include about twenty and will make its
first appearance at the Republican flag raising Saturday night, when several campaign

246 MIDDLE ST.

to
the gentle warble
Listen
ubwut the inuuufueiiirers’ 4 losing
Out Sale of HOSIERY and UNDERWEAR.

wholesale adultera-

Both the health and the

eat.

we

physical conditions.
For raising bread, biscuit

good
Drew

a

OF

SCHOOLS

pkia, Wa.kia«Ma

certain

Doctor Morrill owns a filly that was sired
by Judge Killy, a full brother to John Mills,
record 2.31, he by Winthrop Morrill, dam
Fanny Holmes, three years old, record 2.50,
by Cazenovia Star; second dam by Alexander’s Edwin Forrest.
ownes

vigorously against the

put at work

wickedly
adulterated than the lower grades of baking powder.
These baking powders contain either lime, which,
introduced into the system in too free quantities, causes
serious disorders of the kidneys; alum, a corrosive
poison,
or lime
phosphates and sulphates, which are condemned by
physicians as deleterious in their effect when taken under

owns

Dr. Topliff of Woodford’s,

of the law cannot be

of the people demand

Mollle Morrill, a fine
four year old black mare that stands 15J and
She was sired by
weighs 1000 pounds.
Cushnoc, record 2.34J, he by Victor, record
2.23, he by Gen. Knox, dam by Howe’s BisThis
marck, record 2.40, he by Gen. Knox.
mare is now in foal by Nelson’s Redhawk
and can trot in 2.45.

yearling

machinery

There is

Dr. Morrill

No.

co.

BERLITZ

AUCTION SA1.KH-

RKU1NNINU JULY », INNfl.

The

ander’s Abdallah. Her dam was by Niagara. She Is the mother of several very promising colts that are kept for stock purposes.
Lady Almont is now with foal by Starlight,
a son

KDUCATIONAL.

Manson G. Larrabee

tration of the gothic style of architecture of

the 13th century. It has beautiful cathedral
stained glass windows representing full
life
size figures of various saints, that were
gen*
erously donated by members of the congregation in memory of deceased relatives and
friends. The structure cost 812,CCO.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

proved, and two of the Commissioners say
they have funds for all expenses.

Frank M'

t0

making the

jury at the August term, but the
County Treasurer, Hon. B. B. Thomas, says
all bills are, and will be paid as fast as apand the

lelhiac Ca-

Street.
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